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Efficient Simulation of PRAM Algorithms on Shared
Memory Machines1
Nicolas Berr2

Abstract: The parallel random-access machine (PRAM) is an abstract shared memory register
machine used in computer science to model the algorithmic performance of parallel algorithms.
Although being used as theoretical model for many years, only few attempts have been made to prove
technical feasibility of the model for the use in real world applications. One of these attempts was the
SB-PRAM Project, which included the development of a real PRAM hardware, a high-level PRAM
programming language and a compiler. It offered programmers the ability to implement algorithms
designed for a PRAM in a natural way. Today, the hardware based prototype no longer exists, but a
simulation software is still available. Even though the simulated hardware contains a huge amount
of inherent parallelism, it turned out to be hard to provide an efficient parallel implementation of
the simulation. In this article a promising new approach for this problem, its implementation and
evaluation is presented. Experiments have shown the high potential of its efficiency and discover
even more potential that can be exploited by future work.

Keywords: PRAM, Simulator, parallel, Multicore-Architecture

1

Introduction

The parallel random-access machine (PRAM) is an abstract register machine used in
computer science to model the algorithmic performance of parallel algorithms. Although
being used as theoretical model for many years, only few attempts have been made
to upraise the model to practical usability. One of these attempts was the SB-PRAM
Project. It was intended to be a “proof of concept” that the theoretical model of the
PRAM is technically feasible for use in real world applications. The project included
the development of a real PRAM hardware, the high-level PRAM programming language
Fork, and a Fork compiler [KKT01]. In addition, a simulation of the hardware has been
provided in the form of a software called pramsim.
The simulation of PRAM algorithms can provide a practical access to the theory of parallel
algorithms. Even more, scientific developers of parallel algorithms are able to exemplaryly
verify if the result and the assumptions about runtime complexity are correct. However, the
PRAM simulation is running very slow compared to programs natively running on present
desktop computer systems. Therefore, a significant runtime improvement is required in
order to be able to observe more than toy size problems. The inherent parallelism of
the simulation suggests parallel computation as a solution. However, there were several
1
2
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previous attempts to parallelize the simulator with different approaches that did not achieve
any significant performance improvement, or were restricted to certain classes of PRAM
programs.
This article describes the basic approach followed in order to achieve significantly more
parallel performance. Details about the implementation and measured results of the
parallel performance are given. It will conclude on the work done and will offer some
ideas that potentially can lead to even more parallel performance.

2

Background and Related Work

The PRAM-Model The PRAM was introduced as generalization from the randomaccess machine (RAM) by Fortune and Wyllie in 1978 [FW78, KKT01, Vi10]. In theory,
a PRAM employs an unbounded number of processors, synchronized by a common clock,
all having unit time access to a common shared memory, and a private local memory in
addition. If the model is used to discuss the performance of a concrete parallel algorithm,
the actual number of processors used often is assumed to be set √
to a certain number p,
typically calculated in relation to the size of the input n, e. g. p := n.
At each time step a processor can write into the shared memory, read from shared memory,
or perform some computation on its local memory. If a program is processed in parallel,
each single instruction will be done in parallel by all PRAM processors synchronously.
Thus, either all processors are reading from shared memory, all are writing to the shared
memory or all are doing some computation based only on local (private) memory. While
synchronous computing on processor local data does not cause any possible conflicts,
accesses to the same memory cell do. There is a variety of rules to resolve such conflicts
that are typically divided into three main variants: exclusive-read exclusive-write (EREW),
concurrent-read exclusive-write (CREW) and concurrent-read concurrent-write (CRCW)
[KKT01]. The former does not allow any concurrent access to a shared memory cell, the
latter allows concurrent read as well as write accesses.
The CRCW variant requires additional rules for the conflict resolution, such as Weak (only
a certain predefined value is allowed for simultaneous writing), Common (all processors
writing to the same location have to write the same value), Arbitrary (only one arbitrary
processor’s value will be written to the memory), Priority (the value is determined by a
predefined processor priority) and Combining (a reduction function, such as minimum
or maximum, is applied to all written values) [KKT01]. It has been shown that an
implementation of a PRAM supporting at least the Priority and the Combined CRCWPRAM variants will also be able to generate valid results when running algorithms
designed for most of the other variants [KKT01].

The SB-PRAM Project The SB-PRAM Project was intended to be a “proof of
concept” that the theoretical model of the PRAM is technically feasible for use in real
world applications [FGK97]. It included everything needed to program and run such an
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application: a programming language, a compiler, a hardware and an operating system.
The SB-PRAM hardware is a scalable shared memory architecture with uniform access
time. It basically emulates the Priority CRCW-PRAM model. Additionally, powerful
multi-prefix operations, like multi-prefix addition (mpadd), have been implemented,
which practically empowers the SB-PRAM to support nearly all relevant models. To
take full advantage of the PRAM-like programming model supported by the hardware
on the low level of assembly, the C based language Fork has been developed to enable the
programming on a higher level. In order to enable software developers programming the
SB-PRAM without having access to the real hardware, a simulation of the hardware has
been provided in the form of a software called pramsim. It is available for free3 and is
part of a collection of compiler and system tools for the SB-PRAM. Besides the usage for
research purposes, pramsim has enabled the practical experience of PRAM programming
also as a complementation of classical theory courses on PRAM algorithms [Ke04].

Fork Fork is a high-level programming language for PRAMs [KKT01]. It was developed
as part of the SB-PRAM project introduced in Section 2. Like other shared memory
based parallel programming languages, Fork offers explicitly assignable shared (sh) and
private (pr) variables with comparable restrictions, except for the additional concept of a
group level shared memory. Fork offers two different program execution modes that are
associated with source code regions: the asynchronous and the synchronous mode.
In synchronous execution mode processors remain synchronous on the statement level
(which is passed through the compiler’s output on instruction level), i. e., the instruction
counters of the processors are equal at each machine cycle. This is called the synchronicity
invariant. If a conditional jump occurs that evaluates differently for parts of the participating processors, they are split into two groups. The synchronicity invariant remains guaranteed for the processors belonging to the same group. This also implies,that all expressions
consisting only of shared objects always evaluate to the same value for all processors of
the group. If groups are joined again, their processors have to be synchronized in order to
maintain the synchronicity invariant.
In asynchronous execution mode, the synchronicity invariant is not enforced. The instruction pointers of the processors may differ at any time and there are no implicit synchronization points, hence the use of explicit synchronization is required to guarantee that accesses
to shared objects occur at the points in time intended by the algorithm. Programming asynchronous regions is very similar to the programming model used in today’s popular and
well known thread based shared memory programming extensions like OpenMP. An exemplary use of the Fork language for both, synchronous and asynchronous algorithms, is
illustrated in Appendix A in Section 6.

Previous Work on the Parallelization of the SB-PRAM Simulator Although the
SB-PRAM simulator pramsim is simulating a massively parallel computer architecture,
it is coded as a pure sequential program. It appears likely that a parallel version of
3
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the simulator would be easy to develop by exploiting the inherent parallelism of the
simulation. However, there were several previous attempts to parallelize the simulator
with different approaches that did not achieve any significant performance improvement,
or were restricted to certain classes of PRAM programs.
There are several publications related to the topic of PRAM simulation that can be
classified into three categories. The first category includes approaches based on the
assembly model of the SB-PRAM processor directly without any knowledge about any
semantics from a higher level [Cl07, CLB12, Bl07]. All these approaches have in common
that all read and write operations in parallel simulations must lead to the same result
as in sequential simulation. In order to achieve this, they mainly followed the idea of
read optimistic (continue unsynchronized operation until a checkpoint, rollback in case
of conflicts) or conservative (block operation if a conflict may occur until all processes
are blocked) approaches. They were applied to the original simulator code or even to a
full parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) implementation. The attempts were based
on Message-Passing implementations and were only successful for algorithms that tend to
cause very few conflicts, i. e. make use of shared memory write accesses very sparingly.
The second category of approaches is based not only on the semantics of the SB-PRAM
assembly model, but rather includes additional knowledge about the higher programming
language level. One of this kind is introduced in [KKW09]. The idea is based on the Fork
semantic of synchronous groups. As already stated in Section 2, the synchronicity invariant
is only guaranteed for processors belonging to the same group. Thus processors that split
into different groups can be simulated by different threads without any synchronization
until they reunite again. In order to avoid overhead in detecting group splitting from within
the simulator, the Fork compiler was extended to add hints for the simulator in the form of
a new (pseudo) instruction shint. Even though the implementation was based on shared
memory, there was no significant performance gain in using multiple threads. However,
besides the mechanism of shints, this work also provided a slim version of the sequential
pramsim that introduced some other simplifications to the code, representing a good basis
for further work on the parallelization of the simulation, based on the combination of
assembly model and fork semantics.
The third category of approaches completely gets away from the idea of simulating a
PRAM and is based only on the semantics of Fork. An example of this kind is the sourceto-source compilation approach presented in [BKK12] which was very successful. It relies
completely on creating general-purpose computing on graphics processor units (GPGPU)
compatible code from synchronous fork code regions but does not maintain the capability
to simulate and analyze the runtime behavior of PRAM algorithms. In addition there is no
direct support for the Priority CRCW collision resolution or multi-prefix operations.
With respect to the previous work done and to the value of being able to analyze the
runtime behavior of a huge class of PRAM algorithms it was decided to follow new ideas
based on the second approach.
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3

Concept and Implementation

The Simple and the Extended Approach The simple approach is mentioned here to
provide a basis for extensions to the approach and to illustrate the main problem of finegrained parallelism. It is one of the first category of approaches introduced in Section 2,
since it is based only on the assembly model of the SB-PRAM.
The concept is realized by SPMD fashioned shared memory programming: the simulation
loop presented in Figure 1 is run by several threads having a unique id. The complete set
of physical PRAM processors (PPs) is divided as equally as possible into disjunct subsets
PPid . As soon as all PPs have processed one instruction, the memory processing phase is
done by a single thread (for later reference this procedure will be called SimulateMem).
Hence, the actual parallel processing is limited to the simulation of the instruction in lines
2 to 4. Furthermore, synchronization is needed in every simulation step to make sure that
instruction- and memory-processing does not overlap.
1: while not end of simulation, with thread 0..n-1 as id parallel do
2:
for pp ∈ PPid do
3:
execute one instruction of physical processor pp
4:
end for
5:
barrier
6:
if id = 0 then
7:
for pp ∈ PP do
8:
perform the memory request of physical processor pp, if any
9:
end for
10:
end if
11:
barrier
12: end while

Fig. 1: Simple Parallel Pramsim Simulation Loop (based on [Bl07])

The basic idea of extending the simple approach is coarsening the synchronization
granularity by executing several instead of just one instruction per simulation round. This
principle is illustrated in Figure 2. The execution of the instruction stream by a single PP is
continued until a certain instruction or condition is met (for later reference this procedure
will be called SimulateMultipleStepsPP). The occurrence of such an event is called
synchronization point since the resulting simulation will be synchronized only at these
points. One of the approaches outlined in Section 2 – [Bl07] – already introduced this
principle, but was based only on the semantics of the assembly model, i. e., any access to
the global memory represented a synchronization point.
A new approach combines this principle with some knowledge about Fork semantics and
has been inspired by the bulk-synchronous parallel model [Va90]. The basic idea is to think
of the simulation as a sequence of segments being connected by global synchronization
phases. Inside such segments, it is assumed that no relevant information is propagated
between PPs, i. e., the simulation can be run in parallel without further constraints.
Information that has to be accessible by other PPs is written to the global memory only
during the global synchronization phases.
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1: while not end of simulation, with thread 0..n-1 as id parallel do
2:
for pp ∈ PPid do
3:
execute instructions of pp until a synchronization point is reached
4:
end for
5:
barrier
6:
if id = 0 then
7:
for pp ∈ PP do
8:
perform the memory request of pp according to certain constraints
9:
end for
10:
end if
11:
barrier
12: end while

Fig. 2: Extended Simple Parallel Pramsim Simulation Loop

A simple variant of this approach is to consider any write access to the global memory as a
relevant propagation of information. In this case, a segment – the PP simulation in lines 2
to 4 (Figure 2) – is run in parallel for each PP until its instruction stream reaches a global
write instruction. The global synchronization phase in lines 5 to 11 actually performs all
write operations requested in a strictly sequential order by a single thread while the other
threads stay idle. Then the next segment is processed.
For a better understanding, this scenario is illustrated using the example code-snippet
shown in Figure 3(a). The example shows a part of a simulation where all PPs are part
of a single synchronous group, actually running the same code sequence. The result for a
and b at the end of the code-snippet is expected to be the same as if only one processor
was used. In the present case actually a = 2 and b = 1. Figure 3(b) shows this scenario for
the sequential simulation of four PPs P0 , ..., P3 and Figure 3(c) shows the parallel version
of this simulation using two threads T0 and T1 . The instructions are noted in a simplified
format. There are read (R), write (W ) and arithmetic (+) instructions. Read and write
instructions are denoted by a subscript, the name of the variable, and followed by the
value actually read or written. Just as expected, the result at the end of the simulation part
is a = 2 and b = 1 for both, the sequential and the parallel simulation.
As mentioned before, the global synchronization divides the simulation into consequtive
segments. This is visualized in Figure 3(c) for the two segments Si and Si+1 . The write
instructions within these segments are treated as write requests while read instructions
are processed directly. The processing of write requests is delayed until the next global
synchronization. Therefore, the read operations Ra for P1 and P3 in Si result in the value
of a as at the beginning of Si . Moreover, any read operation for any PP results in the value
of the accessed variable as at the beginning of the segment, hence is guaranteed to be the
same for all PPs. For the special case of a single synchronous group this also guarantees
the result of sequential and parallel simulation being exactly the same, since all PPs are
executing the same sequence of instructions in all segments.
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2:
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6:
a = a + b;
7: }
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(a) code-snippet

(b) sequential
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Rb :1
+
Wa :2
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Ra :1
Rb :1
+
Wa :2

(c) parallel

Fig. 3: Simulation of a Single Synchronous Group

Coarsening the Synchronization Granularity The coarsening of the synchronization
granularity is the main source of optimization potential. The objective is to maximize the
number of instructions that can be simulated in the function SimulateMultipleStepsPP
without breaking the rules for the correct processing of Fork programs. This can be done
by the successive extension of the meaning of “relevant propagation of information”.
Therefore, the implementation includes a function that decides when the simulation of a
single PP has to be stopped for the actual segment. The function can be configured to make
decisions according to the following levels of granularity. The number of write accesses
actually not considered being a relevant propagation of information (RPI) increases with
the level.

Level 1 Any write operation to the global memory is considered as RPI.

Level 2 Extending Level 1, write requests to the private partition of the global memory
are not considered being an RPI. Accesses to the private partition can be easily
identified by the highest bit of the virtual address.
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Level 3 Extending Level 2, accesses to the actual private stack-frame of the accessing PP
are detected and not considered as RPI. It was investigated that the private stackframes of the PPs are not located in the private partition of the global memory.
Therefore, accesses to the private stack-frame have to be detected by comparing
the virtual address to the current private frame-pointer (fpp) and the current private
stack-pointer (spp) of the accessing PP.
Level 4 Extending Level 3, the check for private accesses is extended to the whole stack,
not just the current stack-frame. This could only be achieved by using shint
instrumentation of the fork-lib startup routine. It is used by the simulator in order to
trigger the recording of the first stack-frame address.
Level 5 Extending Level 4, the fifth level of granularity introduces the aspect of determining if an explicitly globally visible information actually is considered to be relevant
or not. In an asynchronous region this relevance is marked and enforced by the use
of explicit synchronization. For that purpose, the implementation distinguished between PPs actually running in asynchronous execution mode and PPs running in
synchronous execution mode. In order to support the simulator to make this distinction, the Fork compiler has been extended to insert shint instructions when
asynchronous program regions are entered or left.
It should be noted that the current implementation of the fifth level is not completely Fork
compliant: if a synchronous group and at least one PP running in asynchronous mode are
executed simultaneously, it may happen that not all PPs of the synchronous group read
the same value from the same memory location at the same read instruction. However, the
implementation has been developed in order to evaluate its possibilities and nevertheless
can be safely used for simulations consisting only of phases where either all PPs are in
synchronous mode or all PPs are in asynchronous mode.

Barrier The Fork barrier has the most important function for the whole concept to work
correctly. since it has to ensure that all PPs waiting in the barrier will continue the execution
at the beginning of the same segment. This constraint is derived from the idea of the exact
barrier introduced in [KKT01]. The exact barrier is actually stricter than a standard barrier.
It ensures that all PPs of the same group will continue the execution of the next instruction
after the barrier at the same CPU cycle. This functionality is absolutely essential for the
reunion of groups or switching between asynchronous and synchronous execution mode.
Please refer to [KKT01, p. 142-147] for more detailed information about the concept and
the implementation of the exact barrier.
Several problems arise if the barrier is executed in the parallel simulation without
modifications. The first problem of the parallel simulation concept is that the simulation of
a PP is only stopped if a write request occurs. This means a PP running into the barrier will
enter a loop that does not include any write requests and then will be simulated forever,
since no synchronization point can be reached if all threads running the simulation are
actually busy waiting for a PP stuck in the barrier. Therefore the concept is modified to
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include read requests from inside the barrier code into the list of conditions that will stop
the simulation of the actual PP. Such requests are detected by shints added to the Fork
library at the beginning and at the end of the barrier function.
The next problem is that read and write accesses inside the barrier will occur in the
same synchronization phase. According to the basic implementation of parallelism in
this section, SimulateMem will process all memory accesses that are pending which now
includes read accesses. This causes a serious problem: not all PPs will be released at the
same time. Since memory processing is done sequentially in the priority order of the PPs, a
PP entering the barrier last will trigger the release only for those PPs processed afterwards.
The other PPs will not be released until the next synchronization phase. The problem of
simultaneous read and write accesses was prevented for the original SB-PRAM by dividing
read and write instructions into odd and even processor cycles. With this concept in mind,
it was decided to process read accesses only in the PPs simulation phase and write accesses
detected as relevant propagation of information only in the synchronization phase. For the
special case of the read access inside the barrier, the processing is delayed to the beginning
of the next segment.
The final problem is that the releasing PPs will be one global synchronization behind the
already waiting PPs. The solution is derived from the early wave delay technique used for
the original SB-PRAM, which used two additional nop instructions to counteract a similar
problem. The second nop is replaced by a special shint. This shint then triggers an
additional synchronization phase for the PPs being early.
The handling of the barrier as described in this chapter has a major advantage over the
handling by the sequential simulation. In the parallel simulation the barrier loop is only
simulated once per segment. The actual length of the instruction stream processed by
certain PPs in the same segment may be very different, i. e., this handling introduces a
noticeable performance improvement, especially in sequential program regions processed
only by one PP.

Runtime Estimation of Simulated Algorithms There are two major purposes for the
simulation of PRAM algorithms: testing if the algorithm works correctly and observing
its runtime behavior. The former purpose remains fully served by the parallel simulation,
since it is Fork compliant. Serving the latter purpose may be only possible to a limited
extent. The observation of the runtime behavior typically is done by using the program
trv in order to visualize trace file outputs generated by a profiling run of of the algorithm
[KKT01, Ke04]. Since the tracing ability was not subject of this work it can be considered
as not present for the parallel simulation. Nevertheless, a basic form of observing runtime
behavior is still possible: runtime estimation.
The Fork library offers read access to the processor cycle counter of the PPs via the getct
function. This can be used to calculate the wall clock time of a certain part of the program,
i. e., to determine the exact runtime of a parallel algorithm for a certain problem size and
processor count. On the original SB-PRAM and in the sequential simulation, the cycle
counts of all PPs are equal at every point in time. Hence, it does not matter which PP
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actually obtains the result of getct. However, the individual progress of the PPs diverges
during the parallel simulation. At the end of the program, the values of the cycle counters
may be completely different. and possibly none of them represents the real time taken by
the execution of the algorithm. In addition, the barrier implementation, as described in
Section 3, introduces the new feature of temporarily suppressing the simulation of waiting
PPs. This also implies it will be missing some processor cycles.
From a different point of view, the barrier itself can be used as global time reference. The
barrier semantic guarantees all PPs belonging to the same group to leave the barrier at
the same time – or from the view of the simulation: they have the same cycle count. In
the sequential simulation, the waiting PPs are released when the last PP enters the barrier.
In the parallel simulation ”the last” PP actually means the PP that has made the most
progress before entering the barrier. This point of view offers a conclusive image of the
runtime behavior. The PPs may have diverging cycle counts during the simulation, but
from their point of view this count represents the actual time, if it is synchronized to a
global time reference whenever a barrier is left. This global time reference is determined
by the maximum of all cycle counts of all PPs that entered the barrier and belong to the
same group.
Therefore, the handling of the barrier is extended. The shint handler for the barrier
enter event is extended by the procedure of determining the maximum cycle count. The
shint handler for the barrier leave event is extended by the procedure of setting the
cycle to this maximum plus the instruction length of the barrier itself. Of course, this has
to be done with respect to the actual group topology. This is done by using the shared
group-pointer (gps) as the key for a group individual maximum entry in a tree-map. This
highly increases the accuracy of the simulation concerning the observation of the runtime
behavior based on the processor cycle count.

4

Evaluation

Evaluation Setup and Definitions Subject of the evaluation was the runtime of original
and parallel implementation of pramsim for several different algorithms as well as
comparison of the algorithm’s result (correctness) and the result of the estimated PRAM
runtime (simulated SB-PRAM hardware processing time). All measurements were done
on the same shared memory computer system utilizing up to 16 cpu cores. For comparison
purposes the relative and the real speedup was calculated. The relative speedup was
calculated by dividing the runtime of the parallel implementation using only one thread by
the runtime of the same implementation using 16 threads. The real speedup was calculated
by dividing the runtime of the original implementation by the runtime of the parallel
implementation using 16 threads.

Summary of Results Obtained The Fork compiler package contains several example
algorithms with very different characteristics regarding the number and the frequency of
change between asynchronous and synchronous regions and groups. Extensive evaluations
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using a set of these algorithms have shown that the parallel simulation of all these
algorithms could achieve an real speedup between 12 and 31, depending on the algorithm.
For some of them this was achieved without any modification whereas some others
have been modified slightly. The outputs of the algorithms simulated by original and
parallel simulation were identical for all cases – with exceptions at Level 5, as expected.
The overall accuracy of the runtime estimation had an acceptable relative deviation
between original and parallel simulation of at most 1%. Algorithms with dominating
synchronous regions even do better up to exact results. A more detailed view on results
and investigations is presented in Appendix B in Section 6, including the identification of
further optimization potential.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

The SB-PRAM simulator in conjunction with the Fork programming language represents
a good basis for the simulation of PRAM algorithms. In the past, there were several
attempts to implement an efficient parallel version of this simulator which did not achieve
any significant performance improvement or were restricted to certain classes of PRAM
programs. The attempt described in this article introduced and enabled the concept of
successive coarsening of the synchronization granularity. The basic mechanism of the
concept is simulating single PPs until a situation occurs that requires synchronization.
The actual decision if and when such a situation is considered to be present can be
done by several extensible criteria. As part of this work, several levels of synchronization
granularity have been introduced, implemented, and evaluated. This was mostly done with
the assistance of instrumentation instructions inserted by an extension to the Fork compiler.
The resulting parallel simulation showed a reasonable parallel performance without any
restrictions to certain classes of PRAM algorithms while maintaining the possibility of
runtime analysis. Even more, the concept still leaves room for even more improvement,
which could be addressed in future work by the introduction of new compiler optimizations
and/or an efficient parallel implementation of the mpadd instruction.
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Appendix

A: Fork Example Algorithms An example PRAM algorithm in asynchronous mode
was already mentioned and evaluated in [Cl07, CLB12]: a Jacobi over-relaxation solver
for the well-known two-dimensional Laplace problem. The core of this solver is shown
in Figure 4. The solver iterates K times over a two dimensional N × N mesh. As one can
see, the work for the physical PRAM processors (PPs) is shared statically in lines 8 and
14 by the forall loop (# evaluates the actual number of PPs in the current group). If N
is divisible by the number of processes, then the load will be evenly divided, since all PPs
will process the same number of instructions. The iteration is divided into two phases: the
calculation of the values for the next iteration and a copy phase. Both phases reside inside
two asynchronous regions, each marked by a farm statement. The outer start statement
marks a synchronous region, i. e. the asynchronous regions are synchronized by an implied
barrier at the end of the region.
Since Fork was designed as a PRAM programming language, it offers much more potential
to express parallel algorithms than just the OpenMP like fashion presented in Figure 4. The
previously introduced algorithm solving the Laplace problem by Jacobi over-relaxation
does not make use of real PRAM specific capabilities. Figure 5 outlines a CREW-PRAM
variant of the algorithm utilizing P := N 2 processors. As one can see, the copy phase
is not necessary any more. Additionally, the two nested inner loops are replaced by a
complete static distribution of cells to processors (identified by the actual group processor
id $). The complete algorithm is now running in synchronous execution mode, hence
the synchronicity invariant applies. It guarantees for each iteration that first all PPs will
simultaneously read the same, old values stored in src, then simultaneously compute the
new result and, finally, simultaneously write their result to a distinct memory location
inside the src array.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

start {
pr int i , j , k ;
// iterate K times
for ( k =0; k < K ; k ++) {
// calculate new destination values
farm forall (i ,1 ,N -1 ,#)
for ( j =1; j <N -1; j ++)
dst [ i ][ j ] = 0.25 * ( src [i -1][ j ] + src [ i +1][ j ]
+ src [ i ][ j -1] + src [ i ][ j +1]) ;
// copy destination to source values
farm forall (i ,1 ,N -1 ,#)
for ( j =1; j <N -1; j ++)
src [ i ][ j ] = dst [ i ][ j ];
}
}
Fig. 4: Core of Laplace Solver (based on [Cl07, CLB12])

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

start {
pr int i , j , k ;
i = $ / SQRT_P + 1;
j = $ % SQRT_P + 1;
// iterate K times
for ( k =0; k < K ; k ++) {
src [ i ][ j ] = 0.25 * ( src [i -1][ j ] + src [ i +1][ j ]
+ src [ i ][ j -1] + src [ i ][ j +1]) ;
}
}
Fig. 5: Core of Synchronous Laplace Solver

B: Closer Inspection of the Introduced Laplace Algorithm In order to enable deeper
insight into the design of the parallel SB-PRAM simulation, the performance of the
Laplace solver algorithms, as described in Figure 4 and Figure 5 in Appendix A, are
discussed in more detail.
For the case of the asynchronous solver (Figure 4) there will be the following points of
synchronization depending on the level of granularity: Level 1 and 2 will result in any
write to private or shared variables (see lines 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 and 16) being a trigger for
a synchronization phase. Level 3 and 4 will only trigger synchronization phases for writes
into shared variables (lines 10 and 16). Level 5 will only synchronize at implicit points
located at the end of the two farm statements outside the inner loops. This corresponds to
the increasing relative speedup of the parallel simulation of a 64 PP PRAM (p = n) shown
in Table 1 (second column).
For the case of the synchronous solver (Figure 5) synchronization will take place at the
following locations: Level 1 and 2 will result in synchronization at any write to private or
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shared variables (see lines 4, 5, 8 and 9). Level 3 and 4 will only trigger synchronization
phases for writes into shared variables (line 9 only). Level 5 will have no benefit since
there are no asynchronous regions. This corresponds to the relative speedup of the parallel
simulation of a 4096 PP PRAM (p = n2 ) also shown in Table 1 (third column). Obviously,
the relative speedup is limited to the amount of Level 4 Graining – which seems to
be similar for both asynchronous and synchronous Laplace solver. However, since the
number of visible synchronization phases obviously is far less for the synchronous solver
(only the k loop is present), a further examination of the presence of additional, implicit
synchronization was done. It was investigated through revision of the Fork compiler
and its assembly output that a major source of synchronization is caused by an mpadd
instruction that is inserted into the assembly for each loop iteration. This is done by the
Fork compiler since after any conditional branch the number of participating PPs in the
current synchronous group may have changed. It is one of the mechanisms the compiler
uses in order to enforce the synchronicity invariant.
Since mpadd is the most expensive instruction – from the perspective of the parallel
simulation – a third variant of the Laplace solver was created. It was called semisynchronous because it based on explicitly telling the Fork compiler that he should run the
complete loop in Figure 5 line 8 to 11 in asynchronous execution mode by simply adding
a farm to the beginning of line 8. As the compiler does not enforce the synchronicity
invariant for asynchronous regions, it does not insert the mpadd instruction. However,
even running in asynchronous execution mode – where PP instruction pointers may differ
– does not mean that the instruction pointers of PPs necessarily have to be different. In this
special case, all instruction sequences for all PPs will be the same. Hence, the output of
the algorithm will be the same as the output of the synchronous variant. This applies even
for the parallel simulation of the algorithm except for Graining Level 5. As one can see
in Table 1 (fourth column), this results in a noticeable boost of the relative speedup from
about 8 up to 12.
The insight of this experiment discovers the potential of further improvements. Future
work may focus on the development of an efficient mpadd implementation. Even investigations on compiler based optimization is possible. One could focus on path prediction
techniques in order to avoid the mpadd instruction (branch out only in last iteration). Also
one could define k as a shared variable and try to implement detection and handling for
parallel operations that will result in equal results for all PPs (since all PPs operate on the
same k the results of increment and comparison will be equal, thus have to be computed
only once).
Graining
Level 1 & 2
Level 3 & 4
Level 5

Laplace async.

Laplace sync.

Laplace semisync.

4.3
8.2
13.6

5.9
8.2
8.2

7.4
12.1
(invalid result) 15.4

Tab. 1: Relative Speedup for Parallel Simulation of Laplace Algorithms
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Evaluating the Influence of Data Type Precision On
Numerical Algorithms
Michael Bromberger1, Markus Hoffmann1, and Andreas Hampp1

Abstract: IEEE 32 or 64 bit floating-point arithmetic is often sufficient for different kind of algorithms including scientific applications. However, there is a growing body of applications which
have significant computational errors during the calculation leading to incorrect results. Such applications are ranging from numerical algorithms and probabilistic timing analysis to long-time simulations. While designing numerically stable algorithms or interval arithmetic pose possible solutions
for certain problems, most scientific programmers are not aware of such deep numerical analyses.
In addition, not all issues can be solved using above methods. High precision arithmetic, which is
provided by software libraries or coprocessor designs, is a promising solution to overcome above
numerical issues. Therefore, we investigate the influence of data type precision on a numerical algorithm, i.e. Lanczos algorithm, and compare different high precision arithmetic software libraries
regarding accuracy and execution time. Additionally, we examine the usage of an exact scalar product for the Lanczos algorithm. While we show that high precision arithmetic is crucial for numerical
algorithms, such arithmetic is still by far slower than hardware-supported data types.
Keywords: High precision arithmetic, computational errors, Lanczos method.

1

Introduction

For many applications the usage of IEEE 32 bit or 64 bit floating-point arithmetic is sufficient. However, there is a large growing body of applications where the precision of
arithmetic operations provided by modern processors is not enough [BB15, GLTZ10].
For instance, numerical reproducibility, ill-conditioned linear systems, large summations,
long-time simulations, probabilistic timing analysis, [MAH+ 15] or optimization solvers
[MS15] benefit from high precision arithmetic. Incorrect numerical representations lead
to catastrophic situations [BOB92], for example by premature or delayed algorithm termination. The Lanczos method, which enables the calculation of eigenvalues, is sensitive
against numerical rounding errors and cancellations. Instead of the Lanczos algorithm one
can use the Householder or Givens method, but the computational effort is significantly
higher for sparse matrices. Nowadays, the Lanczos algorithm is mostly seen as an efficient
iterative method, while the other two approaches are direct reduction methods to calculate
the eigenvalues [GvdV00]. Having large sparse matrices, the Lanczos algorithm is an efficient method to calculate a subset of the eigenvalues [Pai72], i.e. determining some of the
largest or smallest eigenvalues. Applications like PageRank [PBMW99], Latent Semantic Indexing [DDF+ 90], or graph bisection using spectral methods [PSL90] require such
eigenvalues. Even the domain of condensed matter physics requires such information for
certain applications [CWA11].
1
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Researchers argue that analyzing the code regarding numerical stability is the most useful
way to avoid numerical issues, which includes implementing the algorithm in the most
stable way [Hig02]. Another possibility is to exploit interval arithmetic. However, above
solutions require a deep understanding of numerical analysis which is not the case for
scientific programmers in general. In addition, finding a more stable algorithm typically
takes a lot of time and may cause other problems, i.e. with respect to parallelization, as
well. Therefore, not all problems can be solved by finding a more stable algorithm. Most
of the issues regarding numerical errors are solved by high precision arithmetic, but introduce a high computational overhead eventually. Some compilers enable the usage of
128 bit floating-point operations or double-double data types (∼31 digit precision). Additionally, there exists a wide range of high precision arithmetic libraries, which allow
operator overloading to easily integrate high precision arithmetic into existing source code
[BHLT02, HK04, FHL+ 07]. But these libraries introduce significant overhead regarding
time and space compared to hardware supported IEEE 64 bit floating-point arithmetic.
Applying high precision arithmetic to only relevant operations inside an application reduces the overhead [RGNN+ 13]. There exist several coprocessor-based approaches supporting a certain degree of high precision [LDS+ 11, JMPT16, DLW+ 10]. However, designs exploiting special hardware (FPGA/VLSI) are limited regarding supported precision,
integration into existing source codes, performance over software implementations or require a re-implementation of the entire algorithm to hide overhead of data transfers to the
coprocessor.
In this work, we study the influence of data type precision on a numerical algorithm, i.e.
Lanczos method. Moreover, we investigate an approach to reduce the overhead of high
precision arithmetic and consider a fine-grained coprocessor-based support of a certain
type of operation. Comparing different libraries and analyzing the influence on a numerical
algorithm is missing in literature, the only exception is a work considering interval data
types only from 2004 [GPR04]. Therefore, the contributions of the present paper are
•

Evaluating the influence of data type precision, matrix dimension, and eigenvalue
distribution on the Lanczos algorithm, hence the needed degree of high precision.

•

Comparison of different high precision arithmetic libraries regarding accuracy, efficiency, and execution time.

•

The analysis of the influence of an exact scalar product inside the Lanczos algorithm.

•

Consideration of a fine-grained OpenCL-based exact scalar product.

2

Fundamentals and Mathematical Background

In this section, we present the mathematical backgrounds about the used algorithms. As
we investigate the influence of data type precision with a simulation-based approach, we
choose the Lanczos algorithm which is known to be sensitive against numerical errors.
The Lanczos algorithm creates a tri-diagonal matrix Tm , which has up to m eigenvalues of
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a matrix A ∈ Rn×n , where m ≤ n. The main diagonal is represented by the vector ~α and
the upper and lower diagonal by the vector ~β .


α0 β0
0
β α β

 0

1
1


..
..


.
.
Tm = 
β1



..
..


.
.

βm−2 
0
βm−2 αm−1
Algorithm 1 represents the unmodified Lanczos algorithm (black lines) in its most numerically stable variant [Pai72]. The complexity of the unmodified Lanczos algorithm is
O(n2 m). The eigenvalues of Tm can be calculated by using the QL or the QR algorithm.
These iterative algorithms apply a QL or QR decomposition in each step in order that the
values of the diagonal of the triangular matrix, L or R, converge to the eigenvalues of Tm .
Since Tm is a tri-diagonal matrix, the complexity is O(n) instead of O(n3 ). A practical
problem of the unmodified Lanczos algorithm is the orthogonality step (line 7) which is
not numerically stable due to computational errors inside a processor. To improve this issue, the modified variant of the algorithm (Algorithm 1 including the gray lines) performs
the orthogonalization using all calculated vectors qi (line 9) instead of just using the qi of
the last two iterations (line 7), but introduces additional overhead [Kie08]. According to
this adaption, we could further apply the modified instead of the classical Gram-Schmidt
process, which is even more numerically stable, however this would not strengthen our
goal to evaluate the influence of high precision arithmetic using different libraries.
Algorithm 1 Symmetric Lanzcos method (with modifications)
Require: m, Matrix A, random start vector x, where x is not Eigenvector of A
1: β−1 ← 0
2: q−1 ← 0
x
3: q0 ← kxk
4: α0 ← hAq0 , q0 i
. Required for modified version
5: β0 ← 0
. Required for modified version
6: for i ← 0 to m − 2 do
7:
αi ← hAqi , qi i
8:
ri ← Aqi − αi qi − βi−1 qi−1
. Orthogonalization against qi , qi−1
9:
βi ← kri k
10:
ri ← Aqi − ∑i−1
. Orthogonalization against q1 ,. . . , qi , replaces lines 6 to 8
j=0 hAqi , q j i · q j
11:
if kri k < ε · kAqi k then
12:
break
. Break, if orthogonalization is violated
13:
end if
ri
14:
qi+1 ← β
. Normalization
i
15:
qi+1 ← krri k
. Normalization, replaces line 13
i
16:
αi+1 ← hAqi+1 , qi+1 i
17:
βi+1 ← hAqi+1 , qi i
18: end for
19: αm−1 ← hAqm−1 , qm−1 i
20: return (~α , ~β )
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The numerical stability of the algorithm depends on the eigenvalues itself, especially the
exponential distribution of different eigenvalues. To investigate this issue, we construct
a matrix A, where we can choose the distributions of the eigenvalues [Kie08]. For this
purpose, we calculate the eigenvalues by
α

λi = c1 · e−c2 ·(i−1)

(1)

with c1 , c2 > 0, α ∈ (0, 1]. c1 scales eigenvalues but has no effect on the distribution, c2 influences the distance between eigenvalues, and α changes the distance and the distribution,
hence the convergence behavior of the Lanczos algorithm. Noticing that these eigenvalues
are all positive and real numbers, we construct a square A ∈ Rn×n with the help of Singular
Value Decomposition. This decomposition is defined by
A = V · D ·U
where V ∈ Rn×n is an orthogonal normalized matrix and represents the eigenvectors of
A, U ∈ Rn×n is a transpose of an orthogonal matrix, and D ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix,
which includes the eigenvalues λi of A in case of positive eigenvalues. To simplify the
computation, we choose U = V T . To construct the needed orthogonal normalized matrix
V , we first assemble an orthogonal matrix Tn ∈ Rn×n with the help of Tschebyscheff nodes
and polynomials since A is just defined over the dimension n. These Tschebyscheff nodes
and polynomials are a system of orthogonal functions i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} defined by
!
j + 12
ti (x j ) = cos(i · arccos(x j )),
x j = cos
·π .
n
Tn is now assembled by (Tn )i j = ti (x j ). To normalize this matrix, we can define a diagonal
matrix ∆n , which includes the squares of the reciprocal of the product TnT · Tn . Then,
A = V · D ·V T = (Tn · ∆n ) · D · (Tn · ∆n )T .

3

Evaluating Influence of Data Type Precision On The Lanczos Method

In this section, we investigate the influence of data type precision on the Lanczos algorithm. We describe our setup and discuss different aspects like accuracy and execution
time.

3.1

Evaluation Setup

In order to investigate the Lanczos algorithm itself, input data as well as remaining steps
use higher precision than internal operations. For the unmodified Lanczos algorithm, we
remove the exit condition (line 10) and execute the algorithm n times. We accept an eigenvalue as correct, if the relative deviation is less than 0.001. To generate the input matrix A
according to the procedure described in Section 2, we set c1 = c2 = 1.0 for Equation (1)
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for all tests. Since the Lanczos algorithm only creates a matrix which has m eigenvalues
identical to the input matrix, we use the QL method to determine the eigenvalues on the
resulting tri-diagonal matrix.
Many high precision arithmetic libraries are in C/C++, therefore we create a C++-based
framework using templates to easily integrate different high precision data types. The
starting vector x of the Lanczos algorithm is generated randomly and tested if it is an
eigenvector of A. The vector x is constant during a benchmark test. We use the Eigen library [GJ+ 10] for matrix and vector operations, but these operations use high precision
arithmetic stated by the template. The test system includes an AMD Opteron 2400 MHz
with 16 GB main memory, which does not support fused multiply and add operations.
However, we are not interested in absolute performance, we are interested in the relative
difference between libraries. Besides double (53 bit mantissa) and long double (64 bit), we
use data types provided by MPFR [FHL+ 07], MPIR2 , ARPREC [BHLT02], and C-XSC
[HK04]. MPFR is based on GNU Multiple Precision (GMP) and supports mathematical
standard functions of the C programming language standard C99. The maximum precision depends on the available memory space and data types are stored in floating-point
representation. MPIR is similar to MPFR but is optimized for multi and many core architectures. ARPREC represents a number as an array of doubles, where a0 represents the
number of elements in the array, a1 the sign (0 or 1), a2 the number of elements representing the mantissa, a3 the exponent, and a4 to an+4 are the n blocks of the mantissa. Each
block has a length of 48 bits. Hence, a represents the number
n = a2
n−1

A = (−1)a1 · 248·a3 · ∑ ak+4 · 2−48·k .
k=0

C-XSC is a library for scientific applications and provides two high precision arithmetic
data types, dot precision and l real. Dot precision is a fixed-point format supposed for an
exact product of double types required by an exact scalar product. We use the data type
l real which is a floating-point format and represents a number as summation of doubles
(staggered arithmetic). We also considered more libraries, but were not able to integrate
them into our framework. For instance, interval arithmetic data types pose problems regarding dividing by zero due to the results of re-orthogonalization which are close to zero
and therefore the used interval data type of the C-XSC library includes zero for the interval
of the norm. The reason is that 64-bit floating-point values defines the boundaries of an
interval. We will investigate, if we can avoid this issue by using another library or a data
type specifying boundaries with a higher precision.

3.2

Influence of the Precision

As first test, we investigate the influence of the data type precision on the results of the
modified and unmodified Lanczos algorithm. We vary the precision of the MPFR data type
2

http://mpir.org/
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inside the Lanczos algorithm from 64 bit to 512 bit, which essentially means the amount of
bits for the mantissa (significand). Figure 1 shows the number of correct calculated eigenvalues for different α for Equation ( 1) used to generate a matrix of dimension 100 × 100
according to Section 2. For the unmodified algorithm (left), the curves of α = 0.25 and

Number of calculated eigenvalues

100

80

60

40

Lanczos algorithm

Modified Lanczos algorihm

α = 0.25
α = 0.5
α = 1.0

20
100

200

300
Precision [bits]

400

500

α = 0.25
α = 0.5
α = 1.0

100

200

300
Precision [bits]

400

500

Fig. 1: Influence of the internal data type precision regarding number of calculated eigenvalues using
the unmodified (left) and modified (right) Lanczos algorithm.

α = 0.5 have local variations but the trend is that higher precision leads to more eigenvalues and fewer variations. These variations are higher for less exponential distributions
of eigenvalues (smaller α) and likely caused by rounding errors. For higher exponential
distributions, the influence of cancellations increases which leads to calculating the same
eigenvalue several times (collisions). In addition, the increase of the precision has less influence for higher α. At a certain precision point, all 100 eigenvalues can be calculated.
For instance, the α = 0.25 curve is stable at 400 bits precision. In case of the modified
algorithm, we can see variations for all α but for α = 0.25 they are quite high. In general,
the results are stable, i.e. calculating all eigenvalues correct, on less precision compared to
the unmodified version. Interestingly, for α = 0.5 this point is reached fastest. This is presumably due to the fact that the combination of convergence and influence of cancellation
is best. Theoretically, the convergence of α = 1.0 is the best.

3.3

Influence of the Matrix Dimension

In this section, we investigate the influence of the matrix dimension on the accuracy of calculated eigenvalues. We set α = 0.5 and use MPFR as data type. Firstly, we consider the
number of correct calculated eigenvalues, see Figure 2a. Each of the modified versions correctly calculates all eigenvalues which agrees with the result of the previous section, hence
they lie on the same line in Figure 2a and cannot be seen. At a certain point the algorithm
is stable, which is earlier for α = 0.5 and below 128 bits. Finding this point is important to
avoid unnecessary overhead. The unmodified version requires a much higher precision to
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Fig. 2: Number of correct eigenvalues regarding different dimensions and data types (a). Efficiency
of different methods (b).

come close to the optimal point. Besides the accuracy, we measure the execution time per
correct eigenvalue, i.e. dividing execution time by number of correct eigenvalues, which
responds to the efficiency of an approach, see Figure 2b. For higher dimensions, the efficiency of the modified algorithm using less precision (128 and 256 bit) is the best. In
general, a higher precision is less efficient, especially for the modified version. But for a
dimension of 100, the unmodified algorithm using 512 bit performs best.
The raw execution time for the modified version is roughly twice as high compared to
unmodified version using the same data type precision. Since the stability for α = 0.5 is
earlier reached, we conclude that the modified version is more efficient. But other eigenvalue distributions can eventually benefit from the unmodified version for cases, where the
modified version requires more precision to reach a stable point.

3.4

Comparison of Different Libraries

We compare different high precision libraries regarding accuracy and execution time. The
input matrix is of size 100 × 100 and α = 0.25 or α = 0.5. In Figure 3, the number of
correct calculated eigenvalues is showed. In case of the unmodified version, all libraries
show a similar behavior for α = 0.5 (left), except arprec. The modified version calculates
all eigenvalues correct, independently from the precision. In addition, we can see that
double or long double is not sufficient even for the modified version. For α = 0.25 (right),
the unmodified algorithms reach the optimum point earlier than for α = 0.5, where the
modified versions require a minimum precision (about 220 bits) to reach the optimum,
except arprec and cxsc. arprec quite early reaches the optimum for the unmodified as
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well as modified version. While in case of the modified algorithm cxsc performs worse
than mpfr and mpir, it performs better for the unmodified version.
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Fig. 3: Number of correct eigenvalues for α = 0.5 (left) and α = 0.25 (right) calculated using different libraries and precision.

In Figure 4, we consider the efficiency of different methods for α = 0.25 (right) and
α = 0.5 (left). The execution time is in seconds and shown at logarithmic scale. Despite
the intention that the modified version is less efficient than the unmodified version, that is
not really the case. Since the modified version requires less precision to calculate all eigenvalues of the matrix, we can see that for 128 bits the modified version using mpir is most
efficient. Higher precision for the modified version just increases the overhead, which is
not necessary. As we can see, for mpir and mpfr, the overhead for higher precision does
not significantly affect the execution time. mpir is twice as fast as mpfr, arprec is three
to ten times slower than mpfr, and cxsc is about three to four times slower than arprec.
In total, it is clear that the modified algorithm is more efficient than the unmodified algorithm but even the modified algorithm requires a higher precision than supported by
current processors. Considering the raw execution time, mpir is till 1024 bits roughly
twice as fast compared to mpfr. Above 1024 bit the raw performance is almost the same.
In general, the modified variant is twice as slow as the unmodified algorithm. However,
the important outcome is that neither for the modified nor for the unmodified algorithm
hardware-supported data types are sufficient to calculate exact results. Therefore, even the
numerically more stable algorithm requires higher internal precision.

4

What about the exact dot product?

According to findings in Section 3, high precision arithmetic is mandatory for certain numerical algorithms, i.e. Lanczos algorithm, but causes significant overhead regarding execution time and memory footprint. To avoid such high overhead, applying high precision
arithmetic to fewer operations is a solution. Kulisch et al. state that an exact scalar product
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is crucial for high precision arithmetic [KS11]. Therefore, we consider the exact scalar
product for all dot products inside the Lanczos algorithm. Moreover, each matrix vector
multiplication and norm operation is performed by using the exact scalar product. For
the remaining operations, we use double precision. As implementation of the exact scalar
product, we consider MPFR, C-XSC, and our own OpenCL implementation according to
the approach of Kulisch et al. [KS11]. Additionally, we compare the above approaches
with a native double implementation and an implementation based on the Eigen library.
The implementation of the C-XSC-based dot product is also based on the long accumulator approach of Kulisch et al. [KS11]. Our OpenCL variant runs on an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 960 and also provides a precision of 4224 bits. Carry resolution and conversion into
double is done on the host processor. Again we use the AMD Opteron system described
earlier in combination with the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960. To create the test matrix, we
apply the parameters n = 100, c1 = c2 = 1.0 and α = 0.5.
Figure 5a shows the number of correctly calculated eigenvalues using the different exact
dot products. We can see that the influence of the exact dot product is low on the accuracy
of the modified as well as unmodified Lanczos algorithm. In case of the unmodified version, the cxsc approach calculates two eigenvalues more but this is not significant, hence it
is presumably caused by the variations shown in Figure 1. The same holds for the opencl
variant, which calculates an eigenvalue more. Although the benefit regarding accuracy is
negligible, the overhead of the exact scalar products are significant, see Figure 5b. The
fastest approach, cxsc, is ten times slower than the double variant and the opencl method
is 320× slower, while MPFR is 8× faster than the opencl method. As expected, the execution time of a single scalar product on a PCI-attached GPU is mainly caused by the data
transfer time (openclnocalc ), which is more than 50% of the execution time. Our intention
of a OpenCL-based implementation was that a GPU integrated on the same chip can act
as a high precision arithmetic coprocessor. However, an exact dot product alone has no
benefit for the Lanczos algorithm. According to above results, we assume that the critical
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Fig. 5: Number of correctly calculated eigenvalues (a) and time per iteration (b) for various exact
scalar products inside the two Lanczos approaches.

part of the algorithm is the re-orthogonalization step, which involves subtraction that can
cause cancellation. Hence, we will consider high precision arithmetic units specialized for
the re-orthogonalization step in the future.

5

Discussion

In order to have a baseline, i.e. knowing the correct eigenvalues of an input matrix beforehand, we exploit the approach discussed in Section 2. Hence, we do not rely on another
method to calculate eigenvalues for a matrix, where we do not know the correct eigenvalues. While this approach is very useful to analyze the influence of high precision arithmetic
and to compare different libraries, the practical relevance regarding which precision is required for a current input matrix is limited.
According to the initial intuition and backed up by the findings in Section 3, setting the
precision to a fixed value is not sufficient. The reason is either the precision is too low,
hence results are inaccurate, or too high, which introduces unnecessary overhead. Since the
required precision depends among others on the distribution of the eigenvalues, knowing
this distribution would probably help. However, estimating the range of the eigenvalues,
for instance by using greshgorin circles, does not help, because this estimation is too coarse
grained and too computationally expensive.
Therefore, it is an open question how to set the internal precision for an input matrix. This
aspect is of highly practical relevance, and we will consider it in future work. Moreover,
in case where we only need some eigenvalues, it is also important to know, how to set the
number of iterations to get the required accuracy for the extremal eigenvalues.
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6

Conclusion

Our evaluation by means of investigating the influence of data type precision on the Lanczos algorithm reveals that high precision arithmetic is inevitable for certain applications to
correctly calculate results. While there exist several software solutions to easily integrate
high precision arithmetic into existing applications, they all suffer from a high additional
overhead compared to hardware-supported data types. General applicable coprocessor designs, which would reduce the overhead of high precision arithmetic, are still not available
on a fine-grained level. Therefore, an entire re-implementation of the application for porting it to a coprocessor has to be done. Applying high precision arithmetic to only some
critical parts of an application is a solution, but this requires a deep knowledge of an algorithm. For instance, only using an exact dot product is not sufficient. Hence, we plan
to design a fine-grained high precision arithmetic library exploiting modern tightly coupled coprocessors to reduce the overhead and providing several mathematical routines like
re-orthogonalization.
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Design Space Exploration Including Approximate
Computing for OpenCL-based Stereo Vision Hardware
Michael Bromberger1, Steffen Ehrle1, Michael Scharrer2, Lukas Erlinghagen2, and Jens
Schick2

Abstract: Calculating distances from objects to a subject, for instance a car, is a central task in many
applications. Such distances can be calculated by stereo vision exploiting stereo camera images. The
high complexity of this approach, which has to be performed under high-performance and lowpower constraints, limits a wide usage. Hardware acceleration is a promising solution to meet above
constraints. Two main approaches exist, local ones work on a pixel-wise scheme and global ones
consider all pixels at the same time, which highly increases the memory and time complexity. Several
optimization methods exist to find Pareto-optimal designs in the design space spanned by accuracy,
performance, and resource consumption. Besides well-known techniques, we design, implement,
and evaluate new methods, which includes the current research trend of approximate computing.
Therefore, in this paper we evaluate different optimization techniques on an OpenCL level for local
as well as semi-global approaches. While we target on resource reduction for local approaches, we
tackle the memory issue of semi-global approaches. We implement all methods on a low-power and
low-cost FPGA-based system on chip and evaluate them on available benchmarks as well as on a
real-world scenario. The novel semi-global approximate computing design provides a high frame
rate, supports a high number of disparities, and achieves a good accuracy on typical traffic scenes.
Keywords: Stereo Vision, Approximate Computing, OpenCL, FPGA

1

Introduction

Stereo vision is an important task in many applications such as self-driving cars, hence it
is an integral part of a computer vision system [MG15, Ti16]. By using stereo cameras
providing two images of the same scene recorded from different angels, depth information can be extracted. The resulting disparity map represents the horizontal shift between
corresponding pixels and can be used to calculate real-world distances. A rectification of
the images restricts the search window of corresponding pixels to the same horizontal row.
Approaches differ in the way how they find corresponding pixel. In general, the calculation
is divided into four steps: matching cost calculation, cost aggregation, disparity calculation and optimization, disparity map refinement. Several approaches distributed in local
and global ones exist to calculate a disparity map [HI16], where global ones often do not
use cost aggregation. The accuracy of different approaches can be found on several public
rankings based on benchmarks such as Middlebury or KITTI [MG15].
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Problems and Challenges High-performance hardware is often either too expensive or
power-consuming for stereo vision applications. Global algorithms, which require to minimize a global energy function, such as graph cut or belief propagation are very accurate,
but the high computation and memory costs often rule out a sufficient frame rate [HI16].
Semi-global (SGM) or dynamic programming (DP) approaches are a good trade-off between global and local approaches. The disparity calculation and optimization is applied
only over a subset of pixels, which normally provides a higher accuracy compared to local
approaches. However, SGM provides less accurate results compared to global methods in
general. But solutions on embedded multi-core CPUs exploiting semi-global approaches
do not achieve sufficient performance and accuracy [Ar13]. Local approaches solve the
correspondence problem for each pixel separately. To achieve a high frame rate for stereo
vision tasks, hardware acceleration is a common solution [Ti16, ZJX16, HKK16, Wa15,
JM12, GSS15]. Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) provide a high parallelism,
which can be well exploited for most stereo vision algorithms. FPGAs can be grouped
into high-end and low-end chips. High-end chips provide more internal resources and offer more features compared to low-end ones, which offer a cost-sensitive and low-cost
alternative. Local as well as SGM approaches require a matching cost function like Sumof-Absolute-Differences (SAD) or Sum-of-Hamming-Distances (SHD). Larger window
sizes tend to improve the accuracy, but have a significant impact on the FPGA resource
consumption (see Fig. 1, left). The main drawback of SGM is the high internal FPGA
memory consumption (see Fig. 1, right), which limits the number of considered correspondences or increases the execution time, in case of using external memory. However,
the computation complexity is still high for SGM. Another drawback of FPGA solutions
is the high design time.

Figure 1. FPGA resource consumption of correspondence algorithms based on our measurements (see table 2)
regarding support window and number of disparities (left). The SGM memory complexity is based on the Big O
notation stated in [HBE12] and the local consumption on the space complexity for the line buffers (right).

State of the Art The related work regarding local approaches is huge, therefore we refer
to a current survey [HI16]. The execution time of FPGA-based local approaches depends
only on the number of pixels, in case the resources are sufficient for the current window
size. Most novel local approaches focuses on the improvement of the accuracy, which is
achieved by preprocessing both images [HDD13] or by applying a transformation [JM12].
These approaches improve the quality of the depth map, but require additional resources
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and still have a lower quality compared to SGM approaches. Regarding SGM approaches,
learning a matching cost function using deep neural networks based on ground truth data
improves the accuracy of SGM, but is very computationally intensive and requires highperformance hardware [ZL16]. Other SGM approaches aim at minimizing the memory
consumption using tilling, architectural optimizations, for instance by storing only a certain part of the intermediate data [HBE12], or reducing the considered paths [Ju16]. A
recent GPU implementation on a Tigra X1 [Ju16] achieves 42 fps considering 128 disparities on VGA images (640×480) and has an accuracy of 93.36% on the entire KITTI
benchmark [MG15]. To support a large disparity range, the work in [GSS15] adapts the
disparity step size to a maximum of 4 for large disparities. It achieves a performance of 22
fps considering up to 256 disparities for images of size 1024×512 and has an accuracy of
93% on KITTI. Hoffmann et al. [HKK16] propose a scalable SGM design for low-end as
well as high-end FPGAs achieving an accuracy of 91.6% on Middlebury and providing 33
fps on VGA images on the Zed board.
A solution on a high-end FPGA achieves 42 fps for 128 disparity levels on images of size
1600×1200 achieving an accuracy of 94,5% on Middlebury [Wa15]. Recently, a tree-based
global algorithm was proposed on a costly FPGA and achieves 30 fps for 60 disparities
on images of size (1920×1680) and has an accuracy of 93% on Middleburry [ZJX16].
Qamar et al. compared RTL designs with ones created by high level synthesis for SGM
and achieve 30 fps for 128 disparities on VGA images [Qa16]. Comparing different algorithms on the same platform using hardware description languages is a very demanding
and time-consuming task, therefore we use an OpenCL-based FPGA approach to reduce
the implementation effort. In this work, we address the following issues:
•

How do different optimization techniques influence the accuracy and resource consumption for different stereo vision approaches on the same platform?

•

Which techniques overcome the issues regarding memory and resource consumption
with a tolerable impact on the accuracy?

•

Does OpenCL enable designs, which use known and new optimization techniques,
providing high frame rates and reasonable accuracy on low-end FPGAs offering low
resources?

A related work considers different local approaches on a high-end FPGA, while we focus
on low-cost FPGAs, and include no evaluation of different optimization methods or semiglobal approaches [CCC14]. The work in [QB15] considers high level synthesis using
Vivado and OpenCL but only for SAD without evaluating different optimization methods.

Contributions We perform a detailed FPGA design exploration regarding local algorithms exploiting different optimization techniques, which are only partly known for stereo
vision, and including the design of a novel DP approach according to approximate computing (AC). AC relaxes the accuracy of results in order to provide good enough results
and reduce power consumption, resources, and execution time. We do not consider power
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consumption in this work and target at resource-efficient FPGA designs, hence we focus
on resource consumption. The main contributions of this work are:
•

A detailed investigation of different optimizations for FPGA-based stereo vision for
local and semi-global algorithms on a same system regarding resource consumption.

•

A novel approximation-based stereo vision algorithm and its implementation using
OpenCL on a low-power FPGA. This algorithm avoids a time-consuming backtracking step, hence enables a streaming architecture and reduces the overall memory
consumption compared to a DP-based algorithm.

•

The first deep evaluation of the high-level language OpenCL for stereo vision on
low-power FPGA systems.

•

An evaluation of the considered methods in terms of performance, accuracy, and
resource utilization on widely used benchmarks, i.e. Middleburry and KITTI.

2

Local Methods

Local methods solve the correspondence problem for each image point separately. Therefore, the minimum local matching cost is determined, where the possible correspondence
pixels are specified by the set A p . In the absence of exactly one minimum value, the correspondence problem is not well-defined. Therefore, a uniqueness constraint is applied
in practice so that a value is only used if the lowest and second lowest cost value have
a certain minimum difference. Such a constraint reduces the density of a depth map but
increases the accuracy of the disparity values. Local methods differ in the set A p as well as
in the used matching cost function. A widely used method is sum of absolute differences
(SAD), which is defined as
costSAD (p, p̄) =

∑ |l(p + q) − r( p̄ + q)|,

(1)

q∈Aq

where l is the left image, r the right image and Aq the set of pixel used for the cost calculation. Another one is the sum of hamming distances (SHD), which considers a certain
window Aq around a pixel to determine the cost value. It is defined as
costSHD (p, p̄) =

∑ hamming(l(p + q), r( p̄ + q)),

(2)

q∈Aq

where hamming(a, b) = ∑m−1
i=0 |ai − bi | is the hamming distance, i.e. the number of bits that
differ between two given bit vectors a and b of length m.

3

Dynamic Programming-based Stereo Correspondence Algorithm

The considered SGM algorithm is based on dynamic programming3 . As input, the algorithm uses two rectified images l and r in the RGB space. The first part of the algorithm
3

Middlebury Stereo Matcher Framework http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/
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Figure 2. The calculation of each DP matrix depends on the cost matrix, the same and different DP matrix, and
the occlusion cost. The value of each cell is determined by a minimum function. Values depending on DP Left
are shown in red (dotted line), on DP Right in black (dashed line), and on DP match in blue (solid line).

calculates a cost matrix Cy for each image row y ∈ [0, height − 1], which is calculated using
absolute differences in the RGB space for different disparities. Afterwards, three dynamic
programming matrices are calculated for each depth map row (see Fig.2). The occlusion
cost is a factor controlling the smoothness constraint of the line calculation, hence defines
an aggregated factor for possible disparity jumps. By design the DP-Algorithm does not
allow valid disparities to “jump” (very high disparity following a very low disparity). But
a low occlusion cost value allows higher jumps, but also increases the error rate.
Three additional matrices store the transitions that are used to calculate the minimum
value in each cell of the matrices. In total, the algorithm has a space complexity of O(6 ∗
imagewidth ∗ numdisparity ) compared to local methods which have a complexity of O(image
width ∗ m), where m is the number of rows from Aq . Using the transition information together with the DP matrices, a backtracking approach finds the optimal disparities. The
backtracking starts at the cell which contains the smallest value in the rightmost DP Match
column. Depending on the transitions, the backtracking algorithm travels through the DP
matrices to find the best disparity value for each pixel in the current depth map row. Calculating the three DP matrices and the backtracking step has to be done for each row.
Therefore, calculating the DP matrices together with the backtracking is the most timeconsuming part. The advantage of a DP-based algorithm is the smoothness of the resulting
depth map, but slightly false matches do not change the calculated disparity. Therefore,
false disparities are often calculated close to object boundaries.

4

Porting local methods to a FPGA using OpenCL

Several patterns are essential on the source code level to efficiently port algorithms to
FPGAs using OpenCL. Channels enable pipelining, hence a streaming architecture (see
Fig. 3a). Streamers read and write data from/to a local RAM from/into first-in first out
(FIFO) buffer. The pipeline described above returns a result per FPGA cycle, in case that
it is possible according to the data dependencies. Alternatively, the execution is distributed
over several cycles. A host CPU initializes the FPGA and transfers the data, i.e. the rectified 8-bit gray value stereo images, into the local FPGA RAM before starting the FPGAbased execution. We consider the design space shown in Table 1 for designing local ap-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The used pipeline design for local approaches. The different kernels are connected via hard-wired
OpenCL channels (a). Different census transform patterns used in this work (b).
Table 1. Design space for local methods implemented using OpenCL.
Preprocessing

Cost function

Optimization

Sobel filter x-direction
Census transform 16 bit
Census transform 24 bit

SAD
SHD

Reducing internal data width
Remove operations
Novel cost function
Varying Aq

proaches. We consider different orthogonal parameters: preprocessing step, cost function,
and optimization method. Several optimization methods can be applied concurrently.

Preprocessing. Filters and transformations often improve the results of local methods.
The Sobel filter, which is a linear convolution, improves the results of local methods e.g.
based on SAD [HDD13]. It requires to internally store n = 2 ∗ width + 3 image values into
a shift register. A census transformation maps each pixel to a bit field.
(
1, if l(q + a(i)) > l(q)
censusi (q)i=1,..,n =
0, otherwise

(3)

where n is the length of the bit field and a(i) a list of n displacements. Similar to [JM12],
we implement a 16-bit as well as 24-bit census transform that use a different topology for
the census stencil compared to a block-wise structure (see Fig. 3b). The size of the used
shift register depends on the census transform, n = 13 ∗ width + 1 or n = 21 ∗ width + 1.

Local Stereo Matcher Kernels. We implement SAD and SHD as local matchers. Both
methods exploit a shift register. The size of the register depends on the considered image rows denoted by environment Aq . For instance, the values in the register for census
transform are shown as blue (filled) elements in Fig. 3b. We exploit the bit-wise xor oper-
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ation together with the OpenCL function popcount() to implement the hamming distance
function required for SHD.

Optimization approaches. We consider reducing the internal data widths for adders,
which is applied using a bitmask with a bit-wise AND operation in OpenCL. This drastically reduces internal resources and take up a well-known technique called precision
scaling. Moreover, we apply approaches to reduce the amount of operators. These approaches either remove operations or implement a novel cost functions. The first reduces
the amount of internal memory accesses to the shift register, where the latter reduces resources for implementing the original cost function in hardware. Therefore, we apply the
novel function hamming(a, b) = 2(a⊕b) which relies on shift operations. Finally, we consider different environments Aq such as doubling the size of Aq but only use every second
element (sparse approach). The environment Aq has a significant influence on the internal resources required for memory as well as on the quality of the depth map. Hence, it
represents a trade-off between quality and resource consumption.

5

Design of an approximate FPGA-based unit

Semi-global or global methods cannot easily be ported to a FPGA. Existing semi-global
FPGA approaches are often hand-optimized low-level hardware description language implementations, which are not trivially adaptable to new insights, and are very resource and
memory-demanding.
Therefore, we apply approximate computing (AC) to overcome the resource issues and
OpenCL for the second one. We exploit AC on the algorithmic layer, i.e. change optimization strategy and calculation rules, and on the data level by reducing the number of color
channels of the input image.
By analyzing the selected DP algorithm, we find three major issues, which limit the implementation on a low-power FPGA. The memory bandwidth poses a bottleneck to stream
data in such a way that the design provides a high frame rate. The memory and resource
consumption is too high to port the algorithm to a low-power FPGA. Data-dependencies
would induce OpenCL to use several cycles which especially for larger images causes a
performance loss. In the following, we discuss how we address these issues using OpenCL.

Reducing required off-chip memory bandwidth. As input, the original algorithm has
the right and left image row data as well as so-called smoothcosts for the current image
row. We remove these smoothcosts from the algorithm to avoid that memory transfers
are the bottleneck of our implementation and limit the performance. This would require
an additional streamer, which also increases the resource consumption. Furthermore, our
design is working on gray instead of RGB images, hence we reduce the amount of image
data that has to be transferred to the FPGA by a factor of 3. Therefore, we require only an
adder and a buffer storing an image row to perform the AD cost function computation.
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Reducing memory consumption. The high memory consumption is caused by the backtracking which requires to buffer all the elements in the three DP matrices and the three
transition matrices. Hence, we consider how to remove the necessity to store all elements
of the matrices. Therefore, we base the decision of the optimal disparity on local information rather than the global one calculated by the backtracking. According to the datadependencies of the algorithm and without backtracking, we need to store only a column
per DP matrix and completely remove the transition matrices. Hence, we drastically reduce the internal memory consumption with this novel approach and avoid the use of
external memories that offer a much lower bandwidth and would increase the execution
time. Our approach decrease the memory complexity from O(6 ∗ imagewidth ∗ numdisparity )
to O(3 ∗ numdisparity + imagewidth ), where storing an additional image row is required to
calculate the cost function on the FPGA. The three DP columns are calculated concurrently. Our investigation reveals that we get the best accuracy for the local information
approach using the minimum value found in the current calculated DP columns. If the
minimum is in column DPLy (x) or DPRy (x), the disparity is marked as invalid because the
pixel is presumably occluded in one of the input images. If not, the disparity is set to the
current row id of the cell including the minimum.

Removing data-dependencies. During the implementation and testing phase, we find
out that the data dependencies of the algorithm cause an additional OpenCL cycle which
doubles the execution time. Therefore, we consider removing some data dependencies on
the algorithmic level to avoid this additional cycle. It turns out that removing the data
dependency from DPMy (x − 1, d) to DPLy (x, d) enables to calculate a depth value per cycle
while only slightly changing the results.

6

Evaluation

Evaluation setup We use the SoCrates II board as platform of choice [EB15]. The
SoCrates II includes a Cyclone V system on chip, which combines two ARM Cortex A9
running at 800 MHz, a reconfigurable FPGA fabric usually running at 100 MHz, and 1GB
DDR3 RAM at a frequency of 333 MHz. There are 41910 Logic Array Blocks (LABs),
112 Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), and 5 662 720 Memory Bits on the FPGA. The
CPUs and the FPGA share the RAM. The board offers several interfaces like USB or Ethernet and runs a full-fledged Linux operating system. Altera’s FPGA SDK for OpenCL
compiler v15.1 is used to synthesize the different OpenCL kernels [Al15]. We measure the
power consumption of the board while running a fully booted but otherwise idle operating
system and get 2W. The maximum power consumption is around 6W while computing
stereo-vision on the FPGA. A software variant of a local matcher requires about 3770 ms
for images of size 640×480, compared to about 3.6 ms for the FPGA-execution.

Evaluation of different designs According to our design space for local methods, we
implement and evaluate different design setups. Optimization 3 bit means that only the
leading 3 bits of the original version are used and novel states that we use our novel
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Table 2. Design space exploration and evaluation of the density and accuracy

Preprocessing

Local Method

Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Sobel
Census16
Census16
Census16
Census16
Census24
Census24
Census24
novel DP
DP (orginal)

SAD
SAD
SAD
SAD
SAD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD
SHD

Resource Cons.
Max. Disp. Cons. Logic

Optimization

Aq =5x5
Aq =5x5, 3 bit
Aq =7x7
Aq =9x9
Aq =11x11, sparse
Aq =7x7, novel, 3 bit
Aq =9x9, novel, 3 bit
Aq =11x11, novel,3 bit
Aq =15x15,novel, sparse, 3 bit
Aq =5x1
Aq =9x1
Aq =3x3
Aq =5x5
Aq =3x1
Aq =5x1
Aq =3x3
original SW version

76
52
42
26
54
180
120
74
140
156
90
90
30
190
62
62
100
-

90%
37%
89%
89%
87%
97%
99%
88%
95%
91%
93%
94%
85%
99%
61%
96%
94%
-

Middlebury
accuracy

KITTI
accuracy

83.53%
29.39%
90.19%
88.67%
90.63%
74.52%
84.44%
89.25%
86.71%
79.30%
85.79%
85.13%
90.65%
81.60%
86.21%
88.20%
83.91%
92.91%

90.96%
81.68%
89.56%
86.35%
91.38%
87.84%
89.99%
91.24%
89.34%
89.42%
91.13%
90.59%
87.08%
88.17%
89.14%
88.85%
94.26%
83.85%

cost function for SHD. Additionally, we implement and evaluate our novel DP design.
The execution time for all FPGA designs only depends on the size of the image. For instance, processing images of size 680×480 require 3.6 ms (277 fps) and images of size
1360×1024 need 13.8 ms (72 fps). The resource consumption between the same matcher
varying in supported image size is roughly the same, only the novel DP algorithm requires
more logic for larger images because the internal data width depends on the size of an
image row. We do not apply post-processing to improve the accuracy or visibility of depth
maps, which is done for approaches in Section 1. Hence, a direct comparison is not fair.
We evaluate different designs regarding accuracy of the final depth map, see Tab. 2. According to the KITTI benchmark [MG15], a depth value is correct if the difference to the
ground truth value is less than 3. As images, we use the four images from the Middlebury
framework and 200 training images from the KITTI benchmark [MG15]. Since the ground
truths of the KITTI benchmark do not provide a depth value for all objects in the scene,
we cannot check the accuracy and density for those pixels. Additionally, we cannot verify
the incorrectness of found depth values in these regions.
The resource consumption of SAD approaches is high and optimization approaches like
reducing data width results in a poor accuracy. The only exception in terms of accuracy is
the sparse approach. In terms of supported disparity values, SHD approaches outweigh the
others. The SHD sparse approach significantly increases the supported disparities and has
a reasonable accuracy. Census-based matchers offer a good trade-off between accuracy of
the results and supported disparities. Additionally, they achieve a high accuracy even with
small Aq . Our novel algorithm has the highest accuracy on the KITTI images and provides
a high number of supported disparities. For the KITTI camera setup, our algorithm calculates real world distances between 4.3 m and 432 m. Census approaches can even detect
distances that are closer to the camera (up to 2,3 m). Interestingly, the original DP algo-
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rithm provides the highest accuracy on the images that are part of the middleburry stereo
matcher framework, but badly performs for the KITTI benchmarks. On the other side, our
novel algorithm badly performs on scenes which includes overlapped objects or only single object like rectangles, where striking is a major issue (middleburry images). However,
in many applications like self-driving cars the front object is more important, and our algorithm calculates the distance of these objects very accurate as seen by the KITTI image
results.

Real World Scenario Next, we apply all above methods to a object detection framework. Using this framework, we detect pedestrians in a real world traffic scene. The calculated depth map is used as input. According to the depth map, potential collisions of a
subject, i.e. the car with objects, are detected. As ground truth, we use the object detection of the software running on a desktop environment already provided by a stereo vision
system4 (see Fig. 4, left). The white rectangle shows the detection range, the yellow ones
represent the distances. The stereo camera is shown as yellow points. The right point shows
that there is a potential collision with an object, in this case a pedestrian. Some results are
shown in Fig. 4.

Ground truth

SAD-11x11-sparse

Census16-5x5

Novel DP algorithm

Figure 4. Detection of a pedestrian using different implemented stereo matcher
4

We use an already existing stereo vision system (6D vision technology by MYESTRO Interactive GmbH).
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Often, the methods found incorrect objects, i.e. they find objects where no real object is.
But most of them were able to detect the pedestrian, hence a post-processing step should
help in avoiding a false detection. Our novel approximation-based DP algorithm is the
only approach that is able to find the correct object in the above real world scenario (the
red bounding box surrounds only the pedestrian).

Evaluation Summary SAD-based designs have a high resource consumption. SHD
needs a larger window size to provide similar accuracy but still requires less resources,
hence offers more supported disparity values. Going from 16 bit to 24 bit Census is not
worthy. Census16-based approaches are similar in terms of accuracy and resource consumption to SHD approaches using our novel cost function. Our novel DP algorithm outperforms all other approaches for typical traffic scenes in terms of accuracy and supports a
high number of disparities. Hence, the most promising candidate for an integration into an
object detection system for self-driving cars from the considered approaches is our novel
DP FPGA design. But it suffers from the smearing issue, hence we investigate how we can
apply our approach to [HBE12] in the future.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we considered a wide range of different correspondence algorithms on a
FPGA. We evaluated different design combinations for local approaches, where we also
applied novel approaches, i.e. sparse Aq and a novel cost function. Moreover, we designed
an approximated DP-based algorithm which significantly reduces the memory consumption, while providing highly accurate depth maps for realistic traffic scenes. In the future,
we plan to consider our approach for other semi-global algorithm to improve the accuracy
and to reduce striking.
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Design of MPI Passive Target Synchronization for a
Non-Cache-Coherent Many-Core Processor
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Abstract: Distributed hash tables are a common approach for fast data access. For this kind of
application, a synchronization scheme with Readers and Writers semantic is well suited. This paper
presents the design of an implementation of MPI passive target synchronization with Readers and
Writers semantic. The implementation is discussed for the Single-Chip Cloud Computer, a non-cachecoherent many-core CPU with shared memory.
Keywords: MPI, one-sided communication, synchronization, distributed hash table

1

Introduction and Motivation

Distributed hash tables (DHT) are a common approach for fast data access in big data and
data analytics applications. However, DHTs imply dynamic communication which makes
an implementation using two-sided communication, i.e. with SEND and RECV operations,
cumbersome. In contrast, one-sided communication is a suited programming model for
DHT. It allows to specify the communication parameters by the local process only and does
not require knowledge about the communication on the remote side.
The Message Passing Interface standard (MPI) defines one-sided methods to perform
remote memory accesses (RMA) which enable a shared-memory-like programming style.
Gerstenberger et al. showed that implementing a DHT with MPI RMA can efficiently scale
up to 32k cores on Cray machines [GBH13].
Concerning the process coordination, a DHT application follows the Readers & Writers
model: reads may occur concurrently while inserts have to be done exclusively. Hence, a
resource has to be locked before it is updated. Typically, writers are given preference to
avoid readers reading old data. This coordination scheme maps on MPI’s passive target
synchronization which offers exclusive locks (one writer) and shared locks (many readers).
Gerstenberger et al. published an approach for implementing passive target synchronization,
but the proposed scheme does not account Readers & Writers semantics [GBH13]. Rather,
a best-effort approach is used: Locks are acquired without respect to other processes. If an
1 University
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acquisition does not succeed, all data structures will be released and the process will try
again later with an exponential back off.
Regarding the RMA methods, the MPI standard also addresses non-coherent architectures.
Although caches are performance critical components in CPUs, maintaining the cache
coherence becomes a critical problem when both core counts and memory bandwidth
increase [Mor15]. Therefore, the investigation of algorithms for non-cache-coherent (nCC)
architectures becomes an important topic.
Consequently, this paper discusses the design for implementing passive target synchronization inside the MPI library for the Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC). This is an
experimental many-core chip that is comprised of 48 in-order Pentium (P54C) cores. It is
not a product but a research vehicle [H+ 10]. Each of the 48 cores has two integrated 16 KB
L1 caches – one for data and instructions – as well as an external unified 256 KB L2 cache.
There is no cache coherence between the caches of different cores.
Two cores are placed on a tile. In total, 24 tiles are arranged in a regular 6 × 4 grid, to which
four memory controllers are attached as well. A tile also provides a fast 16 KB message
passing buffer (MPB) to the cores. The on-chip network allows to access both the MPBs as
well as the main memory by regular memory load and store instructions.
The next section introduces MPI one-sided communication with the focus on passive target
synchronization followed by a survey over related work. In Section 4, we present the design
of passive target synchronization with Readers & Writers semantic. Section 5 concludes
the paper and gives an outlook on future work.

2

MPI One-Sided Communication

Since version 2.0 the MPI standard defines one-sided communication (OSC) as an additional way to exchange data between processes. Different to point-to-point data exchange,
communication is separated from synchronization. In addition, only one process (called
origin) specifies the parameters (destination and message size, e.g.) of the communication.
The target process is not involved in the communication from the API level.
Data is exchanged via a window that exposes parts of a process’ address space to other
processes. A window object serves as a handle for accessing all windows that have been
collectively created by a group of processes. Combined with the process identifier (rank),
the window object identifies the destination of communication operations.
An origin communicates with operations like PUT and GET to either replace or fetch window
data. Additional operations like ACCUMULATE or FETCH_AND_OP combine the data in the
window with the provided buffer atomically using pre-defined operations.
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2.1

Passive Target Communication

To communicate successfully, origin and target processes have to synchronize each other.
The MPI standard defines two different classes for this purpose: active and passive target
synchronization. Opposite to the active variant, target processes do not have to issue synchronization routines in the passive variant. This enables a shared-memory like programming
style even on distributed memory machines.
The API defines locks as means for passive target synchronization. Before an origin process
issues communication operations (see previous subsection), it has to issue a synchronization
method, like MPI_WIN_LOCK. This opens an access epoch at the window of a given single
process. Exclusive and shared locks can be acquired. With an exclusive lock, conflicting
accesses can be avoided as this lock type allows only one process at a time to lock a window
of a certain process. In contrast, a shared lock allows several processes to access a window.
Shared locks are suited for concurrent read operations.
A process can lock all windows of the window object by using MPI_WIN_LOCK_ALL, but this
sets a shared lock only. After the communication has been finished, the access epoch needs
to be closed with MPI_WIN_UNLOCK or MPI_WIN_UNLOCK_ALL, respectively. The MPI standard
defines that RMA operations issued during the epoch will have completed both at the origin
and the target when the call that closes the access epoch returns [Mes15, p. 447].

2.2

An RMA based Implementation of a DHT application

In this section, the implementation of a distributed hash table where inserts and lookups are
based on MPI RMA operations and passive synchronization is outlined.

process’ address space

In a DHT application that uses MPI RMA functionality, each process reserves (equallysized) parts of its local address space as storage for a part of the distributed hash table as
shown in Figure 1. Using MPI windows, a global address space is created which allows to
access the distributed data via the window object.
window object

window object

window object

local DHT
part (window)

local DHT
part (window)

local DHT
part (window)

rank 0

rank 1

...

rank n − 1

DHT_read
LOCK(w_obj, target, SHRD)
GET(w_obj, target, &data)
UNLOCK(w_obj, target)
DHT_write
LOCK(w_obj, target, EXCL)
PUT(w_obj, target, data)
UNLOCK(w_obj, target)

Fig. 1: Usage of MPI windows for a distributed hash table.

In such an application, the hash function returns two information: the process and the offset
at which the table’s entry could be found. In case data needs to be looked up, the application
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computes the hash and acquires a shared lock for the window at the determined process.
Using an MPI_GET call, the hash table entry is fetched from the offset provided by the hash
function. The lock is released by calling MPI_WIN_UNLOCK. Special values or markers of the
fetched data may indicate the absence of a valid table entry. For a write, an exclusive lock
and MPI_PUT is used to update the hash table. Both cases are illustrated in Figure 1.

2.3

Classification of Implementations

With respect to the synchronization calls, the MPI standard gives an implementer much
freedom to realize the above methods [Mes15, p. 448]. The only guarantee is that communication is completed when an UNLOCK operation returns.
Gropp and Thakur [GT05] identified two classes of implementation options: immediate
and deferred. For immediate synchronization a call like MPI_WIN_LOCK blocks until the
according locks is acquired. This method is prone to process skew because the delay of
another process may delay the synchronization. However, as soon as the processes are
synchronized communication can be performed promptly which is beneficial especially
for shared memory systems [GT05]. This also enables overlap of communication and
computation. For the deferred scheme, the reverse applies. Here, the synchronization is nonblocking and the execution of the communication operations is delayed until the closing
synchronization. While this is more tolerant to process skew, communication is lately
performed and no overlap with computation is possible.
In previous work, we identified the trigger-only scheme as favorable since it combines the
advantages of the other schemes: it is less prone to process skew but enables overlap of
communication and computation [CS16]. In the trigger-only scheme, the process tries to
acquire the lock at the beginning of an access epoch. If it does not succeed immediately it
will not try again until a communication method (PUT or GET) is invoked.
For nCC many-core processors with shared memory, a deferred scheme does not provide
advantages. Both immediate or trigger-only schemes should be considered. The scheme of
Gerstenberger et al. [GBH13] is an immediate method. Jiang et al. [JLJ+ 04] propose that
MPI_WIN_LOCK should be non-blocking, i.e. it should not wait until the lock is acquired,
supporting a trigger-only solution.
While there may be applications where computations are performed inside a pair of LOCK
and UNLOCK calls (access epoch), we assume that this is barely the case in a DHT application.
Thus, a process only performs communication with a single target process during an access
epoch with no chance for overlap. Hence, a trigger-only approach will provide no benefits.
Consequently, an immediate method is considered in the remainder of this paper.
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3

Related Work

RCKMPI [UGT12] is a tuned MPI implementation for the SCC that is based on MPICH.
It uses messages which are transferred via the SCC’s on-chip Message Passing Buffers.
One-sided communication including the all synchronization styles is supported, but is
based on messages as well. An implementation scheme for RMA communication for manycore architectures that avoids messages is discussed in [CS17]. In case of MPI’s general
active synchronization, Christgau and Schnor have shown that an implementation using
shared memory and uncached memory accesses outperforms the message-based approach
significantly [CS16]. Similar, Reble et al. discuss one-sided communication for the SCC,
but focus on the active target fence synchronization style which they implement on top of
an efficient barrier [RCL13].
Gropp and Thakur present general concepts for implementing MPI one-sided synchronization operations [GT05]. Träff et al. [TRH00] mention a message-based MPI implementation
for the nCC NEC SX-5. In case of passive target synchronization, the target has to check
for synchronization messages in every of its MPI calls. Gerstenberger et al. [GBH13]
present a design for contemporary Cray supercomputers that relies on the atomic RDMA
operations provided by the hardware architecture. Similar work is provided in the earlier
work of Jiang et al. [JLJ+ 04] for InfiniBand clusters. The authors also discuss general
design issues for passive one-sided communication. Santhanaraman et al. investigate an
implementation for clusters based on InfiniBand’s atomic operations [SNP08] with cache
coherent multi-core nodes [SBG+ 09]. However, Cardellini et al. [CFF16] state that despite
these efforts MPI libraries, like MVAPICH and Open MPI, use two-sided approaches which
require participation of the targets to implement the synchronization.
Recently, Schmid et al. have proposed a scheme for Readers & Writers locking dedicated
for distributed memory architectures with RMA capabilities [SBH16]. The synchronization
data structures are organized hierarchically in a distributed tree.
Subsuming the related work, the usage of atomic operations is common to optimized
schemes. Nevertheless, there are no efforts in passive target synchronization for nCC
many-core CPUs with shared memory like the SCC.

4

Passive Target Synchronization with Readers & Writers Semantic

For the implementation of a DHT, a Readers & Writers (R&W) semantic is beneficial
and an implementation of MPI’s RMA synchronization supporting this semantic would
be preferable. The MPI API offers the suited methods: The writer may lock a resource
exclusively via MPI_WIN_LOCK with the lock type MPI_LOCK_EXCLUSIVE, and a reader may
check whether reading is allowed by calling MPI_WIN_LOCK with lock type MPI_LOCK_SHARED
(see section 2.2). In the following, the data structures and algorithms for the MPI library
are discussed.
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Mellor-Crummey and Scott presented different synchronization algorithms for sharedmemory multiprocessors [MS91b]. The essential advantage of the presented algorithms is
that each process owns a local data structure which is used for spinning in case a lock could
not be acquired immediately. Compared to shared objects on which all waiting processes
spin (as used by Gerstenberger [GBH13]), this avoids contention on the memory interface.
In the following, we show that the approach of Mellor-Crummey and Scott, using the same
data structures for synchronization, can also be applied to nCC architectures.
Since the DHT application (cf. section 2.2) follows the R&W semantic and therefore does
not need global locks (provided by MPI_WIN_LOCKALL), the proposed design can be built
upon a classical R&W solution like given in [MS91b]. Among the presented algorithms
in [MS91b], schemes for reader or writer preference are discussed. Depending on the
workload, either type may be adequate for a DHT application. However, we focus on a
writer preference lock algorithm in this paper in order to allow readers to fetch the most
recent data.
4.1

Data Structures

shared memory

The algorithm is built on a lock data structure L i that is allocated per each local window at
process i (see Figure 2) in shared memory. The lock data structure was proposed in [MS91b]
and contains distributed linked lists, known from MCS locks [MS91a], that serve as wait
queues for readers and writers.
blocked = 0
lock L 0
– writer queue
– reader queue
– state

blocked = 1
lock L 1
– writer queue
– reader queue
– state

blocked = 1
lock L 2
– writer queue
– reader queue
– state

window

window

window

rank 0

rank 1

rank 2

Fig. 2: Data structures for Readers & Writers synchronization.

In order to ensure that writers gain precedence over readers, an unsigned integer variable
state in the lock L i is used. It counts the number of active readers, but also records
the presence of writers and interested readers with flags. Interested readers are blocked
upon arrival when an active or interested writer is present. This ensures that writers gain
preference over readers that arrive later.
For the protoype implementation of MPI’s passive target synchronization, each MPI process
manages locally an array entry to store an entry element for every possible target. An entry
element consists of a boolean flag blocked that indicates whether the process is blocked. A
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process which has to wait spins on this flag until it is set to unblocked by another process.
Additionally, the entry contains a pointer to the next list entry within the corresponding
wait queue. A list entry is allocated in shared memory to allow distributed wait queues, but
it is local to the calling process (see Figure 2).

4.2

Algorithm

Algorithms 1 and 2 show the usage of distributed readers and writers lock of MellowCrummey and Scott [MS91b] inside the MPI implementation. The re-used functions
start_read, start_write, end_read and end_write have two parameters. The first parameter is the lock L of the target window and the second parameter points to the entry
element describing the calling process.
If a reader or writer arrives at the lock, it enqueues itself to the appropriate wait queue
by creating a new list entry e (see Algorithm 1) and inserting itself atomically into the
list (within start_read and start_write), respectively. Figure 2 illustrates an example,
where three writers want to access the window at rank 0 and where rank 0 successfully
obtained the lock. The entering process indicates its intention by setting the according fields
in the state variable of the target’s lock L. If the process obtains the lock immediately, the
process’ wait queue entry is set to unblocked. If a reader becomes unblocked, it also wakes
up all other readers that entered before the next writer to allow concurrent read operations.
In addition, the lock type is stored in the list entry e (see Algorithm 1) to call the corresponding routine in the unlock method.
As soon as a process releases a lock, it unblocks its successor (either reader or writer)
by setting the boolean flag in the successor’s entry element to false. This is done within
end_read and end_write. From the target rank the entry element e of the calling process
can be derived which is the second parameter in end_read and end_write.

4.3

Implementation on the SCC

The algorithms presented in [MS91b] require five atomic operations for the manipulation
of the flag variable of a lock L i : fetch_and_{store,or,and}, atomic_add, compare_and_swap. On the SCC, all these operations can be built using the single test-and-set register
that is available on every core.
The shared data structures are accessed with uncached memory operations to account the
nCC aspects of the SCC. This is achieved with the help of an SCC-specific device driver
inside the Linux kernel that enables to map arbitrary memory regions with specific caching
policies. Uncached reads and writes prevent, e.g., infinite waits caused by reading cached
blocked variable of a list entry that has been updated in the RAM but was not updated in the
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Algorithm 1 Lock Acquisition

Algorithm 2 Lock Release

function lock_shared(target, win)
e = entry[target] = alloc_list_entry()
e.lockState = SHARED
start_read(win.locks[target], e)
end function

function unlock(target, win)
e = entry[target]
if e.lockState == SHARED then
end_read(win.locks[target], e)
else
end_write(win.locks[target], e)
end if
end function

function lock_exclusive(target, win)
e = entry[target] = alloc_list_entry()
e.lockState = EXCLUSIVE
start_write(win.locks[target], e)
end function

Fig. 3: Algorithms for R&W lock implementation. The {start|end}_{read|write} functions are
reused from Mellow-Crummey’s and Scott’s solution [MS91b].

cache due to the missing coherence. Hence, on the SCC the processes are not doing localspinning. This seems to be a drawback, but the synchronization data structures are allocated
in the memory which is closest to the process. Therefore, the spinning is distributed over
all the four memory controllers.
Experiments on the SCC prove the scaling of this approach. Figure 4 shows the speedup of
an application including synchronization depending on the location of the synchronization
data. The latter is varied between a distributed variant and centralized versions which use
one of the four memory controllers. The baseline for the presented speedup is the sequential version of the application. Application data is always distributed across the memory
controllers. So, memory accesses causes by the application (not by the synchronization)
from the MPI ranks 0 to 11 go to controller 0. Controller 1 handles application traffic for
process 12 to 23, and so forth.
The results in Figure 4 clearly show that synchronization data should be distributed and the
SCC architecture sustains the traffic generated by both the applications memory accesses
and the uncached ones caused by the synchronization. The centralized versions using only a
single memory controller (labeled as controller x in the Figure) suffer from contention on the
memory controllers. Here, the memory traffic from the application plus the synchronization
traffic apparently cause to much load on the memory controllers. Due to the distributed
application data, the performance degradation depend on the number of MPI processes.
Alternatively to the conventional RAM, the data structures could be stored in the fast
on-chip Message Passing Buffer (MPB) which is local to the cores. This would enable
pure local spinning. However, the MPB is used by the MPI implementation for two-sided
communication and therefore not available for other purposes.
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Fig. 4: Scalability depending on the allocation strategy of the synchronization data.

4.4

Discussion

We have shown that the data structures and algorithms proposed by Mellor-Crummey and
Scott can also be applied to nCC architectures.
The presented approach has the following characteristics:
Concurrency Each window of a process has its own lock data structure L i . Therefore,
concurrent accesses of different processes on different targets are possible.
Per-process RW semantics The accesses to the same target window are synchronized
with readers and writer semantic.
Contention avoiding spinning Since the wait list elements (e) are allocated in a distributed fashion and located close to the spinning process/core (according to
[MS91b]), spinning on these structures avoids contention.
Jiang et al. [JLJ+ 04] state design issues for efficient passive target synchronization. It should
only add little overhead, and when there is high contention on the lock there should be as
little delay as possible. The presented measurement results show that this is fulfilled on the
SCC by distributing the spin load over all four memory controllers.
Further, origin processes should be able to continue with their operations without participation of the targets. The design for the SCC exploits the possibility to create shared memory
by LUT re-configuration. Hence, the synchronization data structures can be accessed directly without any participation of the respective target process. This also avoids both
the usage of asynchronous agents [Mes15], such as threads, and the usage of messages,
which have been proven to introduce higher latencies in case of active target synchronization [CS16].
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper shows how a classical Readers & Writers solution can be reused to implement
MPI’s passive target synchronization. The implementation is discussed for the SCC, a
shared memory non-cache-coherent many-core processor. Synchronization data structures
are allocated in shared memory, but accessed with uncached read/write operations. We argue
that an immediate scheme is best suited for passive synchronization in a DHT application.
The presented approach fulfills the requirements from [JLJ+ 04]: little overhead under
contention (due to distributed spin load), no participation of targets, and co-existence of
point-to-point and one-sided communication.
Currently, we are working on a prototype. Further, we are working on a proposal for MPI
RMA where an application may specificy the locking semantic, for example, Readers or
writers preference.
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Minimizing Energy Cost in Task-Graph Execution on
Parallel Platforms
Rainer Gerhards1, Jörg Keller1

Abstract: We investigate minimization of energy cost for execution of statically scheduled task
graphs on parallel machines with frequency scaling and given deadlines, assuming that the power
profile of the processing elements and the energy price curve over time is known or can be predicted.
We present both a mixed integer linear program and a heuristic to solve this problem, using time
slots of fixed lengths and discrete frequency levels for both approaches and a fixed budget per time
slot for the heuristic. We evaluate the heuristic by comparison to cost-optimal schedules. For price
curves occurring in practice, and for deadlines not too close to the minimum makespan, the heuristic
produces about 15% more energy cost than the optimal solution.
Keywords: Static scheduling, Taskgraph, Energy Cost

1

Introduction

Task graphs are widely used as models for parallel programs [KA99], and static scheduling of task graphs is used in applications ranging from high-performance computing to
real-time systems [MLK+ 11], e.g. to enable repeated execution of predictable workloads
in embedded systems. With the advent of frequency scaling, scheduling for energy efficiency has been widely investigated. In particular, static scheduling of task graphs onto a
parallel platform with the goal to meet a deadline and minimize the energy for execution
has been investigated with both optimal and heuristic solutions [EK17]. The availability
of renewable energy, e.g. solar energy, at certain times has shifted this target, as the cost
of solar energy is often considered negligible compared to the cost of brown energy (nonrenewable sources) [GLH+ 11], and storing energy is costly both in terms of machinery
and loss of energy [WLLMR14]. Moreover, the price for brown energy is not necessarily
fixed: large scale consumers like large computing centres might choose a tariff with their
provider that varies over the day [CGK10]. This also influences scheduling decisions if we
consider a computing grid with resources in different time zones. These developments call
for scheduling strategies that optimize energy cost while meeting a certain deadline.
A number of works have investigated this field, but they do not work with task graphs,
sometimes focus on trading solar and brown energy, sometimes on predicting energy price,
and sometimes focus solely on heuristic solutions like follow-the-sun (exploit as much
solar energy as possible) or follow-the-moon (exploit as much cheap brown energy at
night time as possible).
1
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We try to take a broader view and consider the following scenario: we assume that we
know the price per energy unit and time slot2 from now until the deadline, and we know the
power and performance characteristic of each processing element (PE) in the computing
platform used. We provide a mixed integer linear program (mILP) that schedules the task
graph onto the machine such that the deadline is met and and the energy cost is minimized.
Additionally, we provide a heuristic for determining the start times of tasks and scaling the
task execution frequencies per time slot, given a mapping and ordering of the tasks onto
PEs. We evaluate the heuristic by comparing simulated runtimes (and energy cost) with
optimal mILP solutions for small task graph instances from a benchmark suite [HS04].
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work. In Section 3, we detail our computational model. In Section 4, we present the mixed
integer linear program and the heuristic. Section 5 presents our experiments and discusses
the results. In Section 6, we conclude and give an outlook to future work.

2

Related Work

We schedule static tasks graphs on homogeneous3 multi-PE systems as they model a multitude of parallel applications with known structure and behavior. A static task graph is a
directed acyclic graph where the nodes represent tasks to be executed and edges represent
precedence constraints between tasks. Nodes are annotated with the expected task execution time. Edges are annotated with communication costs. A homogeneous multi-PE system consists of multiple processing elements (PE) offering equal capabilities. A schedule
is a mapping of tasks to PEs. It is feasible iff task executions on a PE never overlap, and if
it respects precedence constraints including communication costs. Communications costs
need to be applied iff predecessor and successor task run on different PEs. The makespan
of the schedule is the finish time of the last task(s) inside the task graph. The classic
problem that assumes fixed-speed PEs is to minimize makespan, formally classified as
Pm |prec|Cmax in [GLLK79].
Modern PEs support dynamic frequency scaling from a discrete set of frequencies. With
increasing frequency, processable workload grows linearly, but power consumption grows
super-linearly. Literature often assumes that the power function grows quadratic [EK17]
or cubic [PvSU08]. So it is more energy-efficient to execute the same workload at a lower
frequency for a longer period of time. This has been studied intensely. Pruhs et al have
shown that minimum energy is consumed if running all PEs at the lowest frequency meeting deadline requirements [PvSU08] (“constant power schedule”). Dorronsoro et al propose a two-layer scheduler for large-scale environments where the detail level includes
semi-dynamic decisions [DNT+ 14]. Eitschberger et al also propose a dynamic component, this time used to handle faults during processing flow [EK17]. Most importantly,
they also present an mILP for optimal energy-efficient frequency scaling for static task
2
3

We consider a local platform for simplification, but our findings can be generalized to scenarios where the price
also depends on the place of a processing element.
Our methods can also be applied to heterogeneous systems, but we wanted to restrict the number of variables
to avoid interference between different effects.
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graphs. There is little literature on energy cost, but a richer field of work on green data
center and optimization of renewable vs. brown energy. Prediction of renewable energy
plays an important rule. For example Giori et al include prediction processes into the actual scheduling algorithm [GLH+ 11]. Another idea is workload classification, usually into
time-critical and background work, which can be deferred, found for example in Lei et al
[LZL+ 15]. Most importantly, they work with pre-computed predictions, which is a model
we consider especially useful for static scheduling. Li et al propose a model where the
workload is opportunistically adapted to renewable energy availability [LOM17]. Even if
not explicitly spelled out, the core motivation of preferring green energy is a cost argument: either given as actual market price or CO2-emissions that shall be avoided. Green
energy depends on time of day, which is obvious for solar energy. The same holds true
for brown energy: for example Wierman et al [WLLMR14] describe “time of use”, “day
ahead” and “peak pricing” models (among others). A cost-aware scheduling model needs
to use discrete time to support these pricing models. This is common for dynamic, but not
for static schedulers. Also, these price models cannot be described by a continuous function. As such running a PE at a higher frequency during an inexpensive time period can
be less costly than running it at a low frequency during an expensive period. This turns
the static scheduling problem into a multi-goal optimization problem (makespan and cost
minimization). It also means that there is no simple guiding function to explore the solution space, in contrast to work purely focusing on minimization of energy. In our work, we
combine ideas from energy minimization with results from dynamic scheduling cost optimization. We further assume that a sufficiently precise energy cost prediction is available.

3

Model

We use discrete time slots T = (t0 ,t1 , . . .), where the duration t of all time slots ti is equal.
W.l.o.g. we use low time resolution. If finer resolution is required, one can always obtain
it by scaling both time slot duration and the rest of the model accordingly.
Let P be the set of available processing elements pi . All pi are homogeneous but can independently be frequency-scaled. We assume a set of discrete frequencies F = ( f0 , . . . , fn )
with 1 = f0 > f1 > . . . > fn−1 > fn = 0. Frequency 0 models a turned off PE. Let work( f ) =
f · t be the units of work performed by a PE during one time slot when running at frequency f . Let power( f ) = f 2 be the power used when a PE is running at frequency f and
let energy( f ) = power( f ) · t be the energy consumed when running a PE at frequency f
for one time slot of length t. We assume a PE can be turned off and on with negligible
energy consumption and does not consume any energy while turned off. At any time ti , a
single frequency fi can be used. If needed, finer control of frequencies can be achieved by
increasing the time resolution. If a workload w < work( fk ) is scheduled at frequency fk
at a time slot, then work( fk ) − w processing capability remains unused. This loss can be
minimized by selecting the minimal frequency sufficient to perform w.
Let T = (D, J,C) be the task graph to be executed with deadline D, J = ( j0 , . . . , jn ) the
individual task nodes, and C the set of edges (i, i0 ) representing precedence constraints:
task i must be completed before i0 can be started. Each task ji is attributed with its work-
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load wi being expressed in number of time slots required to execute the task at execution
frequency 1. We ignore communication costs, so edges are not annotated with cost.
The energy price schedule R = (r0 , . . . , rm ), m ≥ |T | specifies the energy price rate ri for
one unit of work performed at frequency 1, i.e. for one unit of energy, during time slot ti .
Prices are normalized to 1 = max(R). The energy cost of processing a task on a PE with
frequency f ∈ F during slot ti is energy( f ) · ri . The energy cost of a task is the cost for
processing in all time slots that the task is active. The energy cost of a schedule is the sum
of its task costs.

Schedule Let S be a not necessarily optimal schedule for T , i.e. a mapping of tasks to
PEs that assigns each task a start time. In S all PEs are scheduled with maximum frequency
and makespan(S) ≤ D. Let ε be a permitted deadline extension. Deadline extensions are
supported in our model for jobs that have some flexibility in completion time, represented
by ε. This flexibility permits to gain cost savings. If the deadline is tight, scaling of tasks
is limited by the length of the critical path (CP) and free slack in non-CP tasks. Let D0 =
D · (1 + ε) be the maximum time permitted for execution. In the following, let i denote a
task ji , j denote a PE p j , k denote a frequency fk , and l denote a time slot tl .
For a schedule S of a job T = (D, J,C), let
xi, j,k,l

(
1 if ji is executed on p j at frequency fk during time slot tl
=
0 otherwise

(1)

be a binary function that describes the mapping to the target system. Note that this is the
actual schedule. Let M = makespan(S) = max{l | (∃i, j,k )[xi, j,k,l = 1]} + 1 be the makespan
of S (plus one because time slots start at index zero). Let D0 = bD(1 + ε)c be an extended
deadline for some ε. In the following, let l be restricted to 0 ≤ l < D0 (strict due to zerobased indexing).
A schedule S for T is feasible iff M ≤ D0 , all task precedence constraints are obeyed,
each task with a non-zero workload is mapped to one PE, a task ji mapped to a PE
p j must be executed sequentially and not be interrupted by another task or migrated to
another PE. Also, at any given time, one task is only mapped to one PE at one frequency, one PE can only execute one task at one frequency, at least one PE must be
mapped (note that a turned-off PE is also mapped, but not performing actual work). Let
start(i) = min{l | (∃ j,k )[xi, j,k,l = 1]} be the first and stop(i) = max{l | (∃ j,k )[xi, j,k,l = 1]}
the last time slots in which ji is mapped. The actual workload performed up to and including time tl is wactual (i, l) = ∑ j,k ∑lp=start(i) (xi, j,k,p · work(k)). The total workload wtotal (i) =
wactual (i, stop(i)) can be slightly greater than wi because of unused processing time at the
end of the last time slot. Let wremain (i, l) = wi − wactual (i, l − 1) be the workload remaining
to be done at the beginning of time slot tl . Then fsuff (i) = min{ fk | 0 ≤ k < |F|∧work( fk ) ≥
wremain (i, stop(i))} is the minimal sufficient frequency to complete task ji at tl = tstop(i) . As
tl is the last time slot, remain(i, l) ≤ 1 because otherwise the work could not be completed in one time slot. As such fsuff (i) will always yield a valid frequency. Thus we have
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Fig. 1: Effect of PE Static Power Consumption

loss(i) = work( fsuff (i)) − remain(i, stop(i)) units of processing capacity lost by this mapping of S. As we have discrete frequencies, this loss is inevitable except when wi can be
expressed as a sum of products of the discrete frequencies, which is highly unlikely. With
these definitions, we can restrict the model to the minimum required workload per task via
wi ≤ wtotal (i) ≤ wi + fsuff (i) ≤ wi + 1

(2)

The slightly relaxed upper bound wi + 1 may be used as approximation inside a mILP in
order to keep the model complexity reasonable.
Let ck,l = energy( fk ) · rl be the cost of executing a task with frequency fk in time slot tl .
Then cost(S) = ∑i, j,k,l (xi, j,k,l · ck,l ) is the total cost incurred for executing S.
Our goal is to create a feasible schedule S0 (either from scratch or by transforming a previous schedule S) with makespan(S0 ) ≤ D and minimum cost.
PE Static Power Consumption While not extensively investigated in this work, we
would like to mention the effect of static power consumption on optimization. Let s be
the power consumed by a PE irrelevant of frequency. Then the frequency-related part of
power consumption needs to be considered as cubic [LSK14], resulting in power( f ) =
s + (1 − s) f 3 , where s ∈ [0, 1] and dynamic power is scaled by 1 − s to normalize power
consumption in [0,1], and thus energy( f ) = (s+(1−s) f 3 ) 1f for a unit of workload. As can
be seen by differentiation, the energy function is still convex in f , but it is not continuously
increasing anymore over the frequency range. As can be seen in Fig. 1 the energy curve
decreases to a minimum and after that it increases. In regard to energy consumption, s
places a hard lower bound on f : for lower frequencies, we need to prolong the execution
by 1/ f . If we ignore dynamic power, power consumption for performing a single unit of
work becomes s/ f . As such, any frequency below s results in energy consumption larger
than one. A pure energy optimization problem thus is severely limited in frequency scaling
when a considerable part of PE total energy consumption is static. For example, at s = 0.5
the minimum frequency is approximately 0.825.
In cost-optimization, running at lower frequencies may still be useful. This can for example be the case when the pricing schedule has an expensive time slot t1 followed by an
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inexpensive t2 followed by an even more expensive t3 . Here, it might be useful to run a
task at f = 1 during t2 , but also run it at a frequency f < s during t1 if this is the only
method to avoid running at t3 .

4

Cost-Optimal Scheduling and Heuristic

Integer Linear Program We present a mILP for computing a cost optimal schedule
according to the model description in Section 3. Let T = (D, J,C) be a task graph and let
D0 be an extended deadline. Let variables wi ∈ R be the workload of task i and let variables
Wk ∈ R be the workload that can be processed at frequency k in one time slot. We need
|J| · |P| · |F| · D0 binary decision variables xi, j,k,l to represent the mapping from Eq. 1. At
any time, task i must be mapped on a PE j with one frequency or not be mapped at all:
(1) ∀i, j, l : ∑k xi, j,k,l ≤ 1.
The mapping must be sufficient to execute the workload
(2) ∀i : ∑ j,k,l (xi, j,k,l ·Wk ) ≥ wi .
A PE must never have more than one task mapped at any time
(3) ∀ j, l : ∑i,k xi, j,k,l ≤ 1.
Let binary decision variable zi, j = 1 iff task i is mapped on PE j. If task i is mapped onto
PE j it must not be mapped onto any other PE at any frequency anytime:
(4) ∀i, j : ∀ j0 6= j : ∑k,l xi, j0 ,k,l ≤ (1 − zi, j ) · D0 .
Further, it must be mapped to exactly one PE:
(5) ∀i : ∑ j zi, j = 1.
Let binary decision variable yi,l = 1 iff task i starts in time l. We need to ensure that each
task has only one start time:
(6) ∀i : ∑l yi,l = 1.
Further, task i must not be mapped onto a PE before its start time:
(7) ∀i, l : ∑ j,k ∑l 0 <l xi, j,k,l 0 ≤ (∑l 00 ≤l yi,l 00 ) · D0 .
Similarly, let binary decision variable Yi,l = 1 iff task i stops at time l (this is the last time
slot in which it is executed). We need to ensure that each task has only one stop time:
(8) ∀i : ∑l Yi,l = 1.
Further, task i must not be mapped onto a PE after its stop time:
(9) ∀i, l : ∑ j,k ∑l 0 >l xi, j,k,l 0 ≤ (∑l 00 ≥l Yi,l 00 ) · D0 .
With these definitions, the start time to task i is ∑l (l · yi,l ) and the stop time is ∑l (l · Yi,l ).
We must ensure that a task starts before it ends:
(10) ∀i : 1 + ∑l (l · yi,l ) ≤ ∑l (l ·Yi,l ).
Now we can define the remaining constraints for xi, j,k,l : If task i is mapped onto PE j, it
must continuously be mapped from start until end:
(11) ∑ j,k,l xi, j,k,l = 1 + ∑l (l ·Yi,l ) − ∑l (l · yi,l ).
We need to enforce task precedence constraints by
(12) ∀(i, i0 ) ∈ C : ∑l (l · yi0 ,l ) − ∑l (l ·Yi,l ) > 0.
Note that the relationship must be strict because the stop time is the last time slot in which
i is mapped. We must also enforce 0 ≤ l ≤ D0 , which then enforces that no start time is
lower than 0 or end time larger than D0 .
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From the model, let constants rl ∈ R ⊂ R be the energy price rate in time slot l, and let
constants Ek ∈ R be the energy consumed in one time slot at frequency k. Our goal then is
min cost =

∑ (xi, j,k,l · Ek · rl )
i, j,k,l

.

Heuristic The heuristics presented here use a pre-computed makespan-optimal schedule
S with all PEs running at maximum frequency, makespan M and permitted deadline extension ε ≥ 0 as basis and transforms it into a cost-minimized schedule S0 with deadline
D0 := M(1 + ε), makespan(S0 ) ≤ D0 , PE frequencies scaled to minimize energy cost, but
PE assignments otherwise unaltered, and cost(S0 ) ≤ cost(S). A feasible solution always
exists: S is in the solution set and may be selected if no other feasible S0 can be obtained.
We use a common heuristic framework to conduct experiments with different algorithm
details. The framework uses the following variables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

B, overall cost budget for the schedule,
b represents overall cost budget under consideration,
bl represents remaining budget in time slot l,
rl represents energy price in time slot l,
xi, j,k,l represents the schedule (see equation 1),
D0 represents the extended deadline,
Jr ⊆ J tasks ready to run,
Jw ⊆ J tasks not yet ready to run because of precedence constraints.

An important detail problem is to ensure B is sufficiently large to create a feasible schedule
S0 . Let Cm be the cost incurred by the makespan-optimal schedule S. In S, we have no
budget restrictions on each time slot. In particular, the budget per time slot can differ
greatly. Assume we enforce bl := Cm/D as maximum budget per time slot. In this case, we
may be unable to re-compute S, because it may require a budget larger than bl in some
time slots. This is even more the case if we use bl := Cm/D0 , because the deadline extension
decreases budget per time slot. To avoid these kinds of problems, we heuristically use
B := σCm and choose a sufficiently large scale factor σ . In most of our experiments σ := 2
worked well. Choosing B too large may increase experiment runtime but will not affect
result optimality as we minimize cost and thus B.
The major steps in the framework are:
1.
2.

initialize all data structures
search the solution space
a)

create mapping
i.
pick task i ∈ Jr with earliest start time (based on S)
ii.
assign i to the same PE it is assigned to in S
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iii.

scale frequencies kl , so that for all time slots l during execution of i,
power(kl ) · rl ≤ bl holds
iv.
adjust earliest start time of all tasks in Jw , Jr so that they reflect the new
stop time of i due to frequency scaling
v.
for all tasks i0 ∈ Jw now ready to run: Jw := Jw \ {i0 }, Jr := Jr ∪ {i0 }
vi.
Jr := Jr \ {i}
vii.
continue until Jr = 0/
b)
evaluate mapping, continue until goal is reached
3.

output the best solution

Note that the heuristic only scales frequencies but keeps the structure of original schedule
S. This is because we use the earliest start times (EST) of S and the same PE assignment.
We modify the EST of S only to adapt for the consistent execution time changes due to
frequency scaling. The PE assignment is only altered in respect to frequencies, something
not even considered in S. As such, the order of task execution and task-to-PE assignment
is kept unmodified.
Steps one and three of this algorithm are self-explanatory. They are identical for all experiments. In step two, different methods are used:
The sweep search mode linearly explores the solution space in an exhaustive and stepwise
manner. It creates a number of equally-spread samples I of the solution space. It uses an
ordered set (b1 , b2 , . . . , bI ) := ( BI , 2 BI , . . . , I BI ) of individual candidate mappings. For each
b ∈ (bi ) a candidate solution is computed and the best one selected as final solution. As
such, this mode offers a thorough evaluation of the solution space. Assuming a sufficiently
large I, it provides good solutions also for very rough search landscapes. It requires O(I)
runtime. This mode is also useful to investigate the structure of the solution space.
The binary search mode performs a classical binary search within 0 ≤ b ≤ B. Starting
from the highest and lowest bound, always a middle budget b is selected. For this budget, a
mapping is generated. This is compared to previous result and upper or lower budget bound
adjusted accordingly. The search is terminated when it converges towards a solution. This
method provides an O(log B) exploration of the solution space, but does not work well on
rough solutions spaces.
Different methods can be used to create the time slot assignment in step 2. The current
approach only implements a greedy mapper: When task i has been obtained, it is mapped
starting from the PE’s first available time slot and is mapped until completed. This means
that it receives priority over all other tasks which are mapped after it. Each task can only
use the remaining budget, maintained in bl . In an extreme, a single task may block all other
tasks from execution by leaving insufficient remaining budget.

5

Experiments

For our experiments, we used the 32 different task graphs from [EK17], each comprising
up to 32 tasks. They are a subset from [HS04]. For them, we have pre-computed makespan-
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Fig. 2: Cost vs. Deadline

Fig. 3: Search Landscape

optimal schedules for systems with 2, 4, 8, and 16 PEs, leading to a total of 128 different
test cases. All makespans were below 100 time slots. We call these schedules the set of
original schedules. In all experiments involving the heuristic, we derive a new set of schedules from the original schedule set. As described in Sect. 4, these schedules have the same
structure as the original schedule, but are frequency scaled. We set the deadline D of the
original schedules to their respective (minimal) makespan. We further assume that D is not
necessarily tight and may be extended which permits us to obtain additional cost savings.
As in the rest of the paper, this results in a new deadline D0 ≥ D, which is then used in the
frequency scaling process. We call the result of this process a derived schedule. In mILP
calculation, we take the properties of the original schedule (task graph and number of PEs)
and calculate a new energy cost-optimal schedule from them4 . If we compare heuristic and
mILP results, we also use the same extended deadline D0 as deadline for the mILP. Otherwise the results were not comparable, because the tighter mILP schedule would force
the mILP to use higher frequencies. We used actual energy market data taken from the
European Power Exchange’s web site [Exc16] for October 19, 2016. A 100 time slot price
schedule was created by repeating that day’s data prices. For some experiments, we used
other pricing schedules. They are detailed in the experiment description.
We first investigated the cost reduction provided by the heuristic over the original schedule.
We computed the cost of the original schedule, then created the derived schedule, and
computed its cost. We used binary search and sweep mode. The heuristic usually required
less than one second to find a solution. We computed the average reduction over all 128 test
cases. We experimented with deadline extensions between 0 and 100% (Fig. 2, x axis is
deadline extension, y cost reduction). Even when keeping the original deadline, we saved
4.6% cost. This is due to non-critical path tasks which often can be frequency-scaled down
without affecting the makespan. Not surprisingly, the cost reduction curve is steeper for
the first 15% to 20% of deadline extension, but keeps growing even for large extensions.
Detail review showed that most of the saving was caused by using more time slots at slower
frequency, but a notable amount was also attributable to optimizing each task’s last time
slot based on Eq. 3.
Then, we investigated the search landscape. We used the heuristic’s sweep method to
compute schedules with increasing budget per time slot. Let Bo be the original schedule’s
4

Note that in case of a solver timeout, the result is not necessarily optimal, but for reasons given in this section
we assume it is very close to the optimum.
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Fig. 4: Some Price Schedules

budget requirement. Then we derived 1000 schedules with increasing budget, where in step
s
s we gave a budget permission of 500
Bo . For all feasible derived schedules, we computed
the overall cost. Note that for the reasons outlined in Sect. 4 this cost was lower than
Bo , even though the maximal budget permission was higher for the second half of the
sweep. Fig. 3 plots the average landscape of all experiment runs. As can be seen, it is quite
smooth. We also reviewed individual experiment data to verify the pattern and found them
to follow the same pattern. This experiment was initially carried out with 20% deadline
extension (D0 := 1.2D). We repeated it with zero and 5 percent deadline extension and
found the same structure. From that, we conclude that the landscape pattern is not sensitive
to the amount of deadline extension. As a related sub-experiment, we have compared the
heuristic’s sweep and binary search modes. Both did always return results very close to
each other. This also points towards a smooth landscape, as otherwise binary search would
probably have selected a local minima in a high valley. Based on both of these results, we
conclude that a heuristic can concentrate on finding an area close to the first local minimum
and then focus on exploring its local neighborhood.
We compared the heuristic with the mILP implementation. We derived schedules with the
heuristic with a 20% deadline extension and compared them to optimal cost schedules
created with the same parameters by the mILP. We used IBM CPLEX 12.7 for the mILP
implementation. The mILP had strongly varying run times depending on the task graph.
Some experiments reached optimality within less than a minute, but most experiments
timed out. We crafted an experiment that compared solution quality after 8 minute and 4
hour timeouts. Even after 4 hours about half of the experiments timed out. However, we
only saw marginal improvements between the 8 minute and the 4 hour experiments (17.1%
more cost for the heuristic vs. 17.6%). We suspect that this result is due to the smooth
search landscape. In order to be able to cover more experiment scenarios, we limited our
follow-on experiments to 8 minute timeout. We then carried out the same experiment with
5 and 50 percent deadline extension to check sensitivity to deadline extension. At 50%
extension, we noticed that the mILP did perform notably worse than in the other two
cases. This was caused by the model growth due to the larger number of time slots, which
lead to fewer optimal solutions after 8 minutes. This also means that it will be practically
impossible to increase the time resolution or compute longer running schedules, which
strengthens the point that a heuristic solution is required. If we compare the experiments
at 5 and 20 percent deadline extension, the heuristic requires a 15 respective 17 percent
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higher cost than the mILP, which points to limited sensitivity to the amount of deadline
extension. We also did a brief manual review of mILP detail results and got the impression
that the solutions did considerably differ from the constant cost paradigm used inside the
heuristic. An in-depth review will be done as future work to improve the heuristic.
To investigate the power pricing schedule effect, we did several experiments at 5% deadline extension with 8 minutes timeout. Some pricing schedules are depicted in Fig. 4.
Again, we compared the heuristic with cost optimal solutions from the MILP. First of all,
we assumed a traditional flat pricing model (R = (1, 1, . . .)). Here, the heuristic required
10% more cost than the mILP. Then we used a schedule (“Increasing”) that stayed at flat
pricing (absolute value 10) for the first n = 20 time slots, and then increased the price
by 10 for each following time slots i (R = (10, . . . , 10, 20, 30, . . .)). Here, the heuristic required 13% more cost. In one experiment, we used a pricing schedule (“Alternating”)
R = (5, 50, 5, 50, . . .), specifically crafted to not work well with a constant cost approach.
As expected, the heuristic performed notably worse with a 30% increase over mILP cost.
In conclusion, the pricing schedule, except for very extreme cases, has moderate effect on
optimality. We assume this is related to the precedence constraints which limit our ability
to defer work, but need to investigate this in more depth.
Finally, we did one experiment in regard to static power consumption. We used power( f ) =
0.4 + 0.6 f 3 for the heuristic. We investigated the cost reduction provided by the heuristic
over the original schedule. At 20% deadline extension, we only gained 4% reduction. We
assume this is due to the limited ability to scale frequencies, as outlined in section 2. In
future work, we will investigate static power consumption in more depth.

6

Conclusions

We have proposed to investigate cost-optimal static scheduling of task graphs on parallel
machines with frequency scaling when the energy price varies over time. We have presented a mixed integer linear program and a heuristic for this problem, where the heuristic
takes a classic, i.e. makespan-optimized, schedule as input and adapts frequencies and
starting times. We have evaluated the heuristic with a set of small task graphs for two
price curves and some corner cases and find that its solutions are on average 15% more
expensive in energy cost than the optimal solution.
In our future work, we plan to extend both the linear program and the heuristic to cover
more variations: the price curves could differ for different PEs (e.g. if the PEs are in different time zones), there might be several sources of energy with different cost, but some
sources (like solar energy) might be restricted in volume per time slot, and the PEs could
be heterogeneous in power consumption and performance. Also, the possibility to use time
slots of different lengths to reduce the number of variables shall be tested. Also, we will
investigate PE power curves which include static power, so that some power budget cannot
run all PEs in a time slot (not even at the lowest frequency). Finally, we want to explore
the possibility of a single heuristic to map tasks and scale frequencies.
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A Distributed Hash Table using One-sided Communication
in MPI
Peter Sobe1 Tom Graupner1 Florian Hennig1

Abstract:
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) can be applied to implement data structures that are distributed
across process memory, such as distributed arrays or hash tables. In this paper a hash table implementation is described that employs one-sided communication in case of collision-free access. Collisions of data entries within the hash table are treated using dynamic overflow memory and two-sided
communication. This leads to a two-level communication architecture that combines one-sided and
two-sided operations in a data structure and the related access operations. This approach circumvents
the problem of dynamic and unforeseen size and arrangement of data structures in shared memory
that would be hard to manage using solely one-sided communication.
Keywords: Distributed Data Structures, Hash Table, MPI, One-sided Communication

1

Introduction

In this paper we describe a hash table that is distributed across process memory in a MPI
(Message Passing Interface) [MPI95] application. Distributed hash tables and other distributed data structures are often referenced as application cases on PGAS (partitioned
global address space) systems and for one-sided communication, which can be found for
example in [May11], [GBH13] and [Gro14]. Due to the nature of a hash table to use a hash
function to calculate the memory position from the key of a data entry, a collision treatment must be integrated. Most distributed hash tables handle collisions by placing entries
at the next free places or by using overflow memory of a constant size. In our solution we
use dynamic overflow memory which differentiates our approach from other ones.
An application of a hash table is a key-value memory used for in-memory data storage
or for caching. In addition, a hash table can be applied as a basis for data deduplication
such as described in [SPS15] where all data blocks are accessed through a hash table. It
is obvious that a distributed and globally accessible hash table is valuable for applications
on distributed and parallel systems.
The contribution of this paper is a description of a distributed hash table with dynamic
overflow structures for MPI applications. The novelty is a two-level communication scheme
that applies one-sided operations in a first level for accessing data at remote memory
places. When the hash table is big enough, most accesses can be handled by local and
remote memory accesses without collisions. The collision treatment is implemented with
two-sided operations and forms the second level that is active is rare cases only, provided
that collisions are rare. The technical reason is that overflow memory can be better accessed using two-sided communication combined with dynamic memory operations. The
latter would be hard to integrate in a pure one-sided implementation.
1
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The proposed solution can be seen as a special case of the more general approach of twolevel techniques. The idea is to handle frequent situations with simple and low overhead
techniques and rarely occurring situations separately by more expensive techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain (i) the principle of a
hash table and (ii) give a short overview on MPI with a focus on one-sided communication.
Section 3 follows with references to related work. In Section 4 the distributed hash table
with the two-level communication architecture is described in detail. A number of experiments that were performed to evaluate the distributed hash table are reported in Section 5.
The paper is concluded by a summary.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we shortly explain the concept of a hash table and give an overview on MPI
with a focus on one-sided communication. Afterwards, related work in the context of hash
tables and MPI is referenced.

2.1

Hash Table Concept

A hash table is a common data structure to store elements that are uniquely identified by a
key. An element covers problem-specific values that are related to the key. The description
can be reduced to key-value-pairs, a key and a single value per element. The interface of a
hash table consists of the following operations:
•

Insert operation: insert(key, value). A key-value pair is moved into the hash table.
Both arguments act as input and are copied into the hash table.

•

Get operation: success = get(key, value). With a given key, the value is delivered
from the hash table. The key is an input argument and value is used for output
(a pointer or a reference). As return value, the success of the operation has to be
signaled. The returned value displays, whether an entry with the given key was found
or not found.

•

Delete operation: success = delete (key). The entry with the given key is deleted
from the hash table, provided an entry with the given key is contained in the hash
table. The key is an input argument. A return value signals, whether the entry was
found and deleted, or an entry with the specified key could not be found.

These three functions provide a minimal interface to the hash table. The update of entries
can be reached by calling a subsequent insert operation with the same key and a new value,
which causes the overwriting of the old value. Optionally, another update operation can be
provided by the programmer.
Besides the interface, the internal organisation of data is a characteristic property of a hash
table that distinguishes it from other data structures for key-value pairs. A hash table stores
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Fig. 1: Illustration of a hash table with indexing of places.

entries in an array and uses a hash function of the key to calculate the index in the array
where the entry is placed. This kind of hashing is applied for all operations and allows
a fast access to the place of the entry in most cases. Compared to other data structures,
searching of a position or any other traversal of data structures is not necessary when the
place with the calculated index is not already used by another entry, or when the entry is
directly found at the calculated place. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Due to the nature of a hash function to map a number of different keys to a same hash value
(hash collision), a hash table must provide an internal collision treatment. In the case that
a new entry is mapped to a place that is already occupied by another entry, the new entry
is placed in an overflow structure. Correspondingly, the operations Get and Delete are
required to take overflow structures into account. This means that if an entry is not directly
found at a place in the array, the overflow structures must be traversed. Fortunately, hash
collisions occur rarely when the hash table is big enough. The additional effort to access
overflow structures is required only for a small number of accesses.
The hash table depicted in Fig. 1 can be classified as a table with separate chaining with list
head cells, according to [CLRRLS01]. This variant contains the memory for the first entry
in a place. Additional entries must be referenced by a pointer to a dynamically managed
data structure that forms the overflow space. We use this variant in our distributed hash
table with the exception that the overflow space is provided by a message-based service.
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2.2

MPI and one-sided communication

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [MPI95] is a programming library and run-time system for parallel execution on multiprocessor systems, including distributed memory and
shared memory. As a main principle, a group of processes is created (mpiexec). Processes
interact using MPI-functions. In this way, MPI mainly follows the concept of communicating processes with distributed memories. For communication, process pairs or process
groups call functions that relate to sender and receiver activity, for example MPI Send()
and MPI Recv(). This way of message exchange is called two-sided communication, because the sender and the receiver actively take part in communication functionalities.
Meanwhile, MPI exists in several standardisation versions and several implementations.
In MPI version 2, one-sided operations got added to MPI that allow to access to the memory of other processes using remote memory operations, in spite of the different address
spaces. Only one process calls a function, MPI Get for reading from remote memory, or
MPI Put for writing to remote memory. The remote process is not involved in the memory
access and continues the computation without interruption. It is assumed that one-sided
operations offer a potential of higher performance, compared to the use of two-sided communication. This is the case when remote memory access is supported by the hardware.
A minimal example for one-sided operations in MPI is given in Listing 1. The code shows
the access to the array ArrShared that is shared by two MPI processes. First, process 0
initializes ArrShared[0] with 100, process 1 initializes ArrShared[0] with 200. Due to the
shared nature of the array, position 0 on process 1 is actually the second place in the
shared array. After the initialisation phase, processes 0 and 1 both read the two elements
of the shared array into the local array ArrLocal using MPI Get. As result of the remote
memory access, both processes obtained the two values 100 and 200 in their local array
(ArrLocal). The example shows that every remote memory access must be initiated by a
function (MPI Get or MPI Put) that uses a MPI window as a reference to the shared data
structure. A memory remote access is completed only after an explicit synchronisation of
the memory window using MPI Win fence.
MPI Alloc mem(sizeof(int) *1, MPI INFO NULL, &ArrShared);
MPI Alloc mem(sizeof(int) * size , MPI INFO NULL, &ArrLocal);
MPI Win create(ArrShared, 1, sizeof ( int ) , MPI INFO NULL, MPI COMM WORLD, &win);
ArrShared[0] = (rank+1) * 100;

// rank 0: {100, uninitialised },
// rank 1: { uninitialised , 200}

MPI Win fence((MPI MODE NOPUT | MPI MODE NOPRECEDE), win);
for ( i=0;i<size; i++)
MPI Get(&ArrLocal[i], 1, MPI INT, i, 0, 1, MPI INT, win);
MPI Win fence(MPI MODE NOSUCCEED, win);
printf (”Process %d obtained the following :\n”, rank) ;
for ( i = 0; i < size ; i++)
printf (” ArrLocal[%d]=%d \n”, i, ArrLocal[ i ]) ;

Listing 1: Example of a shared array that is accessed by the one-sided operation MPI Get
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3

Related Work

Hash tables are mostly applied as node-local and in-memory data structures. An obvious
applications of hash tables in parallel and distributed system is to place multiple hash
tables on a number of independent processes. This kind of standard solution does not
provide a distributed data structure. However, a number of different approaches can be
found in literature that address the nature of a distributed data structure. These are referred
in the following, and classified according their application on shared memory systems,
distributed memory systems, PGAS and GPU architectures.
On shared memory systems, a shared hash table can be placed in memory and accessed
by multiple threads. The only problem that must be tackled is the locking of accesses to
the places and the overflow structures, i.e. to make the shared data structure thread-safe.
Parallelism is supported when the locking is done specifically for every place in the table,
or for groups of places, and allows for concurrent access to different places. Such a threadsafe and concurrent hash table is provided for the Intel threading building blocks library
(TBB) [Int17].
Distributed memory systems and MPI are not primarily intended for shared memory data
structures. However, data structures that apply message transfer to emulate a virtual shared
memory structure are feasible. A hash table for MPI [TN10] is found in the literature with
a focus on implementing an overlay network for a P2P file sharing system using MPI. This
article describes the dynamic coupling of separately started daemon processes to a MPI
process group and the use of two-sided communication functions of MPI for the overlay
network. Wozniak et al. [WLL+ 10] describe a middleware that provides a fault-tolerant
key-value storage for MPI applications. It is implemented with MPI, can be started as a
separate application and connected to the user MPI application during runtime. The middleware is a message-based service.
Another example of a hash table in the context of a parallel system with distributed memory and MPI is the parallel programming course of the James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA (spring term 2016) [Lam16]. This hash table is based on server threads that
receive messages and manage local shares of a global hash table.
PGAS denotes distributed memory systems that allow for a portion of global memory that
can be accessed using remote memory access operations. MPI since version 2 supports
such a global memory as memory window and one-sided operations. MPI one-sided operations were applied for a distributed hash table and compared with UPC (Unified Parallel
C) on a PGAS system in [May11]. The hash table stores pointers to entries in a global
shared array which is similar to the approach of our work. Collisions at places are managed by collision counters and entries are placed on the next free place in the distributed
array. Collision handling is done differently compared to our work. In [GBH13] another
distributed hash table is presented that is accessed by one-sided MPI operations. The difference to our solution is an overflow heap as a fixed array without dynamic memory
allocation. A distributed array on MPI can be found in [Gro14].
Another research field is the parallel programming using GPUs (graphic and numerical
accelerators) using a thread parallelism model. An example of a parallel hash table in-
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sert operation for CUDA is provided in [SK11]. In the multiple-thread-based and deviceseparated memory model of a GPU the technical obstacles for programmers are comparable to this work.

4

Distributed Hash Table for MPI with Two-Level Communication

The distributed hash table is required to support the operations specified in 2.1 for every
process in the MPI process group. In this section, we describe the requirements, the data
structures and the according functionality, data distribution issues and memory management issues.

4.1

Functional Requirements and Parallelism

The requirements for such global data structure are listed below.
•

Parallel and independent operations. The operations specified in 2.1 (Insert, Get
and Delete) are allowed to be invoked by every process in the MPI process group.

•

Consistency. Concurrent accesses with the same key must lead to valid content,
and finally leave the most recent written value in the hash table. It is sufficient to
serialize the access to the places and overflow structures in the hash table by locking
of places.

•

Absence of a performance bottleneck. Different processes are allowed to access
the hash table. These accesses should run in parallel as long as different places in
the hash table are addressed. An increasing number of accessing processes should
be rewarded by an increasing access throughput.

•

Detection and treatment of hash collisions. This basic requirement must be fulfilled in the distributed variant of the hash table.

4.2

Data structure Issues

To fulfill these requirements a single distributed array is not sufficient. At least another
array for fine-granular locking is needed. This second array contains mutex variables that
are used to lock and to unlock the access to places in the hash table. Every place in the
hash table is related to a specific mutex element that is accessed via the same index. This
allows to serialize the accesses to the same place. Concurrent accesses to different places
are allowed to take place concurrently.
A third array is used to manage collisions. The third array contains a counter that expresses
the number of entries that are currently related to a place. This counter helps to differentiate
between (i) empty places, (ii) places that are used by a single key-value pair and (iii) places
that a related to several entries and require the access to overflow structures.
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Fig. 2: Three distributed arrays that form the global hash table and their representation in the
MPIDHT structure. Every process in the MPI application is able to access the arrays via the handle
structure MPIDHT. The arrays are spread across the memory parts of all processes.

Finally, three arrays were used and created in MPI windows to make them globally accessible using the operations MPI Get and MPI Put. The implementation of the distributed
arrays follows the approach by G ROPP in [Gro14].
Listing 2 shows the C datatype MPIDHT that is used as a handle to access the distributed
hash table. The arrays are expressed by MPI windows that make the arrays globally accessible. Listing 3 contains the prototypes of the functions to access that hash table. The type
Entry is a structure that contains a key and a value.
typedef struct MPIDHT {
MPI Win
la win ;
// related to an array of entries
MPI Win
lock win;
// to an array of mutex variables
MPI Win
counter win ; // to a counter array for collision detection
MPI Datatype mpi datatype ;
int datatype size , local array size , comm world size;
} *MPIDHT;

Listing 2: Data type as a handle to access the distributed hash table

int mpidht create (MPI Comm comm, int array dim, int w size , MPIDHT *dht);
int mpidht put(MPIDHT dht, Entry *e);
Entry mpidht get(MPIDHT dht, char *key);
int mpidht delete (MPIDHT dht, char *key);

Listing 3: Function interface to access the global hash table

4.3

Distribution

The distribution of entries is based on a hash function, similarly to a local hash table. We
applied the Jenkins hash function which is widely used as a fast function for hash table
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indexing. The further processing is shown in Listing 4. The obtained hash value is a 32
Bit unsigned integer value that is separated in a local part that is taken from the 24 most
significant Bits and a node part, taken from the 8 least significant Bits of the Jenkins hash
value. Both parts are normalized to the number of nodes and the array size at every node
(functions local hash and node hash). We found out that Bit Mixing hashes instead of
simple modulo operations caused a better spreading of hashes and fewer collisions.
h = jenkins hash (key, length ) ;
separate (h, & local part , &node part);
idx = local hash ( local part , local array size ) ;
node = node hash( node part , group size ) ;

Listing 4: Hashing for determining the node and the array index

4.4

Memory Management Issues

Compared to real shared memory, where memory accesses can be initiated by every thread
transparently, remote memory must be accessed by the operations MPI Get and MPI Put.
Different processes need extra synchronisation between memory accesses in a causal order, which for example are a local initialisation of memory by process A and the access
from process B via MPI Get. For that purpose, MPI offers a memory fence operation
(MPI Win fence) related the a memory window that is typically used in applications that
transfer data through the shared memory window.
For the hash table the synchronisation of memory access is a mutual exclusion on every
index position in the arrays (places and counter) that form the distributed hash table. For
locking of the array places the functions MPI Win lock, MPI Win unlock in combination
with MPI Fetch and op, MPI accumulate and MPI Win flush were used to implement a
spin lock on the mutex variable for a specific place. This is based on the assumption that
waiting on a spin lock occurs seldom and does not overload the processor. The count of
collisions that was measured confirms this assumption. The mutex variable is part of the
arrays and can be accessed through the MPIDHT handle. The mutual exclusion is included
in the mpidht put and mpidht get operations and allows a transparent serialisation of hash
table accesses.
A general problem of shared data structures in distributed memory systems is dynamic
memory management. For memory windows a predefined maximum size and a the way of
data placement is required. During rumtime, it is possible to attach additional memory to
the window, but it is still hard to handle dynamic data structures with an unforeseen size.
This obstacle applies for the overflow structures of a hash table that are typically placed
in dynamic memory, such as runtime-allocated arrays or linked lists. To circumvent this
problem, two possible solutions are known
1.

Use of a fixed size memory pool in the shared memory window. The distributed hash
table in [GBH13] follows this way.

2.

Switching to other communication principles for dynamic memory allocation and
access.
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We propose the second solution in such a way that in case of a place collision a messagetransfer-based level is used
•

to allocate a new entry in an overflow structure on the local or a remote process,
This applies for the mpidht put operation that possibly finds places that are already
occupied. In such a situation, a request is sent to a service process that receives the
new entry and places it in an overflow structure.

•

to search for an entry when another entry with a nonmatching key was found at the
calculated position. In this case, it has to be checked, whether the requested entry is
found in overflow structures. For that purpose, a message is sent to a service process
that traverses the overflow structures and delivers the requested entry, or delivers the
information that the entry does not exist. This search is relevant for the internals of
the mpidht get operation.

•

to delete an entry, either directly in the overflow structures, or within the array place
with the option to shift an entry from the overflow structures to the array place. This
activity relates to the function mpidht delete and requires message transfer.

5

Test and Evaluation

For evaluation we run a MPI application containing the distributed hash table. The distribution factor of the hash table and the number processes that insert entries were varied.
The size of the key-value pairs was set to 512 Byte. The test system is equipped as follows: 8 cores SMP, 16 threads, Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3, 2.4 GHz, 64 GByte memory, Linux
OS, MPICH version 3.2. It should be noted that the system used is a SMP server that was
available during the development phase. There is not yet a HPC-related performance evaluation. Nevertheless, the obtained experimental results allow a first evaluation w.r.t. the
cost of distribution and the access throughput for insert operations.
In a first experiment hash collisions were inspected at the running system using counters
in the program code. A constant number of 30000 key-value pairs was inserted in every
run of the MPI application. Fig. 3 shows the number of collisions for a varied number of
processes in the MPI application. Every process contributed a local share of 100000 places
for the hash table. In this way, the size of the hash table increased with the number of processes. As expected, collisions decreased with a growing size of the hash table. Further,
the collision behavior is independent of the processing speed and independent of the hardware used. We also checked the place collisions in advance using a sequential program
and could confirm the correctness of the operations on the data structure. Decreasing collisions with an increasing system size is a good sign for the proposed two-level approach
that covers collision handling by two-sided communication.
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Fig. 3: Place collisions along with a varied number of MPI processes and hash table size.

Another measurement series documents the time needed to insert 30000 key value pairs
and is depicted in Fig 4. In the experiments the number of MPI processes and the size of
the hash table were varied, corresponding to the first experiment. All values are the average
of at least 3 runs of the program with according parameters. The time consumption values
of a single process that inserts all key value pairs sequentially in the hash table are denoted
by ’1 process, sequential insert’. The results show that a distribution of the data structure
comes with the cost of additional time needed to access remote memory. However, the
slowdown is moderate and the slowdown factor is below the distribution factor. Expressed
as an insert rate, a single process on a local hash table (1 MPI process) reaches 1.7 GByte/s,
or 3.3 million entries per second. These values drop on 318 MByte/s, or 621504 entries
per second (drop factor 5) when the hash table is distributed across 16 processes.
Another question is which effect is caused by parallel access versus sequential access to
the hash table. This is quantified by value series denoted by ’2 processes, parallel insert’.
The two process scenario covers two MPI processes that insert 15000 entries each. Accordingly, such measurements were continued with 3 and 4 processes that insert key value
pairs in parallel. We got the expected results that a distribution of the workload onto a
number of processes leads to lower execution time and increasing data throughput. When
4 processes insert key value pairs into a hash table with distribution factor 4, an access
rate of 1.08 GByte/s, or 2.1 million entries per second was measured. The measurements
did not yet show a clear advantage of the proposed two-level communication architecture.
This is because MPI on the test system communicates via shared memory and does not
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Fig. 4: Execution times measured for insert of 300000 key value pairs, done sequentially by a single
process and parallel by 2, 3 and 4 processes.

exhibit significant different transfer rates and latency times for one-sided and two-sided
operations. A test and a performance evaluation on a HPC system is planned as future
work. The goals for future performance and scalability improvements are as follows:
•

low distribution cost in the way that access performance should not drop with increasing distribution factor. Further, a growing size of the hash table leads to less
collisions that possibly will be visible by a better performance,

•

throughput scaling with increasing number of parallel processes that access the distributed hash table.

There are still internal details that should be optimized. For example the array of mutex
variables in the MPIDHT structure can be reduced to a single mutex or a kind of locking mechanism for only a limited number of concurrent accesses, matching to the actual
number of concurrent accesses to a hash table segment in a process memory.

6

Summary

We described the design and implementation of a hash table that is distributed across
the memories of processes in a MPI application. To circumvent the difficulty of dynamic
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overflow memory in a static shared memory window, a two-level communication principle
had to be applied. The hash table array is placed in a shared memory window of the MPI
application. As long as accesses are collision free, remote memory access can be used,
provided by one-sided MPI functions. This is the first level. Collision handling is based on
message exchange (two-sided) and transfer of entries to overflow structures in node-local
memory. These rarely needed actions are the second level. Such a data structure could be
successfully implemented with MPI, in particular as a combination of one-sided and twosided communication. The hash table offers acceptable performance. Accessing the hash
table generates moderate extra cost of remote memory access, but in turn it unburdens the
application from transferring data that can be accessed through the distributed hash table.
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Predicting Efficient Execution with Source Code Analysis in
a Heterogeneous Environment
Markus Helwig1 Thomas Becker2

Abstract: Finding a good schedule for the tasks of an application is a critical step for the efficient
usage of heterogeneous systems. A good schedule can only be found with information about the tasks
to be scheduled. In a dynamic system, this information is normally only available after each task is
at least executed once, thereby creating an initial overhead until a good schedule can be created.
Therefore, we introduce a method based on static code analysis and machine learning algorithms to
predict the fastest processor of a given OpenCL task before runtime by classification which helps
to reduce this initial overhead. We show how we used a static code analysis implementation based
on Clang to generate training data on a set of 10 different heterogeneous processors including Intel,
AMD and Nvidia GPUs, a Intel Xeon Phi and Intel CPUs. This training data was used to generate
prediction models via several different machine learning algorithms including Random Forest and
k-Nearest Neighbour and then evaluate the models by predicting the fastest processor out of two and
more processors via classification.
Keywords: Heterogeneous Systems, Machine Learning, Static Code Analysis, Classification

1

Introduction

Due to technical limitations of transistors, satisfying the steadily increasing performance
need by increasing the clock frequency is no longer a viable option. Therefore, hardware
vendors started introducing processors with a growing number of cores. Additionally, with
the rise of graphics processing units (GPU) for general purpose computations there is
mostly at least one specialized accelerator included in a computer system. The current
trend goes to even more specialized architectures including additional accelerators like
FPGAs or the Intel Xeon Phi processors.
To free the application developer from having to use different programming models and
languages, OpenCL [Khr08], which offers a uniform programming model for a wide range
of processing units, was developed in 2008. What OpenCL does not offer, is the answer
to the question on which processing unit an execution is the most efficient in terms of
execution time. A solution to this problem are runtime systems like HALadapt [Kic14]
which use scheduling algorithms to map tasks to processing units optimising execution
time.
These scheduling algorithms need information about the tasks to be scheduled to find
good solutions which in dynamic systems normally can only be collected by execution
1
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generating overhead before a good schedule can be found. Good scheduling decisions are
important because the execution time of a task can vary greatly between heterogeneous
processors and so a disadvantageous mapping can have a huge impact on the total application runtime.
Thus, the beforehand knowledge of which processor has the lowest execution time for a
given OpenCL task can lead to a reduction in necessary profiling overhead and the creation
of better schedules at the start of an execution cycle.
In this work, a methodology based on a source code analysis using Clang and LLVM and
machine learning techniques to predict the fastest processor for a given OpenCL task by
classification is developed. This means that no actual execution times are predicted but
this work builds the basis for execution time prediction in future work. The source code
analysis is restricted to code metrics which can be statically collected, thereby reducing the
overhead at the start of an execution cycle. By using these at most static code metrics the
fastest processor of an OpenCL task is determined by a classification via machine learning.
In a following evaluation (Sect. 6) it is shown that the combination of code analysis and
machine learning techniques is not only able to select the fastest of two processors but also
the fastest of a set of various heterogeneous processors.

2

Related Work

One of the most well known runtime systems for heterogeneous systems and task scheduling is StarPU [ATN09] which also uses performance prediction models. The prediction
models are build during runtime using a performance history database which is filled by
measuring actual task executions and thereby creating an overhead. The goal of the work
presented here is to find a way to reduce this start up overhead.
In [BFA14] a machine learning model is used to predict the expectable speed up for the port
of CPU code to a GPU and the best device for a given OpenCL kernel out of a multi-core
CPU und two GPUs. Baldini et al. collect dynamic code features by binary instrumentation
using Ping and use these and the speed up of a 12-threaded OpenMP implementation as
features for the prediction. Binary instrumentation usually alters the application execution
and the additional instructions create overhead during runtime. As Baldini et al. state in
their paper, the use of performance counters could be better suited for runtime contexts
like scheduling. Additionally, this work evaluates bigger sets and with the Xeon Phi an
additional accelerator.
In [WWO14] the goal is to support the scheduling of OpenCL kernels in a system consisting of a CPU and a GPU. This is achieved by predicting speed up categories for OpenCL
source code to differentiate between an execution on a GPU or a CPU by classifying a
kernel to low or high speed up on the GPU. Beside some static code metrics the approach
also uses the input and output sizes and thread numbers.
The goal of [HIKS15] is to automatically select the fastest OpenCL device for the usage
of Java’s parallel stream API. This is done by implementing a classification directly in
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the Java JIT compiler. This classification distinguishes between an execution on GPUs or
CPUs. In the presented work, the predictors have to differentiate not only two processors
but sets with up to ten processors making the prediction more complex.
Wu et al. [WGL+ 15] use machine learning to predict the performance of a GPU kernel on
different target architectures belonging to the training set based on a previous execution
of the kernel on a base hardware configuration and collected performance counter values.
This is done by a classifier which maps the kernel to clusters representing different scaling
behaviours. In contrast to the work presented in this paper, Wu et al. are only focused on
the performance of kernels on GPUs and additionally need an execution of every kernel to
predict its performance.
Amarís et al. [AdCD+ 16] predict the execution time of applications using vector operations on NVIDIA GPUs via different machine learning algorithms. The models use dynamic code metrics and architecture characteristics like the number of cores and the maximum GPU clock rate as features. As the work of Wu et al., Amarís et al. also only focus
on GPUs and do not consider CPUs or other accelerators. Additionally, they only consider
a very specific set of applications.
In the two following works an optimal task partitioning for the simultaneous execution of
OpenCL on multiple processors is predicted. In both works, mainly static code metrics
are used as features for the machine learning algorithms, complemented by some runtime
features like the number of threads or transfer sizes between host and device memory. In
[GO11] the prediction distinguishes between an execution on either the CPU or the GPU
or a mixed execution. The prediction of the optimal distribution on the multiple processors
is then predicted in a second step. Kofler et al. [KGCF13] use Support Vector Machines
aswell as Artificial Neural Networks to find the optimal task partition in a single step.

3
3.1

Fundamentals
Source Code Analysis

Source code analysis is used in this work to extract metrics from the source code of
OpenCL programs and can be fielded into static and dynamic techniques.
Dynamic methods try to extract characteristics of a given source code during runtime by
instrumenting the code which can influence and prolong the actual execution.
Static code analysis on the other hand limits the observation to the source code itself.
The analysis can happen before or after the compilation of the program. Also, a possible
intermediate representation could be the objective of the analysis. But since there are no
information about the actual execution of the program, the analysis can deliver, especially
for loops and branches, only an abstract view on the execution. Another disadvantage
is, that optimizations by compilers cannot, or in case of the analysis of an intermediate
representation can only partially, be taken into account.
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Because the goal is to reduce the necessary profiling overhead at the start of an execution
cycle, in this work only a static code analysis is used complemented by some dynamic
metrics which are known before the actual execution.

3.2

Machine Learning

Machine learning can be split into supervised and unsupervised algorithms. Supervised
machine learning tries to infer a function from labelled training data. Algorithms generate
this inferred function by analysing the training data. This function can then be used to map
new examples.
The training data consists of pairs of feature vectors and a label which are also known as
training examples. This label is predicted by the inferred function for future examples and
can be a category or a real number. In the first case the problem is called classification and
in the latter regression. The inferred function is called machine learning model.
Since we are trying to predict the fastest of a set of processors, we are using a category
as a label. Therefore, we are going to use classification algorithms of supervised machine
learning.
In this work the k-Nearest Neighbour [Run16], Random Forests [Ho95] and Support
Vector Machines [Run16] are used.
k-Nearest Neighbour tries to find the k nearest points of an example to be predicted in the
space of the feature vectors by computing the distance to all points via a distance metric.
The most frequently represented label among the k nearest points is then predicted, so
explained in [Run16].
Decision Trees are machine learning models which make predictions by learning simple
decision rules inferred from the training data. Starting at the root of a tree, in each step the
training examples are split into two parts by a threshold of a single feature.
Random Forests are a combination of multiple Decision Trees and were first mentioned
in [Ho95]. To make a prediction, each Decision Tree predicts a value. The value which
gets predicted the most is the prediction result.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) try to divide the training examples in the space of
the feature vectors by a hyperplane. As stated in [Run16], the optimal hyperplane is determined by maximizing the distance of a to be selected distance metric to the feature vectors.
regression kannst du weglassen, da die Laufzeitvorhersage ja nicht betrachtet wird
Cross Validation is used to find the optimal parameters for the algorithms as described
in Sec. 5. Thereby, the training examples are split in several sets. A model is generated
for each set, which is used as a validation set. The remaining sets are used as training
examples to generate the model. To estimate the performance, each model predicts values
for the examples of the validation set. The prediction performance for the whole set is then
determined by taking the average. This allows us to not further divide the training set into
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a training set and an evaluation set used to evaluate the parameters. Instead, we can use the
whole training set and use Cross Validation to evaluate the different models and find the
best parameters.
The machine learning parts of this work were implemented with the Python programming
language making usage of the scikit-learn [PVea11] library.

4

Source Code Analysis

The source code analysis is implemented by using the Clang tooling from the LLVM compiler suite [LA04]. With Clang tooling the built up abstract syntax tree can be traversed.
The different source code constructs can then be observed by visitor functions which get
called if a specific construct is found. In this way, metrics like binary operations or memory
accesses can be counted. The binary operations are counted for each data type separately.
If a construct occurs within a loop or a branch the metrics are multiplied or divided by a
factor which is a parameter of the analysis and can be set before the analysis starts.
Beside these counted occurrences of different kinds of operations, two complexity metrics
are also extracted. The used complexity metrics are the NPath Complexity from [Nej88]
and the Cyclomatic Complexity from [McC76]. The implementation calculating these
complexity metrics is taken from [OCL12].
Since a static code analysis can only provide an abstract view, the analysis is improved by
a branch prediction and a loop detection. The prediction is based upon variables whose
values are known by e.g. visited defines, given kernel arguments or being the return value
of functions returning a fixed value like work group functions. By calculating the visited
operations which use known variables, estimations of the probability if a branch is taken or
not and the number of loop iterations can be made. With these predictions, the multiplier
for the metrics occurring within loops or branches is adjusted.
Because not every loop or branch condition depends on variables whose values are fixed
for all work items, the prediction is enhanced by the value range propagation from [Pat95].
With the value range propagation, for each variable a value range and a probability is
saved. Since there is no guarantee of being correct while calculating with these probabilistic variables, the range distribution of the values is always considered as one. With these
probabilistic variables, predictions could be made for more loops and branches.
Following is an overview of the extracted metrics:
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Number of binary operations
• char
• short
• int

• long

• half

• float

• double

• bool

Memory accesses
• number of global read accesses
• read amount from global memory
• number of global write accesses
• written amount to global memory
• number of local read accesses
• read amount from local memory
• number of local write accesses
• written amount to local memory
• proportion of global memory accesses to the number of total binary operations
Loops and branches
• number of loops
• average depth of nested branches
• number of nested loops

• number of branches
• max. depth of nested loops
• number of nested branches

Number of called OpenCL functions
• atomic und asynchronous
• mathemtical
• number of kernel arguments
• synchronization points
• declarations of variables
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• average depth of nested loops
• max. depth of nested branches

• other

• number of buffer kernel arguments
• NPath Complexity
• problem sizes

• number of array accesses
• Cyclomatic Complexity

Methodology

To train the machine learning models, training data has to be created. As training data the
runtime of about 270 OpenCL kernels were measured and the kernels afterwards analysed. The OpenCL kernels were taken from the following software development kits and
benchmarks:
• AMD APP SDK
• Parboil Benchmark [SRS+ 12]
• SHOC Benchmark Suite

• Intel OpenCL Samples
• PolyBench/GPU [GGXS+ 12, GGP12]
• Hydro2de [BC01]

• Hetero-Mark [SGZ+ 16]
• Rodinia Benchmark Suite

By using the OpenCL wrapper from [Kic14], the runtime of the OpenCL kernels can be
measured. The OpenCL wrapper acts as an OpenCL device and passes the OpenCL function calls to a real OpenCL device. Thus, the wrapper has access to detailed information
and parameters of the OpenCL kernel and besides measuring the runtimes, the values
of committed kernel parameters, problem sizes and build parameters can also be logged
which only creates overhead for the host part of the executed program but is not influencing
the execution on the device itself.
To generate the training examples, the OpenCL kernels were executed with a variety of
problem sizes on all of the ten different processors. With each problem size the kernel was
run at least ten times.
After measuring the kernel runtimes, the source code of each OpenCL kernel was analysed
by the code analysis developed in Sec. 4. The extracted code metrics were then combined
with the problem size to a feature vector. As label, the device number of the OpenCL
device which executed the related kernel the fastest was used. So, each feature vector
contains the collected code metrics of the associated OpenCL kernel and is labeled with
the device number of the OpenCL device which executed the kernel the fastest in the
considered evaluation scenario. This means the labels can change over different evaluation
scenarios and the classification has to predict the correct label for a given OpenCL kernel.
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To calculate an average over the multiple executions of each kernel and also to minimise a
bias towards a specific kernel which results in many slightly different code metrics, vectors
with similar code metrics are combined. Two vectors are defined as being similar, if all
features at most differ by five percent. Afterwards, the vectors are normed.
Out of the resulting vectors two sets are created. 75 percent are forming the training set,
the other 25 percent the validation set. The validation set is exclusively used to evaluate
the final machine learning models and is not used to train the models so the evaluation can
be done with apriori unknown data.
The training set is then used to train the machine learning models. To determine the optimal parameters for the model generating algorithms, a grid search is used to train multiple models. Cross Validation (see sec. 3.2) is used to determine the performance because
thereby it is not necessary to use a subset of the training set exclusively for evaluation.
The best performing model is taken for further experiments and is then, as mentioned
previously, validated with the validation set.
The impact of the different features are determined by the ANOVA F-Test [CL06] (1)
which is defined as follows for a set of training vectors xk with n+ positive and n− negative
instances:
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where x̄i , x̄i , x̄i are the average of the i−th feature of the whole, positive and negative
(+)
(−)
data sets, respectively; xk,i is the i−th feature of the k−th positive instance, and xk,i
is the i-th feature of the k−th negative instance. The calculated impact is then validated
by training models with a reduced feature set. This is done by halving the number of used
features until only one feature is used for the training. Every time the lower scored features
are removed.

6

Experiments

The experiments were run on a variety of different processors. Among them are three
central processing units (CPUs) from Intel, three graphics processing units (GPUs) from
AMD and two from NVIDIA, the Intel Xeon Phi accelerator and an integrated GPU from
Intel. On the side of the CPUs there were the Intel I7-6700k, the Intel i7-5820k and a
system with two Intel Xeon E5-2670v2 processors. The GPUs are covered by the NVIDIA
GTX 980 Ti and the NVIDIA GTX 650 Ti Boost. AMD is represented by the Radeon HD
7970, Radeon HD 7750 and the Radeon RX 470. Beside these models the Intel Xeon Phi
7120 and the Intel HD Graphics 530 are being used.
The OpenCL kernels were executed on an Arch Linux with the Linux Kernel in version 4.7.
For the AMD devices the AMD Catalyst driver was used in version 15.9, for the NVIDIA
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devices the GeForce 367.27 driver. The Intel devices were driven by three different drivers.
The Intel CPUs were used with the Intel OpenCL Runtime 16.1.1 and the Intel Xeon Phi
accelerator with Version 14.2. On the Intel GPU OpenCL was executed with the Intel
OpenCL driver 3.0.
As evaluation metric for the different experiments accuracy (2) was used which is defined
as the ratio of correct to all predictions.
accuracy =

correct predictions
total number o f predictions

(2)

The OpenCL source code was analysed with seven different settings of the code analysis
to enable the evaluation of these optimization steps. At first, the branch prediction and
loop detection were disabled and the problem size and values of kernel arguments not
taken into account (step 1). Metrics in loops and branches were multiplied with one. In
a next step, the problem sizes were taken into account during the analysis and metrics
in branches were divided by two (step 2). After this, the branch prediction was enabled
without probabilistic variables taken into account (step 3). In the following step the values
of kernel arguments were considered (step 4) and afterwards the branch prediction was
enabled with probabilistic variables (see Sec. 4) (step 5). In the two following steps, the
multiplier in loops is set to two (step 6) and after this the loop detection was enabled (step
7). In a last step, the multiplier in loops was set to 16 (step 8). It should be noted that these
optimizations steps are independent of each other and can be used in various different
combinations and in any order.

6.1

Selecting the Fastest of two Processors

In the first experiment, we consider an OpenCL kernel which is given but unknown to the
machine learning model. The processor which runs this kernel faster has to be predicted
out of a pair of processors. Overall, the combination of the 10 processors resulted in a total
of 45 pairs. For every pair a different machine learning model was trained and the labels
of the feature vectors changed. In this paper, two pairs, the AMD RX 470 combined with
the Intel i7-5820k and the combination of the Intel i7-5820k and Intel i7-6700k CPUs, are
showcased representatively.
In Fig. 1 the prediction performance is shown for five different models generated by
Random Forests (rf), k-Nearest Neighbour (knn) and Support Vector Machines (SMVs).
Three different kernels were used for SMVs, namely a linear (svc_linear), a polynomial
(svc_poly) and a radial basis function (svc_rbf). These five models were trained for the
eight different settings of the code analysis, explained in Sec. 6.
A guessed (guess) prediction acted as a baseline which always predicts the processor which
is the fastest in most cases as being the fastest for every OpenCL kernel, resulting in a much
higher baseline for validation sets being dominated by one device than a totally random
guess. This means that the processor that executes more OpenCL kernels faster is always
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chosen as prediction and thereby, for this experiment the accuracy is always at least slightly
over 50%.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, especially the Random Forest models could distinguish between
the two processors, in particular after the activation of the branch prediction with probabilistic variables with an accuracy of 0.88. This is a great improvement over the guessed
prediction with an accuracy of 0.58. k-Nearest Neighbour can also provide a good prediction performance and in some cases achieves better results than the Random Forests.
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By activating the branch prediction with probabilistic variables, the code analysis can provide a more realistic view on the actual execution and differentiate better between multiple
executions in which different processors are faster. This results in more and better distinguished training examples. The different amounts of training examples created by varying
the code analysis also lead to different baseline values.
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(a) Pair: AMD RX 470 and Intel i7-5820k

(b) Pair: Intel i7-5820k and Intel i7-6700k

Fig. 1: The accuracy for the trained models with different settings of the code analysis, selecting the
optimal between two processors.

In almost every case the best predictions were made by models trained with all features.
But acceptable predictions could also be made by models trained with a fourth. Among
the most important features are the proportion between global memory accesses and binary
operations, the number of array accesses and binary operations, the maximal depth of loops
and reading memory access to the global memory.
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(b) Set 2, all processors except AMD HD 7970,
NVIDIA GTX 650 Ti and NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti.

Fig. 2: The accuracy for the trained models with different settings of the code analysis, selecting the
optimal processor of a set.

In the second experiment, the task is to select the fastest processor out of a set of heterogeneous processors for a given but to the machine learning model unknown OpenCL kernel.
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For this experiment, two sets were generated. The first set consists of every available processor. For the second set the three fastest and so most dominating processors, the AMD
HD 7970, the NVIDIA GTX 650 Ti Boost and the NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti, are taken out
to make the set more even and thereby the classification harder. With these sets the same
experiments as in Sec. 6.1 are made. As in the first experiment, the baseline (guess) is
always predicting the most dominating processor.
As the first set is strongly dominated by the NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti, the machine learning
models could hardly deliver a better prediction as a guessed result. This was especially the
case for the first settings of the code analysis, as can be seen in Fig. 2a. By activating the
branch prediction with probabilistic variables not only the executions are represented better by the training examples but also the models deliver better results. The best predictions
are made by the Random Forest model with the optimization step seven, described in Sec.
6. This model achieves an accuracy of 0.83 compared to 0.6 of the guessed result.
The second set is clearly more balanced, as one device is only the fastest for about 25
percent of the kernels. Although multiple devices are represented by a similar amount of
training examples, the Random Forest models can deliver an accuracy of up to 0.69 in
contrast to a guessed result with an accuracy of 0.25. This was accomplished by activating
the branch prediction with probabilistic variables and the loop detection.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

Set 1

Set 2

array accesses
binary operations
binary operations (int)
global memory reads
global read size
number of loops
number of nested loops
binary operations (double)
binary operations (float)

global memory writes
global written size
global memory reads
array accesses
binary operations
binary operations (int)
global read size
Cyclomatic Complexity
binary operations (float)

Tab. 1: The most important features for the experiments with sets of processors.

For these experiments, the best results are also achieved with the models being trained
with all extracted features. Despite this, adequate results could be delivered with a reduced
number of features. With a fourth of the features the models are still able to distinguish
themselves from a guessed prediction. Especially for the second set, the achieved accuracy
of 0.62 was only slightly lower.
Table 1 shows that very similar features to the first experiment have the most impact.
Among the most important ones are numbers of binary operations, array accesses and
numbers describing the global memory access. For the second set the Cyclomatic Complexity also has a relatively high impact.

7

Conclusion

Finding a good schedule is important for high performance in heterogeneous systems.
To be able to generate a good schedule, information about the tasks to be scheduled is
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necessary. This information is normally generated by monitoring the execution generating
overhead during runtime.
Therefore in this work, we showed that static code analysis and machine learning algorithms can be used to create models which are able to predict the fastest processor out of
a set by classification finding a way to reduce the time to settle to a good schedule. The
static code analysis was implemented using Clang tooling and collects a set of different
code metrics. The analysis was extended by complexity metrics, branch and loop prediction and the collection of kernel arguments improving the representation of the actual
execution. The importance of the different metrics was evaluated by the ANOVA F-Test
and validated by models trained with a subset of features.
We analysed about 270 OpenCL kernels generating training data which was used to evaluate models for the prediction of the fastest processor generated by several different machine learning algorithms like k-Nearest Neighbour, SVMs and Random Forest. The models were evaluated in two scenarios.
In the first scenario, two processors had to be compared. The experiments showed that the
models could improve the baseline of always predicting the processor which was faster on
most OpenCL kernels. Especially in scenarios where the kernels were evenly distributed
between the processors like AMD RX 470 against Intel i7-5820k with a Random Forest
model achieving an accuracy of 0.88 against 0.58 of the baseline.
In the second scenario, the fastest processor out of a set of at most 10 processors including
Intel CPUs and a GPU, AMD and Nvidia GPUs and an Intel Xeon Phi had to be found.
Here, the models could also achieve better results than the baseline which is again best seen
by an even set including all processors but the three fastest. The baseline only achieved an
accuracy of 0.25 while the best model generated by Random Forest delivered an accuracy
of 0.69. In total, we showed that it is possible to reliably predict the fastest processor out
of a given set and that models created by Random Forest and k-Nearest Neighbour achieve
the best results.
In the future, we want to extend this work to not only predict the fastest processor but to
be able to predict the actual execution time of an OpenCL kernel for a given processor. In
order to do this reliably, we need to examine which applications and application characteristics are and are not well suited for the classification and thereby for an actual runtime
prediction.
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Tracing of Multi-Threaded Java Applications in Score-P
Using JVMTI and User Instrumentation
Jan Frenzel1, Kim Feldhoff2, René Jäkel3, Ralph Müller-Pfefferkorn4

Abstract:
Over the past years, parallel Java applications received a substantial boost in the research field of
High Performance Computing, especially in the field of Big Data Analytics by the development
of Java-based frameworks, i. e., Apache Hadoop, Flink or Spark, amongst others, for processing
large-scale datasets. Analyzing the performance of said Big Data frameworks in particular, and
multi-threaded Java applications in general, is indispensable for efficient execution. Due to the high
number of threads, this requires a scalable runtime performance measurement infrastructure. The
established, open-source tracing framework Score-P provides such an infrastructure, but did not
support (parallel) Java applications, previously. We added support for tracing multi-threaded Java
applications to Score-P by implementing two instrumentation approaches. The first instrumentation
approach is based on the Java Virtual Machine tool interface (JVMTI) and allows to easily trace
an application without source code modifications. The second instrumentation approach allows to
manually modify sources via API functions such that only those parts of an application are recorded
which the user is interested in. Both instrumentation approaches were successfully applied to the LU
kernel of the established Java benchmark suite SPECjvm2008 at a modern HPC machine. We show
the quality of the implementations by determining the tracing overheads of the instrumented versions for different test scenarios using varying numbers of Java threads, and thus, varying numbers
of recorded events.
Keywords: Tracing, Java, Multi-Threaded, Score-P, Performance Analysis, Profiling, Instrumentation, JVMTI

1

Introduction

The programming language Java received a substantial boost in the research field of High
Performance Computing mainly due to features like networking and multi-threading support [TRE+ 13], [SB01], [BGS06].
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The development of Big Data frameworks like Flink5 , Hadoop6 , or Spark7 increased the
usage of Java to process large-scale datasets in parallel in the past years. Due to their
generic nature, these frameworks leave room for performance improvements for particular
use cases or environments, e. g., when Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is available [IRJ+ 12]. However, we perceive that their performance has not been systematically
analysed up to now. Performance analysis of programs written with these frameworks is
often based on measuring their runtimes, seldom on profiling [HB11]. Thus, the current
research within this field focuses on new methods for debugging and recording [Lei14]. In
general, the performance analysis of parallel Java applications is an active research field.
Profiling can provide statistics wrt. function runtimes accumulated over the total runtime
of an application and can already help to find bottlenecks. However, it introduces some
recording overhead. Tracing retains each event of each thread with its timestamp and provides more details, and can therefore be considered to be better suited to find dependencies
between threads, changed behavior caused by transient noise or skew during processing.
Unfortunately, tracing influences the runtime behavior even more than profiling since more
information is collected.
To overcome the challenge of recording Java applications utilizing many threads, a scalable performance measurement runtime infrastructure is required. Furthermore, to serve
the most common pattern of use, this infrastructure should require no or only minimal
code modifications and has to be applicable fast. For more advanced measurements, a
more fine-grained level of recording performance data should be offered to users which
can be used to manually select code regions of interest.
Our paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 gives an overview about related work and summarizes the main goals. Sect. 3 describes the methods needed to generate events during
the program’s execution, Sect. 4 describes the evaluation of the implementations and the
obtained results. Sect. 5 concludes this paper and sketches our future work.

2

Related work and main goal

Many proprietary and open-source software tools are available for analyzing the performance of Java applications based on profiling and tracing. VisualVM8 provides CPU and
memory profiling, HPROF can profile the heap. BTrace9 can apply user-defined trace
scripts to Java programs. InTrace10 only adds output instructions to programs. A tool for
monitoring is jMonitor which allows to add user-defined tracing logic to applications at
bytecode level [KF05]. DynaTrace11 is an established, but proprietary profiling and tracing tool. VampirTrace [JBK+ 07] is open-source and capable to trace multi-threaded Java
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

http://flink.apache.org
http://hadoop.apache.org
http://spark.apache.org
https://visualvm.github.io/
https://kenai.com/projects/btrace
http://mchr3k.github.io/org.intrace
https://www.dynatrace.com/technologies/java-monitoring
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applications using an JVMTI12 -based instrumentation approach. More popular profiling
tools are AppPerfect Java Profiler or Eclipse Memory Analyzer. SLF4J13 provides an extension for basic profiling. However, many of these tools lack support for collecting and
storing large traces for later analysis with other visualization tools, are not suited for multithreaded applications, or require to change the code, when switching from profiling to
tracing. hTrace14 and Zipkin15 follow the idea of Dapper [SBB+ 10] and provide an API
for user-defined trace generation and collection. However, both frameworks require to run
an additional service for collecting events. Additionally, Dapper’s intended use is to only
trace requests and responses. IBM JTrace16 allows the manual instrumentation of Java applications via a given set of API functions such that JVM internal methods, applications,
and Java methods can be traced.
We decided to implement the proposed instrumentation approaches within the Score-P
framework [KRM+ 12] for the following reasons: Score-P is an established, open-source
profiling and tracing framework17 . It is open-source and runs on modern HPC machines
with the possibility to implement extensions to it. In particular, an intent during design
was to unify existing measurement environments such that various analysis and visualization tools, like Vampir[KBD+ 08]18 , Cube19 , Tau20 or Periscope Tuning Framework21
are supported. Furthermore, the design of Score-P allows that added instrumentation approaches can reuse all basic features of Score-P like scalability, trace collection or trace
file compressions.
Summarizing, the main goal of this paper is to present and discuss the support for profiling and tracing of multi-threaded Java applications to the performance measurement
infrastructure Score-P by implementing two instrumentation approaches.

3

Implementation of instrumentation types in Score-P

Estimating the behavior of a program by tracing or profiling techniques requires to generate, collect, and store runtime events. Event collection and storage is common for all
instrumentation approaches and therefore the core of Score-P. Only the event generation
method is specific to the measurement environment and needs to adapt events for the rest
of the Score-P framework. Thus, we focused on the generation of events, which can be
done
12
13
14
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16
17
18
19
20
21

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/platform/jvmti/jvmti.html
https://www.slf4j.org/extensions.html
http://htrace.apache.org
http://zipkin.io
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYKE2_7.0.0/
http://www.vi-hps.org/projects/score-p/
http://www.vampir.eu
http://www.scalasca.org
http://www.cs.uoregon.edu/Research/tau/home.php
http://periscope.in.tum.de/
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Fig. 1: Design of the JVMTI-based instrumentation. As the user code executes on the JVM, callbacks of the
JVMTI agent are invoked triggering appropriate actions in the Score-P framework. The new software component
is shown in gray.

1.

externally, by using the unmodified source code and external tools which generate
events at runtime (e. g., via interpreter programs, library substitution, or other means
available in the execution context) and

2.

internally, where the source code regions are annotated to generate tracing events.

We propose methods for external and internal event generation using an instrumentation
approach based on the Java Virtual Machine Tools Interface (JVMTI) (Subsection 3.1)
and an approach based on Java API methods (Subsection 3.2), i. e., users have to add
method calls to their source code to generate entry and exit events for each region they are
interested in.
Recording method entries and exits requires the creation of events for entering and leaving
the methods. Entry and exit events have to be linked with correct thread information, i. e.,
Score-P locations. Therefore, events for each thread start have to be created. Score-P uses
these thread start events to initialize the location. Later, this location can be passed to methods which create events for region entry and exit events. For visualization purposes, we
annotate the location with the thread’s name like it is specified in the Java source code.
Regions can be annotated with e. g. method name, source file name, and line numbers.
3.1

Instrumentation using JVMTI

The first proposed instrumentation approach is based on the Java Virtual Machine Tools
Interface and can be used to automatically record events for code regions of a program
at runtime. The JVMTI specification describes how a shared library, a so-called JVMTI
agent, is loaded into the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and how functions of that library can
be registered as callbacks for various JVM events. The JVMTI agent receives calls at runtime which are used to generate events for the measurement system. Callback parameters
contain additional information about the JVM event. The required thread context for the
callback is stored in thread local storage. Fig. 1 shows the details of our design.
Callbacks are registered for the entry and exit of methods, thread start and end, garbage
collection start and finish, object allocation and freeing. A detailed list of all registered
callbacks and their corresponding responsibilities is shown in Tab. 1.
Filtering rules can be used to steer the collection of events. This can be necessary when a
user is only interested in some regions, e. g. wants to ignore all methods in the java.lang
package, or wants to reduce the overhead of collecting and storing too many events. A
filter rule applies to either region names, source file names, or thread names and decides
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JVM event

Callback responsibilities

Method Entry

Records an entry event for the method. Additionally, registers
the method when called for the first time.
Records an exit event for the method.
Registers the thread as a new location stored in thread local storage.
Marks the end of the thread.
Sets the garbage collection metrics to true.
Sets the garbage collection metrics to false.
Adds the size of the allocated object to the object allocation
metrics, increments the number of allocations.
Subtracts the size of the object from the object allocation metrics, decrements the number of allocations.

Method Exit
Thread Start
Thread End
Garbage Collection Start
Garbage Collection Finish
Object Allocation
Object Free

Tab. 1: JVM events and description of corresponding callback code.

whether events for that region or thread are collected. To simplify the process of specifying
filters, users are allowed to use the wild card characters ? and * matching any character
and strings of arbitrary length including the empty string, respectively. Filter rules can be
established by setting the environment variable SCOREP_FILTERING_FILE to the path of
a file containing these filter rules. If this variable is not set, a set of default filter rules is
automatically applied.
When a new region is registered, its name and the name of the source file containing that
region are checked against the filter rules. If the region should be filtered out, any events
for that region are discarded, so that no events for that region appear in the trace. Filtering
by location is implemented in a similar fashion. When a new thread has been started, the
thread start callback receives a handle of that thread so it can check whether the filter
accepts the thread’s name or not. If the filter allows recording of events for this thread, a
new location is created and stored in the thread local storage. When a method entry or exit
has been registered, the thread local storage of the current thread has to be accessed to get
the corresponding location. If a location is present in thread local storage, the event can be
recorded for that location. Otherwise, method entry or exit events are not recorded.
In summary, the JVMTI-based instrumentation approach offers the following benefits: For
the user, instrumentation is easy, as no source file modifications are required. The memory
size of classes and objects remains the same. Additional metrics, e. g., garbage collection
times, can be easily obtained. Tracing a different set of methods requires to change the filter
rules and rerun the program, but no recompilation is necessary. However, the approach is
limited to the method level, and filtering at runtime is required to exclude many events (of
core classes).
Further event generation, e. g., for synthetic or even native methods or object allocations, can be controlled by setting the environment variable SCOREP_JAVA_ENABLE to
synthetic, native, or memtrace, respectively. Combinations of these values are also
possible.
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3.2

Java user instrumentation

Java user instrumentation, the second proposed instrumentation approach, allows users
to record only selected code regions of their applications using a set of API functions.
These functions invoke procedures of the measurement system directly, i. e., call internal
region and thread handling procedures of Score-P via the Java Native Interface (JNI)22 .
The design is shown in detail in Fig. 2. The user code calls functions of the proposed
Score-P Java API (in gray), which uses JNI to send information to the backend of Score-P.
If the user code calls C, C++ or Fortran functions, these native functions can use Score-P’s
native API to collect further events. The API for the programming languages C, C++, and
Fortran (native) is also depicted.

Fig. 2: Design of the Java user instrumentation approach: API functions call internal Score-P functions via the
Java Native Interface. Newly developed software components are shown in gray boxes.

Essentially, users only have to use two Java functions for marking code regions. The
start and end of a selected region can be marked by adding a call to the API function
enterRegion and leaveRegion, respectively. To distinguish events of different threads,
users have to wrap java.lang.Thread objects with scorep.Thread objects. The complexity of handling and passing around thread context objects is then hidden from the user.
The thread context is stored in thread local storage and automatically used by enterRegion and leaveRegion.
The Java user instrumentation method is illustrated for the simple Java class Foo. List. 1
shows the source code of the original, non-instrumented class Foo. List. 2 shows the source
code of the Java user instrumented version of the method Foo.bar. The Score-P instrumentation class must be imported (step 1), the instrumentation environment has to be initialized (step 2) before any other method is called. Additionally, the source file (step 3) and
all regions (step 4) have to be registered before their use. Steps 1 to 4 have to be done only
once per source file. Then, every code region that should be included in the measurement
has to be surrounded by a try-finally clause (steps 5 and 6) to ensure that there is a
corresponding call to leaveRegion for each call to enterRegion, since exceptions can
22

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/jni/
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

public class Foo extends Thread {
public void bar () {
// [...] Original code of method ’ bar ’ has to be added here .
}
@Override public void run () {
bar () ;
}
public static void main ( String [] args ) {
// Normal method body .
new Foo () . start () ;
}
}

List. 1: Original, non-instrumented version of the example class Foo.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

import scorep . Instrumentation ; // Step 1. Import Score - P i ns tr u me nt at i on class
.
public class Foo extends Thread {
static {
Instrumentation . initialize () ; // Step 2. Initialize the environment .
}
private static final long srcFileHandle = In st r um en ta t io n .
g e t F i l e H a n d l e O f T h i s S o u r c e F i l e () ; // Step 3. Register the source file .
private static final long barRegion = In st r um en t at io n . prepareRegion (" Foo .
bar () " , srcFileHandle , 8 , 15) ; // Step 4. Register the region .
public void bar () {
Instrumentation . enterRegion ( barRegion ) ; // Step 5. Enter region .
try {
// [...] Original code of method ’ bar ’ has to be added here .
} finally {
Instrumentation . leaveRegion ( barRegion ) ; // Step 6. Leave region .
}
}
@Override public run () {
bar () ; // not instrumented
}
public static void main ( String [] args ) {
new scorep . Thread ( new Foo () ) . start () ; // Step 7. Wrap the thread .
}
}

List. 2: Application of the Java user instrumentation to the method Foo.bar.

appear during the execution of normal code. Threads can be instrumented by using wrapper objects (step 7). Cleanup is automatically done via a shutdown hook thread, which is
registered in method Instrumentation.initialize (not shown).
Once, all code regions have been instrumented, the corresponding source files can be compiled and executed as usual. Users only have to ensure that the Score-P instrumentation
library in terms of the JAR file scorepInstrumentation.jar can be found at the class
path, compare List. 3. Compared to the JVMTI-based approach, benefits of the Java user
instrumentation approach can be summarized as follows: Users can add event generation
to an arbitrary collection of statements and are not limited to the method level. Any sequence of statements or expressions can be chosen. Only those code regions marked by
the user will be recorded. There is no need to specify filter rules. Additionally, there is no
overhead of runtime filter checking. However, the approach shows the following limita-
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javac - cp .: s c o r e p I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n . jar < sourcefile > # Compilation
java - cp .: s c o r e p I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n . jar < classname > # Execution

List. 3: Compilation of a Java user source file <sourcefile> and the execution of the corresponding class
<classname>.

tions: Source code line numbers cannot automatically be obtained at runtime. Especially,
a region has to be defined before it is visited, because Score-P uses region handles to reuse
region definitions with their annotations. A workaround is to allow users to specify the line
numbers manually. However, line numbers can change many times because performance
analysis is mainly done during the software development process. In addition, events from
JVM internal threads like Destroy-Java-VM or Signal-Dispatcher cannot easily be
collected during the measurement. Several metrics, such as garbage collection activity or
object allocations are not included, because they would require adaptation of Java internal
classes. Constructors can also be only instrumented partially as the call to the constructor
of the parent class must be the first statement in a constructor.

4

Overhead estimation of performance measurements

To demonstrate the applicability of the two proposed instrumentation approaches, we investigated the tracing overhead of a reference application. We have chosen the threadparallel, scientific kernel scimark.lu.small of the established open-source benchmark suite
SPECjvm2008 v1.0123 developed by the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation.
Each thread of the kernel performs a prescribed number of LU decompositions, i. e., a
matrix will be decomposed into the product of a lower triangular matrix and an upper
triangular matrix.
We measured the tracing overhead in terms of wall clock times needed for the execution of
each instrumented program version. According to [MK07], the tracing overhead is mainly
dependent on the trace buffer size and on the number of recorded events, whereby the
overhead for writing the trace buffer increases with increasing number of processors. Thus,
we have chosen a fixed trace buffer size of 4 GB, such that the buffer was not flushed during
the recording process to avoid additional hard disk writes. For scalability tests, we varied
the number of used threads and with that the number of recorded events.
We compared the tracing overhead wrt. the uninstrumented version (“none”) for the following instrumentation types:
1.

JVMTI-based instrumentation implemented in VampirTrace v.5.14.4 (“vt-jvmti”),

2.

JVMTI-based instrumentation implemented in Score-P (“scorep-jvmti”),

3.

Java user instrumentation implemented in Score-P (“scorep-user”).

23

https://www.spec.org/jvm2008/
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Fig. 3: Screenshots of Vampir displays showing the process summaries of all recorded Java threads (left), the accumulated exclusive times of all recorded methods (top right), the number of invocations of all recorded methods
(middle right), and the legend of all methods and methods groups (bottom right) for the kernel scimark.lu.small
executed at HPC machine Venus with 16 Java threads and instrumented using “scorep-user” with filter rules set
“compareJvmtiToUser”.

nT

nE

nL

1
8
16
32
64
128
256

8,197
65,555
131,107
252,211
524,419
1,048,835
2,097,667

4
11
19
35
67
131
259

Used set of filter rules: “compareJvmtiToUser”
“none”
“vt-jvmti”
“scorep-jvmti”
–
Prof.
Trac.
Prof.
Trac.
10.65
11.20
11.37
12.11
13.75
19.24
24.61

382.61
1,478.57
—
—
—
—
—

381.30
1,482.81
—
—
—
—
—

406.11
1,579.06
—
—
—
—
—

405.20
1,436.46
—
—
—
—
—

“scorep-user”
Prof.
Trac.
10.72
11.71
11.42
12.28
14.12
19.47
25.21

10.92
11.75
11.73
12.51
15.30
20.95
26.92

Tab. 2: Wall clock times in seconds for profiling (“Prof.”) and tracing (“Trac.”) the kernel scimark.lu.small executed on Venus using the instrumentations “none”, “vt-jvmti”, “scorep-jvmti”, “scorep-user”, using the filter rules
set “compareJvmtiToUser”, and specifying different numbers of used threads nT for the kernel. nE indicates the
number of recorded events, nL the number of actually recorded threads.

All tests were executed on the HPC machine Venus24 , a shared-memory system of the
ZIH. The machine contains of 512 Sandy Bridge cores and has a total of 8 TiB shared
memory. The OpenJDK 8 Runtime Environment25 was used for compiling and executing
the kernel. For the comparison of all three instrumentation types, the set of filter rules
for the JVMTI instrumentations had to be adapted such that these instrumentations record
the same events as the Score-P Java user instrumentation. The adapted set of filter rules
is named “compareJvmtiToUser”. Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the performance analysis
and visualization tool Vampir displaying recorded performance data of the instrumenta24
25

https://doc.zih.tu-dresden.de/hpc-wiki/bin/view/Compendium/SystemVenus
http://openjdk.java.net/
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tion type “scorep-user”. Tab. 2 compares the instrumentation types for different thread
teams. As expected, the Java user instrumentation performs better than the JVMTI-based
instrumentations “vt-jvmti” and “scorep-jvmti”, and these instrumentations show similar
profiling and tracing overheads. This can be explained by the checks of the specified set of
filter rules at runtime which are not needed for the Java user instrumentation. These checks
have to be done for each method, including the method calls of the Java core classes. Since
the overhead is already large for a small number of threads, we did not measure the runtimes of the instrumented program versions for more than 8 threads. In contrast, the Java
user instrumentation does not require filter checking and introduces a comparably low
runtime overhead, even for large numbers of threads. The runtime overhead for profiling
is less than 5 percent, for tracing less than 15 percent. In particular, the profiling overhead is smaller than the tracing overhead. Fig. 4 visualizes of the overall runtimes of the
uninstrumented version (“none”) and the Java user instrumented code (“scorep-user”) with
profiling or tracing enabled.

Uninstrumented version
User-instrumented version profiling
User-instrumented version tracing

25

Runtime in seconds

20

15

10

5

0
1

8

16
32
64
Number of used threads nT

128

256

Fig. 4: Visualization of the overall runtimes of the uninstrumented version (blue boxes) and the Java user instrumented code with profiling (red boxes) or tracing (yellow boxes) enabled for different numbers of used
threads nT .
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5

Conclusions and future work

We presented two instrumentation approaches for performance evaluation of Java applications and successfully applied our implementation to a thread-parallel benchmark. Generated trace files include thread, method, object allocation, and garbage collection events
forming an integrated view of the runtime behavior of a thread-parallel Java application.
Besides, the filter mechanism allows users to specify which methods and threads should
be recorded in a trace file. This simplifies choosing the event granularity level: Users can
decide on their own whether they want to see only long but seldom called methods or small
but frequently called methods. The test results related to computed tracing overheads show
that the JVMTI-based instrumentation type can be used to get an first overview over all
methods within a Java application for a small number of threads. Once, hot spots have
been identified, these can be further analyzed at a larger scale using the Java user instrumentation.
In the future, we plan to extend our approach with methods to automatically inject calls
from user code to our API, making manual instrumentation unnecessary. This requires
either source-to-source transformations or bytecode manipulations.
The advances made by our work presented here are related to the support of tracing multithreaded Java applications and serve as a first step into the direction of analyzing the
performance of Big Data frameworks. Thus, further investigations are required to extend
the Java tracing support towards measuring distributed frameworks such as Flink, Hadoop,
and Spark. Challenges are multi-process event generation and distributed fast event collection. For example, if an application is distributed over various data centers the time measurements might differ. Therefore, the timestamps for the events might differ also which
complicates trace generations or interpretations.
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An Image Processing Operator Language for Design and
Synthesis of Smart Camera Architectures
Christian Hartmann 1 Konrad Häublein 1 Benjamin Pfundt 1 Marc Reichenbach 1
Dietmar Fey 1

Abstract: Recent trends showed a rise of heterogeneous hardware architectures for image processing
applications. Due to the usage of these camera systems in the embedded field, the reduction of area
and power consumption became essential. Standard CPUs are not suitable in the embedded field,
because of their lavish commerce regarding power and area consumption. Embedded applications
have strict constraints regarding these parameters. Therefore, optimized and specialized hardware is
required resulting in a heterogeneous system architecture. Designing such a system is a challenging
and error-prone task. In the design process, software and hardware skills are needed. Programming
skills in different programming and design languages are necessary. For reducing the complexity a
common language which can easily be mapped on different hardware architectures combined with a
synthesis framework is needed. With the Image Processing Operator Language (IPOL) the description of heterogeneous systems with one language become possible. The synthesis framework called
Image Processing Architecture Synthesis (IPAS) completes the domain-specific language (DSL) as
an underlying mapping methodology.
Keywords: image processing, system design, compiling tools, domain-specific language, UML

1

Introduction

Due to the growth of heterogeneity in image processing systems, the complexity and the
number of different programming and description languages rise. A trade-off between
the design effort and system efficiency in terms of processing time, area and power consumption has to be found. By using traditional development tools the effort for efficient
designs is too high. Thus companies are animated to choose a less efficient way, because
of lack in time, personnel and money. Reducing the design effort for heterogeneous systems increases the acceptance in companies for the usage of heterogeneous architectures
and this will lead to more efficient systems. It opens up the possibility for more image
processing systems in the embedded field. Embedded image processing applications hold
strict constraints regarding heat transfer, area and power consumption. Reducing the effort
of designing image processing systems will also lead to an advantage in time to market.
Also large projects of heterogeneous systems with groups of people using different programming and development background such as GPU programming, micro-controller and
digital IC-design become feasible by using a common description language. Examples of
such projects can be found in the automotive field.
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For such projects the domain specific language IPOL serves as an interface and common
description language for creating an efficient hardware architecture. Hence IPOL was created with the IPAS framework as synthesis methodology. IPOL is a DSL which is used for
mapping the common structures of an image processing application on different hardware
architectures by using the IPAS framework. For finding a suitable hardware architecture
for an image processing application the IPOL provides an opportunity of defining optimization targets and constraints such as system accuracy, processing time, area and power
consumption. The optimization and mapping will be done by the synthesis tool called
IPAS.

2

Related Work

Domain-specific languages for image processing applications are unoriginal and not new.
Frameworks and DSLs for describing image processing applications for different hardware
platforms with one description language do already exist. A legitimate question is about
the need of a new DSL with underlying mapping methodology. One aspect is the missing optimization possibilities for system parameters such as accuracy, processing time,
area and power consumption the existing tools do not support. The framework HIPAcc
introduced in [RHR+ 15] provides a C/C++ library for the description of image processing applications. These applications are able to run on GPUs, CPUs and Xilinx FPGAs
by using Vivado HLS, [HLS17]. However, there is no optimization logic regarding system
parameters. The Vivado HLS back-end is too limited for a suitable mapping. The resulting
circuits are not resource aware and do not consider specialized hardware structures such
as the Full Buffering, [SRF12]. A second framework such as CubeGen, introduced in the
work of [CDAC13] is a rapid prototype platform for testing, evaluating and compiling the
functionality of image processing applications on different hardware architectures. However, this framework does only work for CPUs by utilizing soft-cores such as Microblaze
or NIOSII. CubeGen tries to distribute image processing applications on whole processor
cores. This can be highly inefficient for image processing algorithms with a local memory access pattern. A further interesting approach is the Preesm framework introduced in
[PDH+ 14], it optimizes image processing applications for digital signal processors from
Texas Instruments. However, as for CubeGen Preesm does not provide compareable results for low power and low area applications such it can be achieved with application
specific heterogeneous hardware architectures. Also a product dependency on Texas Instruments products exists with Preesm. Another weakness of existing approaches is the
strong limitation in stencil codes. Frameworks such as HIPAcc, Streamit [Str17] and Darkroom, [HBD+ 14], are not able to support global processing algorithms such as the Hough
transformation [KA95] and SURF algorithm in [HQ11]. They do not support a whole image processing pipeline with local and global processing algorithms. They just support
algorithms with a local data access pattern. That limits the effort of these tools. The third
aspect is the missing flexibility and extendability of the frameworks. In case of HIPAcc or
Darkroom the user is not able of using their own image processing operators. Only a very
limited number of predefined existing image processing algorithms can be used. The last
argument for defining a new image processing DSL with underlying mapping methodol-
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ogy is that the existing frameworks do not support the communication between the different components of a heterogeneous system. The bus protocol support for buses such as
AXI or I2C is missing for connecting different hardware components. But these protocols
are needed for supporting a real heterogeneous image processing system. Therefore we
created the image processing DSL called IPOL with the underlying mapping methodology called IPAS.

3

The Example Application

This section introduces the test application used as an example, in order to illustrate the
synthesis concept. The image processing application is a circle centroid detection, implemented by the Sobel-Bresenham algorithm. This kind of application is often used in
the industry automation field for marker and position detection. In non-industrial fields
it can be used as object detection for sport events, eye-tracking or automated landing of
drones. The Sobel-Bresenham centroid detection algorithm covers the following processing scheme for detecting the centroid point of a circle. The first stage is a Sobel edge
detection algorithm used for shape detection of the circle which is done by detecting the
edge points. Coherent edge points are forming the circle’s shape. The second result of
the Sobel algorithm is the gradient’s direction for each edge point. An illustration of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: The algorithm from left to right: Input image, Canny with gradient direction, Bresenham with
the search path in gradient direction

The left Figure shows the input image, the central part shows the result of the Sobel edge
detector. The pointer in the central Figure is the gradient direction exemplary for one edge
point position. The result of the edge detector is always the edge point with its gradient
direction. The Sobel algorithm is followed by the Bresenham algorithm and starts the
processing for each detected edge point in the direction of the gradient. By touching every
pixel in gradient direction a counter at each pixel recognizes the total number of touches.
The pixel with the highest counter value represents the centroid point. This is shown in
Figure 1 on the right. Exemplary eight edge points are used for determining the centroid
point colored in light green. The advantage of this algorithm is the flexibility in different
circle sizes. The algorithm can work with every circle size.

4

Structure of IPOL and the Mapping Methodology of IPAS

The last section introduced the image processing application. This section shows how such
image processing applications can be described in the IPOL DSL. The image processing
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operator language (IPOL) is used as formal description language with its structure and the
synthesis design flow called image processing architecture synthesis (IPAS), [HHRF16].
IPOL is an XML-based meta-language for image processing applications. Every image
processing application follows a standard processing scheme - (1) data acquisition, (2)
local preprocessing, (3) global post processing and at the end a (4) data sink for display or
storage. These parts are distributed in several so-called image processing operators. Image
processing operators can be image processing algorithms such as Sobel, Canny, Hough
transformation etc. or hardware elements such as image sensors for the data acquisition and
monitors for the data representation. Numerous image processing operators combine to an
operator chain is called image processing pipeline. All these elements can be described by
IPOL.
An example pipeline comprising the Sobel-Bresenham application is shown in Figure 2.
Active elements such as operators are described inside the image operators tag. Operators of an image processing application can be described in two ways. For well-known
operators such as the Sobel and the Bresenham, predefined mapping modules are provided
by a library inside the IPAS framework. They can be addressed by using the name in the
op object name part e.g. < op ob ject name =00 Sobel 00 >. The communication between
the image processing operators is managed in the connection part.
In the part system parameters the requirements of the image processing application are
defined. Application-specific test cases can be created in the system testcase part. A realistic test environment will be formed by using the system testcase. The synthesis part
at the end of Figure 2 is a reserved place for the results produced by the mathematical,
simulation and implementation layer. These layers will be introduced in a later section. In
the following a more detailed description of the elements inside the image operators and
chain parts will be given.
image operator are members of the image processing application such as sensors, monitors or implementations of image processing algorithms.
type operator types differ between Sensor, Monitor and Operator.
op class image processing algorithms are distributed in classes for example the Sobel,
Canny, LoG and Roberts are all edge detectors. This information can be used for
comparing the members of an op class and find the best solution for the application.
op object The name of the image processing operator, it will be used for referencing
the (predefined) implementation. It also contains the definitions of input and output
ports and parameters for the implementation. The parameters can influence the shape
of the image processing operator (e.g. for local operators the mask size).
connect describes the communication between the image processing operators. The parameters op out refer to the sending operator, op in to the receiving operator. Multiple ports of each operator can be defined by using port out and port in with different
ports for the same operator.
When reading the introduction about IPOL and how to describe an image processing application in IPOL, you may think about the need of learning such an uncomfortable XML
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<i p o l>
<s y s t e m p a r a m e t e r s>
<a c c u r a c y v a l =”20” u n i t =” db”>
<p o w e r c o n s u m p t i o n v a l =”10” u n i t =”W” />
<i m a g e s i z e p w i d t h =”1920” p h e i g h t =”1080”/ >
</ s y s t e m p a r a m e t e r s>
<s y s t e m t e s t c a s e>
<o b j e c t e q u a t i o n>y =5 * x+4</ o b j e c t e q u a t i o n>
<domain v a r =” x ” l o w e r =”100” u p p e r =”500”/>
</ s y s t e m t e s t c a s e>
...
<i m a g e o p e r a t o r i d =”1”>
<t y p e>O p e r a t o r </t y p e>
<o p c l a s s>Edge</o p c l a s s>
<o p o b j e c t name =” S o b e l”>
<g e n e r i c>
<mask>3x3<mask>
</g e n e r i c>
<p o r t s>
<p name =” e d g e ” w i d t h =”1” d i r e c t i o n =” o u t ”/>
<p name =” dx ” w i d t h =”32” d i r e c t i o n =” o u t ”/>
<p name =” dy ” w i d t h =”32” d i r e c t i o n =” o u t ”/>
</ p o r t s>
</ o p o b j e c t>
</ i m a g e o p e r a t o r>
<i m a g e o p e r a t o r i d =”2”>
<t y p e>O p e r a t o r </t y p e>
<o p c l a s s ></o p c l a s s>
<o p o b j e c t name =” Bresenham”>
<g e n e r i c>
<s t e p l e n g t h >50<s t e p l e n g t h>
</g e n e r i c>
<p o r t s>
<p name =” e d g e ” w i d t h =”1” d i r e c t i o n =” i n ”/>
<p name =” dx ” w i d t h =”32” d i r e c t i o n =” i n ”/>
<p name =” dy ” w i d t h =”32” d i r e c t i o n =” i n ”/>
</ p o r t s>
</ o p o b j e c t>
</ i m a g e o p e r a t o r>
...
<c h a i n>
<c o n n e c t
<c o n n e c t
<c o n n e c t
<c o n n e c t
<c o n n e c t
</c h a i n>

op
op
op
op
op

o u t =”0”
o u t =”1”
o u t =”1”
o u t =”1”
o u t =”2”

op
op
op
op
op

i n =”1”
i n =”2”
i n =”2”
i n =”2”
i n =”3”

port
port
port
port
port

o u t =”0” p o r t i n =”0”/>
o u t =” e d g e ” p o r t i n =” e d g e ”/>
o u t =” dx ” p o r t i n =” dx”/>
o u t =” dy ” p o r t i n =” dy”/>
o u t =”0” p o r t i n =”0”/>

<s y n t h e s i s>
...
</ s y n t h e s i s>
</i p o l>

Fig. 2: Example of an operator chain in the IPOL

based language. The answer is very simple, you don’t have. IPOL was developed to simplify the design process of image processing applications by using high level modeling
methods such as SysML, [CLY+ 15]. The advantage of using an XML-based language
is that most modeling tools have an XML-based representation of their UML or SysML
diagrams. This representation can easily be transferred in an IPOL-conform language.

4.1

The IPOL Instruction Set

This subsection introduces a methodology for creating custom image processing operators.
It shows the instruction set for custom operators in the IPOL language and their utilization.
The definition of new custom operators can be done in the image operator class part of the
IPOL language and can be referenced from the image operator by using the same operator
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name. Figure 3 shows the definition of a Sobel operator with a 3 × 3 convolution mask and
derivation in x- direction by using the instruction set for custom operators.
<i m a g e o p e r a t o r c l a s s>
<name>S o b e l </name>
<c l a s s>Edge</o p c l a s s>
<g e n e r i c>
<mask>3x3<mask>
</g e n e r i c>
<o p d e s c r i p t i o n>
<![CDATA[
SET a d d r e s s s t a r t a d d r e s s
ADD a d d r e s s 1 a d d r e s s w i d t h
ADD a d d r e s s 2 a d d r e s s 1 w i d t h
ADD a d d r e s s 3 a d d r e s s 2 w i d t h
ADD a d d r e s s 4 a d d r e s s 3 w i d t h
ADD a d d r e s s 5 a d d r e s s 4 w i d t h
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
ADD
ADD
SUB
SUB
SUB

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

x1
x1
x1
x1
x1

portin
portin
portin
portin
portin
portin
p1
x1
x1
x1
x1

address
address1
address2
address3
address4
address5

# I ( x +0 , y + 0 )
# I ( x +0 , y + 1 )
# I ( x +0 , y + 2 )
# I ( x +2 , y + 0 )
# I ( x +2 , y + 1 )
# I ( x +2 , y + 2 )

p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

STORE x1 a d d r e s s
]]>
</ o p d e s c r i p t i o n>
</ i m a g e o p e r a t o r c l a s s>

Fig. 3: IPOL custom code for image processing algorithms

The custom code has a similar structure to common assembler code. Its compiler is part of
the IPAS framework. For custom code following instructions are supported by the IPOL
language: LOAD, STORE, SET, ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV, POW, SIN, COS, IF. With this
instruction set a custom design for small image processing operators or an extension of existing image processing operators can be done. It makes the design process more flexible
and constrained in a wider manner. An image processing application can use more algorithms than just well-known algorithms predefined in the libraries of the IPAS framework.
4.2

The IPAS Synthesis

Using the IPOL language for describing an image processing application, predefined or
custom-created algorithms can be used. These two ways are already introduced in the last
subsection. For mapping an image processing application described in IPOL on a heterogeneous hardware architecture a methodology is necessary. Hence a synthesis design flow
called IPAS [HHRF16] will be introduced in this subsection. IPAS stands for Image Processing Architecture Synthesis. The IPAS framework consisting of four layers at different
abstraction levels which are: the application layer, the mathematical layer, the simulation layer and the implementation layer. Figure 4 illustrates the top-down design synthesis
process of the IPAS framework by using the IPOL language as input and output of every layer. IPOL can be seen as a kind of interface between the layers. Every layer stores
its synthesis results in the IPOL. As shown in Figure 4 IPAS uses different languages at
the layers. The application layer uses SysML and XML, the mathematical layer describes
the applications by using Wolfram Mathematica, the simulation layer takes the languages
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Fig. 4: IPAS: Holistic top-down design flow for image processing [HHRF16]

SystemC and C/C++ and the implementation layer uses VHDL, Verilog, C/C++, Cuda and
SPICE. With the IPOL description we are able to describe an image processing application
in one language which is the IPOL an XML-based DSL. A XML parser [Xer17] is used
to detect IPOL syntax inside a XML description. The XML parser is coupled to a XSD
and XSLT scheme to read/write information out/in the IPOL file. In further steps the IPAS
framework uses uses compilation rules written in XSLT to transform IPOL code to C/C++,
Cuda, Mathematica or a VHDL description. XSLT is used for compiling IPOL described
applications to a layer-specific code. For the transformation of the IPOL code in executable
code a predefined subset of compiling rules must exist. Figure 5 shows the methodology
of the image processing transformation. In Figure 5 a custom defined-operator written in
IPOL will be transfered to Wolfram Mathematica and C code. In this case the executable
code can be used in the mathematical and simulation layer. Rules for other instructions
or well-known image processing operators will be transferred by using the same principle. The transformation rules of IPOL to result in an executable code is the first part of the
IPAS synthesis. The second part of the IPAS synthesis is the evaluation of the layer results.
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Before a layer uses the transformation for generating executable code the synthesis results
of the upper layer will be evaluated for making design decisions. The IPAS layers will be
executed in the following order, the mathematical layer, simulation layer and implementation layer. That means the simulation layer evaluates the results of the mathematical layer
before executable code will be created from the implementation layer.
IPOL

XSLT Rules

Executeable Code

<xsl:result-document href="{$pDest}operator{position()}.m"
<!--Parsing of every ADD instruction-->
<xsl:analyze-string select="." regex="(ADD|add) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+)
([a-zA-Z0-9]+) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+).*\n" ﬂags="m">
<xsl:matching-substring>
<!--For Mathematica-->
<xsl:value-of select="(regex-group(2),'=',regex-group(3),
'+',regex-group(4))"/>
<xsl:text>&#10;</xsl:text>
</xsl:matching-substring>
</xsl:analyze-string>

Rule ADD for Mathematica

ADD x1 x1 p1
ADD x2 30 p1
SUB x2 x1 p1

operatorn.m
x1 = x1 + p1
x2 = 30 + p1
x2 = x1 - p1

<!--Parsing of every SUB instruction-->
<xsl:analyze-string select="." regex="(ADD|add) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+)
([a-zA-Z0-9]+) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+).*\n" ﬂags="m">
<xsl:matching-substring>
<!--For Mathematica-->
<xsl:value-of select="(regex-group(2),'=',regex-group(3),
'-',regex-group(4))"/>
<xsl:text>&#10;</xsl:text>
</xsl:matching-substring>
</xsl:analyze-string>

Rule SUB for Mathematica

<xsl:result-document href="{$pDest}operator{position()}.c"
<!--Parsing of every ADD instruction-->
<xsl:analyze-string select="." regex="(ADD|add) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+)
([a-zA-Z0-9]+) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+).*\n" ﬂags="m">
<xsl:matching-substring>
<!--For C-->
<xsl:value-of select="(regex-group(2),'=',regex-group(3),
'+',regex-group(4))",';'/>
<xsl:text>&#10;</xsl:text>
</xsl:matching-substring>
</xsl:analyze-string>

Rule ADD for C

operatorn.c
x1 = x1 + p1;
x2 = 30 + p1;
x2 = x1 - p1;

<!--Parsing of every SUB instruction-->
<xsl:analyze-string select="." regex="(SUB|sub) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+)
([a-zA-Z0-9]+) ([a-zA-Z0-9]+).*\n" ﬂags="m">
<xsl:matching-substring>
<!--For C-->
<xsl:value-of select="(regex-group(2),'=',regex-group(3),
'-',regex-group(4)),';'"/>
<xsl:text>&#10;</xsl:text>
</xsl:matching-substring>
</xsl:analyze-string>

Rule SUB for C

Fig. 5: IPAS: transformation rules

5

Results

For an executable system a hardware implementation is necessary. Therefore, the implementation layer of the IPAS framework is responsible. Specialized hardware such as the
Generic-IP-Library which is a generic VHDL implementation of kernel based processing
are included. This set is useful for supporting a broad pallet of specialized and efficient
hardware components. Also back ends for standard processing units such as an ARM
Cortex A9, Intel Core I7 and Kepler K1 are part of the implementation layer and can
be addressed by using the IPOL. This section introduces the implementation layer by an
example image processing application. The example application is the Sobel-Bresenham
application which was already introduced in Section 3. The test input is shown in Figure
6.
The following shows the parameter set for the experiment: Algorithm: Bresenham; Image
size: 1280 × 720; Pixel width: 24 bit; Sobel Mask: 3 × 3
First we start with mapping the preprocessing operator and stepping through the whole
application by mapping every part of the application on different hardware components.
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Fig. 6: Sobel-Bresenham test image. Input on the left and output on the right side

We will measure the power consumption and pixel delay. The pixel delay is the processing
time which is needed by the architecture for one single pixel.

5.1

Generic-IP-Library (FPGA back-end)

A low power preprocessing hardware back-end of the IPAS is the IP-Library. The IPLibrary is a generic VHDL library for local preprocessing algorithms on FPGAs. Stencil
codes are implemented according to the full buffering scheme [SRF12] in order to avoid
time-consuming external memory accesses. From the Sobel-Bresenham application, only
the Sobel operator is implemented and tested by the Generic-IP-Library. For designing
a filter with the Generic-IP-Library, predefined and generic blocks of the VHDL library
will be instanced and connected. The blocks are scalable in functional parameters and
can be recycled for similar filters. Sobel, Canny, Gaussian blur and LoG are all using a
convolution mask. This convolution mask is a generic block included in the IP-Library and
can be accessed by using the IPOL language. For the experimental results the Sobel edge
detector implemented by the Generic-IP-Library was tested on the Zynq7020 platform.
The results are listed in the following table.
Architecture
Power Consumption
Pixel delay

Custom Digital Design (Zynq7020)
1.5 W
1.8 ns

Compared to standard PCs, the power consumption of the IP-Library is very low. The
Generic-IP-Library can be used on FPGAs and does not need a realization in silicon.

5.2

ARM Processing

Image processing applications can include more than preprocessing algorithms. In this
Subsection a hardware back-end which supports a higher range of algorithms will be introduced. In the IPAS implementation layer a back-end for embedded CPUs was created; it
supports the series of ARM Cortex cores. For our tests we chose the ARM Cortex A9. All
parts of the image processing pipeline except the sensor are supported by the ARM core.
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The main difference between the ARM architecture and the libraries as mentioned before
is the memory hierarchy. The IP library supports stencil-code based processing because
of the limited amount of on-chip-memory. The ARM architecture uses a L1 and L2 cache
and thus brings a better performance on random memory access. In that case the ARM
Cortex A9 is able to support global image processing algorithms.
Architecture
Power Consumption
Pixel delay

ARM Cortex A9
4W
11.5 µs

With its low power consumption and small size the ARM Cortex A9 can be found in the
embedded systems field and in mobile devices. The result show a high delay for one pixel
and a moderate power consumption.
5.3

Embedded GPU Tegra K1

The second general processing platform architecture which is supported by the IPAS implementation layer is the Tegra K1 GPU. The Tegra K1 is a Nvidia SoC with 192 Kepler
Cores and 2 GB RAM. With its low power and area consumption the Tegra K1 can be
used in the embedded field. In contrast to the ARM architecture the Kepler architecture
does not have a single powerful processor core. It has many small cores which are suitable
for parallel processing. Such as the ARM core the Tegra K1 supports the same parts of the
application. For the example application the Tegra K1 has the following results.
Architecture
Power Consumption
Pixel delay

Kepler K1
12 W
48 ns

The low volume, power consumption and the low processing time of the Tegra K1 makes
an effort in the embedded field possible.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a novel DSL for image processing applications. The tests show
the necessity of supporting heterogeneous systems. All of the introduced components are
not able to provide a suitable solution for the whole application on its own. A combination
of the components is needed. That leads to a heterogeneous system which is supported by
the IPOL DSL combined with the IPAS framework. In contrast to most frameworks and
DSLs in that field, IPOL does not support just stencil-code based algorithms; also global
processing algorithms can be described by using known predefined algorithms from the
library or own custom designed algorithms. Thus, the IPOL language is not strictly limited.
It means all algorithms of the image processing domain can be supported. The underlying
methodology called IPAS makes a mapping on different hardware components and the
creation of a heterogeneous system feasible. The usage of the IPOL language and IPAS
framework lowers the project effort with heterogeneous systems and provides efficient
solutions in an easier way.
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Cache-Partitionierung im Kontext von Co-Scheduling
Josef Weidendorfer1, Carsten Trinitis2, Sebastian Rückerl3 und Michael Klemm4

Abstract: Neuere Mehrkern-Architekturen, die allen Rechenkernen einen gemeinsam nutzbaren Cache zur Verfügung stellen, besitzen die Fähigkeit, diesen Cache dynamisch zwischen den Kernen
aufzuteilen. Die Partitionierbarkeit ist dafür gedacht, sogenannten Cloud-Anbietern zu erlauben,
einzelne Kerne an Kunden zu vermieten, ohne dass deren Rechenlasten sich gegenseitig beeinflussen oder Seitenkanäle zum Abgreifen von Daten entstehen. Cache-Partitionierung lässt sich aber
auch gewinnbringend dafür einsetzen, mehrere Anwendungen aus dem Hochleistungsrechnen so auf
Mehrkern-Architekturen ablaufen zu lassen, dass sie sich gegenseitig auf der gemeinsam nutzbaren
Cache-Ebene nicht stören und dynamisch eine jeweils passende Cache-Größe zur eigenen Verfügung haben.
In diesem Beitrag werden erste Ergebnisse zur Cache-Partitionierung mittels Cache Allocation Technology CAT) und deren Auswirkungen auf Co-Scheduling-Strategien im Hochleistungsrechnen vorgestellt.
Keywords: Co-Scheduling, Cache, Partitionierung, High Performance Computing

1

Einleitung

Die meisten derzeit im Hochleistungsrechnen verwendeten Mehrkernprozessorsysteme
verfügen über Prozessorarchitekturen, bei denen der gemeinsame Last-Level Cache (LLC)
vollumfänglich allen auf dem Prozessor laufenden Anwendungen zur Verfügung steht.
Neuere x86-basierte Server-Prozessorarchitekturen - und damit die Standard-Prozessorarchitekturen in künftigen Exascale-Systemen - sind jedoch in der Lage, diese bisher ausschließlich gemeinsam nutzbare Ressource zu partitionieren. Dadurch ist es möglich, bei
Bedarf Programme besser voneinander zu isolieren. Dies kann insbesondere dann von
Vorteil sein, wenn auf den Knoten sogenanntes Co-Scheduling (siehe auch Kapitel 2) zur
Anwendung kommt [BWT15].
Dies kann insbesondere für Rechenzentren von Interesse sein, wenn es darum geht, den
Durchsatz der Anwenderprogramme zu erhöhen. Bereits heute erlauben bestimmte IntelServerprozessoren seit der Haswell EP-Baureihe, den L3-Cache zwischen mehreren auf
dem Mehrkernprozessor laufenden Anwendungen aufzuteilen. Dadurch kann eine Beeinflussung und damit gegenseitige Störung von mittels Co-Scheduling auf einem Knoten
laufenden Programmen verringert werden. Erste Untersuchungen hierzu werden in diesem
Beitrag präsentiert. Dabei liegt der Fokus insbesondere auf der Analyse der zu beobachtenden Effekte, was mit Hilfe zweier gängiger Benchmarks auf einem zum Zeitpunkt der
Messungen verfügbaren Zweisockelsystem untersucht wurde.
1
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Der Beitrag ist wie folgt aufgebaut: Kapitel 2 gibt einen Überblick über verwandte Arbeiten, Kapitel 3 erläutert in groben Zügen, wie Cache-Partitionierung funktioniert. Kapitel
4 umschreibt, welche Anwendungen als geeignete Benchmarks für die Untersuchungen
ausgesucht wurden und beschreibt kurz das Werkzeug distgen. Kapitel 5 präsentiert
die durchgeführten Messungen, die in Kapitel 6 diskutiert werden. Kapitel 7 fasst die Ergebnisse zusammen. Im Folgenden wird für die oben beschriebene neu zu untersuchende
Funktionalität der Cache-Partitionierung der Begriff “Cache Allocation Technology”, kurz
CAT, benutzt, welcher auch von einschlägigen Herstellern verwendet wird.

2

Verwandte Arbeiten

Eine wichtige Voraussetzung zum effizienten Einsatz der im folgenden Kapitel näher erläuterten Cache Allocation Technology im Bereich des Hochleistungsrechnens stellt das
sogenannte Co-Scheduling dar. Hierbei werden mehrere (in der Regel jedoch zwei) Anwendungen auf einem Rechenkonten gleichzeitig ausgeführt. Wenn diese Anwendungen
unterschiedliche Anforderungen an die Ressourcen stellen (z.B. speichergebunden vs. rechengebunden), lässt sich mit Hilfe von Co-Scheduling bei geschickter Ressourcenvergabe eine Durchsatzsteigerung gegenüber herkömmlichen Verfahren erzielen. Erste Untersuchungen mit Co-Scheduling werden in [BM10, Ha14] präsentiert. Forschungsarbeiten
zur entsprechenden Charakterisierung von Anwendungen sind beispielsweise in [Ha16]
zu finden, passende Schedulingverfahren werden in [Su16, BL16, dBL17, PBL17] behandelt. In [CME16] wird die Integration von Co-Scheduling auf Systemebene untersucht.
Eine Verbesserung von Co-Scheduling mittels CAT-Technologie wird in [Pa17] erläutert.

3

Cache Allocation Technology (CAT)

Intels Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) erlaubt es dem Anwender, softwareseitig zu
spezifizieren, wo sich die Daten im Last-Level Cache befinden sollen. Dadurch lassen
sich Anwendungen mit unterschiedlichen Ressourcenanforderungen im LLC voneinander
isolieren, und es können ihnen unterschiedliche LLC-Cache-Größen zugewiesen werden.
Die ursprüngliche Motivation für eine Cache-Partitionierung kommt aus dem Bereich des
Cloud-Computing: In heutigen Rechenzentren, in denen virtuelle Maschinen mit unterschiedlichen Anwendungen im Cloud-Betrieb laufen, ist es wichtig, optimale Leistung
und Priorisierung zu gewährleisten. Zahlreiche gemeinsam genutzte Ressourcen existieren dabei innerhalb eines Rechenzentrums (z.B. die Netzwerkverbindung), und innerhalb
eines Knotens basierend auf aktuellen Mehrkernprozessoren kann dies beispielsweise der
LLC sein.
Bestimmte Anwendungen können dabei von einem größeren LLC profitieren, wogegen
andere wiederum fast ausschließlich auf dem Hauptspeicher rechnen und dadurch durch
eine größere LLC-Partition ohnehin keine Leistungsverbesserung zeigen. Abb. 1a (ohne
Cache-Partitionierung) zeigt auf Kern 0 hellbraun markiert eine Anwendung, die exzessi-
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(a) Ohne Cache-Partitionierung

(b) Mit Cache-Partitionierung

Abb. 1: Last Level Cache (LLC) Nutzung mehrerer zeitgleich laufender Anwendungen

ven LLC-Bedarf aufweist und dadurch die grün gekennzeichnete Anwendung auf Kern 1
ausbremst3 .
Wird nun der LLC so aufgeteilt, dass jede der beiden Anwendungen eine exklusive Partition zugewiesen bekommt, lassen sich die oben beschriebenen Verdrängungseffekte vermeiden (Abb. 1b). Welche Arten von Anwendungen welche Partitionsgröße zugewiesen
bekommen sollten, wird im Folgenden untersucht.

4

Klassifizierung von geeigneten Programmen

Im Falle von Co-Scheduling (Ablauf mehrerer Programme auf einem Knoten) ist darauf
zu achten, dass sich diese möglichst wenig gegenseitig behindern. Um weiterhin von der
Cache-Partitionierung zu profitieren, ist es vorteilhaft, wenn es sich um Anwendungen
handelt, bei denen die eine von großem Cache-Speicher profitiert, und die andere nicht
viel Cache-Speicher benötigt bzw. diesen nicht sinnvoll nutzen kann, etwa wenn die Daten
deutlich größer als der Cache-Speicher sind. Obwohl in letzterem Fall der Cache nicht
vorteilhaft ist, wird er dennoch belegt und reduziert die Vorteile für andere auf dem Knoten
laufende Programme. Eine Cache-Partitionierung, die diese unnötige Belegung des CacheSpeichers verhindert, ist deshalb besonders von Vorteil.
Zur ersten Untersuchung und Klassifizierung wurden hierzu die sogenannten STREAMBenchmarks [Mc95]4 herangezogen. Die STREAM-Benchmarks stellen den De-FactoStandard zur Messung von Speicherbandbreite eines Systems dar und sind daher für eine
entsprechende Klassifizierung gut geeignet. Mit den STREAM-Benchmarks lässt sich der
Speicherdurchsatz in MByte/s für vier gängige Standardoperationen ermitteln:
COPY (A=C), SCALE (A=s*C), ADD (A=B+C), und TRIAD (A=B+s*C)
Dabei sind A, B und C Vektoren gleicher Länge, die in den Untersuchungen variiert wurde. Die Elemente der Vektoren sind Fließkommawerte doppelter Genauigkeit. Von den
3
4

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/introduction-to-cacheallocation-technology
http://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream
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STREAM-Benchmarks wurden jeweils zwei gleiche Operationen (also COPY-COPY etc.)
auf einem Knoten untersucht.
Weiterhin wurden neben den STREAM-Benchmarks auch die NAS Parallel Benchmarks
(NPB) [Ba91] analysiert. Dabei kam für jeden NPB als Gegenläufer das eigens dazu entwickelte Werkzeug distgen (siehe Kapitel 5) zum Einsatz. Bei den NPBs handelt es
sich um eine Reihe von Benchmarks, die darauf abzielen, die Leistungsfähigkeit hochparalleler Supercomputer zu ermitteln. Da diese die Speicherhierarchie auf unterschiedlichste
Art und Weise nutzen, sind sie gut geeignet, die Effekte der Cache-Partitionierung genauer
zu analysieren. Zum Einsatz kamen die folgenden auf der NPB-Webseite beschriebenen
Pakete:
•

IS - Integer Sort, random memory access

•

EP - Embarrassingly Parallel

•

CG - Conjugate Gradient, irregular memory access and communication

•

MG - Multi-Grid on a sequence of meshes, long- and short-distance communication,
memory intensive

•

FT - discrete 3D fast Fourier Transform, all-to-all communication

•

BT - Block Tri-diagonal solver

•

SP - Scalar Penta-diagonal solver

•

LU - Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver

•

DC - Data Cube

•

UA - Unstructured Adaptive mesh, dynamic and irregular memory access

Die NBP-Benchmarks wurden unter anderem deshalb ausgewählt, weil deren Verhalten
beim Co-Scheduling (ohne Verwendung von Cache-Partitionierung) schon in vorausgehenden Untersuchungen im Projekt FAST5 analysiert wurde [BWT16]. Dabei ist deutlich
zu erkennen, dass sich die Benchmarks sehr unterschiedlich beeinflussen, wenn sie gemeinsam auf einem Teil desselben Systems ausgeführt werden.

5

Das Werkzeug distgen

Das an der TU München entwickelte Werkzeug distgen ist darauf ausgelegt, bestimmte
Ressourcen eines Rechensystems (z.B. Speicherbus und Cache) gezielt zu belasten. Auf
eine konfigurierte Speichergröße wird so oft wie möglich wiederholt zugegriffen. Da jeder
moderne Prozessor eine mehrstufige Cache-Hierarchie besitzt, werden bei den wiederholten Zugriffen nur die entsprechend großen Caches in dieser Hierarchie genutzt. Aktuelle Intel-Prozessoren besitzen von den Kernen dediziert genutzte L1- und L2-Caches mit
5

http://fast-project.de
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32 KB und 256 KB Größe, sowie einen von allen Kernen im Prozessor genutzten LLC
(L3-Cache) mit mehreren MB Größe. Solange also distgen mit Speichergröße kleiner
256 KB konfiguriert ist (und damit nur auf seine privaten Cache-Ebenen zugreift), sollte
dies keine Auswirkung auf die Leistung anderer Kerne haben. Bei größerer Speicherkonfiguration hingegen wird zunächst der LLC verwendet und danach auf den Hauptspeicher
zugegriffen. Diese beiden Komponenten der Speicherhierarchie werden also gemeinsam
genutzt, womit distgen prinzipiell die auf anderen Kernen laufenden Programme beeinflusst. Dies hängt jedoch auch von der Nutzung der Speicherhierarchie der anderen
Programme ab.
Mit distgen kann also ein bestimmtes Verhalten von Anwendungen simuliert werden.
distgen wurde im Rahmen des Projektes FAST entwickelt und dort als Co-SchedulingPartner mit größtmöglicher Beeinflussung der anderen Anwendung benutzt, indem es
Komponenten der Speicherhierarchie hochgradig belastet. Dadurch können Anwendungen
sowohl bezüglich ihrer eigenen Empfindlichkeit als auch hinsichtlich ihres Einflusscharakters gegenüber anderen Anwendungen detailliert analysiert werden [WB16, BW17].

6

Messergebnisse

Die Messungen erfolgten auf einem Intel(R) Xeon(R)-System mit 2 CPU E5-2699 v4,
Taktfrequenz 2.20GHz und 128 GB DDR 2400-Hauptspeicher in 16 GB-Modulen.
Bei Beginn der Untersuchungen wurde zur Steuerung der neuartigen Funktionalität auf
entsprechende Open-Source-Software von Intel zurückgegriffen6 , da eine Unterstützung
in den Linux-Quellen noch nicht verfügbar war. Im weiteren Verlauf der Untersuchungen
war eine erste Version einer geplanten, offiziell in Linux integrierten Unterstützung von
CAT verfügbar7 .
Auf einem Knoten wurden jeweils zwei Anwendungen (Haupt- und Gegenläufer) gegeneinander gestartet, um so dabei auftretende Effekte genauer untersuchen zu können.

STREAM-Benchmarks Bei den STREAM-Benchmarks handelt es sich um jeweils zwei
Funktionen mit Zugriff auf zwei Operanden (COPY/SCALE: ein Ein- und ein Ausgabeoperand) bzw. drei Operanden (ADD/TRIAD: zwei Ein- und ein Ausgabeoperand). Da das
Verhalten bei COPY und SCALE bzw. bei ADD und TRIAD aufgrund des identischen Zugriffsmusters mehr oder weniger gleich ist, werden im Folgenden exemplarisch jeweils nur
COPY für zwei bzw. TRIAD für drei Operanden diskutiert. In diesem Fall ist zu beachten,
dass Haupt- und Gegenläufer gleich sind, jedoch die Ein-/Ausgabedatengrößen variiert
werden.
Die Abbildungen 2 bis 5 zeigen dabei die Laufzeit für den COPY-Benchmark (Hauptläufer) gegen sich selbst (Gegenläufer). Die verschiedenen Kurven beziehen sich auf die
6
7

“pqos”, siehe https://github.com/01org/intel-cmt-cat
https://lkml.org/lkml/2016/10/30/308
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Abb. 2: COPY mit 10 KB (links) / 50 KB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

Abb. 3: COPY mit 100 KB (links) / 250 KB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

Abb. 4: COPY mit 500 KB (links) / 1 MB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

Ein-/Ausgabedatengrößen des Hauptläufers; die verschiedenen Diagramme beziehen sich
auf die Ein-/Ausgabedatengrößen des Gegenläufers. Die x-Achsenbeschriftung bedeutet
dabei die Cache-Partitionierung Hauptläufer vs. Gegenläufer, also z.B. 12.5 - 87.5 entspricht einer Zuteilung von einem Achtel des L3-Cache für den Hauptläufer und sieben
Achtel für den Gegenläufer. Der erste Wert “shared” ganz links bedeutet wie oben, dass
keine Cache-Partitionierung eingestellt ist. Die y-Achsenbeschriftung zeigt die Laufzeit
des Hauptläufers an.
Die Abbildungen 6 bis 9 zeigen die für TRIAD ähnlich durchgeführten Messungen. Wie
oben erwähnt ist dabei TRIAD ein Beispiel für drei Ein-/Ausgabeparameter, was einen um
50 % erhöhten Speicherbedarf nach sich zieht.
Wiederum kann festgestellt werden, dass die Laufzeit zunächst im Vergleich zu „shared“
ansteigt. Sobald jedoch der Hauptläufer von der hinreichend großen L3-Cache-Partition
profitiert, sinkt die Gesamtlaufzeit wieder. Die Bremseffekte durch den Gegenläufer ent-
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Abb. 5: COPY mit 5 MB Ein-/Ausgabedaten

Abb. 6: TRIAD mit 10 KB (links) / 50 KB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

Abb. 7: TRIAD mit 100 KB (links) / 250 KB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

stehen wiederum dadurch, dass dieser nicht in seine L3-Cache-Partition passt und somit
auf den Hauptspeicher zugreifen muss.
Je nach Konfiguration (Größe der Ein-/Ausgabedaten von Haupt- und Gegenläufer sowie prozentuale Partitionierung des L3-Cache) verschiebt sich das Laufzeitmaximum nach
rechts oder links. In den Fällen, in denen die Laufzeit unter die ganz links unter ”shared”
eingetragene Laufzeit sinkt, lässt sich eine Leistungssteigerung durch Cache-Partitionierung erzielen.

NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPBs) Als nächstes wurden die ausgewählten NPB-Benchmarks (Hauptläufer) jeweils gegen distgen (Gegenläufer) bei unterschiedlichen CachePartitionierungen gemessen. In der Legende der folgenden Abbildungen ist neben dem
Benchmark-Namen jeweils die verwendete Klasse (C oder D) der Eingabegröße angegeben. Weiterhin wurde der von distgen benötigte Speicher variiert: 0,2 MB, 0,8 MB,
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Abb. 8: TRIAD mit 500 KB (links) / 750 KB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

Abb. 9: TRIAD mit 1 MB (links) / 5 MB (rechts) Ein-/Ausgabedaten

1,6 MB, 3,2 MB, 6,4 MB, 12,8 MB sowie 500 MB. Diese Variation erlaubt es, das Verhalten der NPB-Benchmarks bei unterschiedlichem Zugriffsverhalten von Gegenläufern zu
analysieren.
Wie in Abschnitt 5 beschrieben, greift ein distgen mit 0,2 MB konfiguriertem Speicherbedarf nur auf den L1/L2-Cache des Prozessorkerns zu, auf dem er selbst läuft. Bei 500 MB
hingegen wird ein Gegenläufer simuliert, der selbst ständig auf den Hauptspeicher zugreift
und die Speicherbandbreite nach Möglichkeit für sich selbst ausnutzt. Die Abbildungen 10
bis 13 zeigen für die untersuchten NPBs jeweils die Verlangsamungsfaktoren gegenüber
distgen mit verschiedenem Speicherbedarf für verschiedene Cache-Partitionierungen.
Die x-Achsenbeschriftung bedeutet dabei die Cache-Partitionierung des Benchmarks gegenüber distgen, also z.B. 12.5 - 87.5 entspricht einer Zuteilung von einem Achtel des
L3-Cache für den jeweiligen Benchmark und sieben Achtel für distgen. Der erste Wert
„shared“ bedeutet, dass keine Cache-Partitionierung eingestellt ist. Die y-Achsenbeschriftung
zeigt die Laufzeit relativ zum Lauf nur des Benchmarks an (ohne distgen).
Ein Benchmark profitiert dann von Partitionierbarkeit des Caches, wenn es eine Partitionierung gibt, in der er schneller ist als im Fall der deaktivierten Partitionierung („shared“ in
den Abbildungen). Dies hängt offensichtlich vom Benchmark selbst sowie dem Verhalten
des Gegenläufers ab. Allgemein fällt in nahezu allen Diagrammen auf, dass im Vergleich
zum Lauf ohne Cache-Partitionierung die Laufzeit zunächst ansteigt, dann mit zunehmendem Cache-Anteil für den Benchmark absinkt, und dann wieder ansteigt.
Dieses Verhalten lässt sich damit erklären, dass der steigende Anteil am L3-Cache sich zunächst positiv auswirkt, ab einer gewissen Schwelle aber distgen aufgrund des geringeren ihm zugewiesenen Cache-Anteils so viele Cache-Fehler verursacht, dass die dadurch
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Abb. 10: distgen mit 0,2 MB Speicherbedarf

Abb. 11: distgen mit 3,2 MB Speicherbedarf

entstehenden Hauptspeicherzugriffe einen Benchmark, der selbst Hauptspeicherzugriffe
benötigt, verstärkt beeinflusst, womit die Laufzeit wieder ansteigt. Dies passiert umso eher,
je mehr Speicher für distgen konfiguriert wird. Insgesamt ist aus den Messungen sehr
gut zu erkennen, welcher Benchmark den L3-Cache oder den Hauptspeicher gar nicht benötigt und sich so kaum beeinflussen lässt (z.B. EP/D), sich von Hauptspeicherzugriffen
eines Gegenläufers stark beeinflussen lässt (z.B. CG/C, siehe Abbildung 11 ), oder stark
von mehr L3-Cache profitiert (z.B. SP/C, siehe Abbildungen 12 und 13).

7

Diskussion der Ergebnisse

Wie durch die Messungen im vorigen Abschnitt deutlich geworden ist, bringt CachePartitionierung in bestimmten Szenarien Vorteile, aber bei weitem nicht in allen Fällen.
Dies ist jedoch auch nicht zu erwarten, da man die Größe des für eine Anwendung zur
Verfügung stehenden L3-Cache beschneidet. Dies gilt insbesondere, wenn CAT zur Verbesserung von Co-Scheduling genutzt werden soll. Durch CAT kann man dort eine gegenseitige Beeinflussung reduzieren, solange diese sich auf den (gemeinsamen) L3-Cache
beschränkt.
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Abb. 12: distgen 12,8 MB Speicherbedarf

Abb. 13: distgen mit 500 MB Speicherbedarf

Das Problem von negativen Effekten auf die Leistung der Anwendung, die durch Hauptspeichernutzung entstehen, kann mit CAT alleine nicht gelöst werden. Wie oben detailliert
erklärt, verändert Cache-Partitionierung jedoch das Hauptspeicherverhalten von Anwendungen (Programme, deren Daten ursprünglich in den L3 passen, müssen bei kleinerer
Partition auf den Hauptspeicher ausweichen). Dies erfordert Bedacht bei der Verwendung
von Cache-Partitionierung. Nur in gewissen Fällen ist ein Vorteil zu beobachten bzw. kann
vorhergesagt werden, wenn das Nutzungsverhalten einer Anwendung in Bezug auf die
Speicherhierarchie bekannt ist.
Im Wesentlichen ist dies dann der Fall, wenn eine Anwendung unnötigerweise die Daten
der anderen Anwendung aus dem L3 verdrängt. Unnötig bedeutet hierbei, dass die Anwendung selbst vom L3-Cache nicht profitiert, etwa weil ihre Daten ohnehin deutlich größer
sind und somit Hauptspeicherzugriffe erfordern. Hier kann CAT helfen, indem die Anwendung, die nicht von L3 profitiert, nur eine kleine Partition zugewiesen bekommt. Die
andere Anwendung hat dadurch zwei Vorteile: Zum einen werden ihre Daten nicht verdrängt, zum anderen kann ihr eine große Partition dediziert zugewiesen werden. Im letzten
Abschnitt konnte dieser Fall beobachtet werden, wenn sich die Laufzeit eines Benchmarks
durch Partitionierung verbessert hat.
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Nutung L3
Nutzung Hauptspeicher

Nein

Beeinflusst (CoScheduling)

Nein

CAT vorteilhaft

Nein

Nein
Ja

Ja

Ja, wenn andere L3 oder
Hauptspeicher
nutzt
Ja

Nein

Ja

Ja, wenn andere L3 oder
Hauptspeicher

Ja,
wenn
andere Hauptspeicher nutzt

Ja

Nein

Tab. 1: Nutzbarkeit von CAT

8

Zusammenfassung

Insgesamt ist zu beobachten, dass CAT nicht in jedem Fall bei Co-Scheduling zweier
Anwendungen zwingend erforderlich ist; wie aber durch die Messungen an den NBPBenchmarks gezeigt werden konnte, existieren durchaus Fälle, bei denen CAT eine deutliche Verbesserung der Leistung im Co-Scheduling-Fall erreichen kann. Diese hängt im
wesentlichen davon ab, ob und wie gemeinsam nutzbare Ressourcen der Speicherhierarchie (L3-Cache, Hauptspeicherbandbreite) von Anwendungen tatsächlich genutzt werden.
Tabelle 1 veranschaulicht diesen Zusammenhang.
In weiteren Arbeiten ist geplant, die Charakterisierung von Anwendungen bezüglich ihrer
Nutzung von L3-Cache und Hauptspeicherbandbreite dafür zu nutzen, CAT nur bei Bedarf an- oder abzuschalten. Dabei ist auch die Frage, welche Partitionsgrößen zum besten
Ergebnis führen.
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Development and implementation of a temperature
monitoring system for HPC systems
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Heuveline1

Abstract: In the context of high-performance computing (HPC), the removal of released
heat is one challenging topic due to the continuously increasing density of computing
power. A temperature monitoring system provides insight into the heat development of
an HPC cluster. The effectiveness of this is directly related to the number of sensors, their
placing and the accuracy of the temperature measurements. Monitoring is important not
only to investigate the efficiency of the cooling system for purposes of detecting defective
operation of the HPC system, but also to improve the cooling of the servers and by this
the achievable performance. The main purpose of a fine-grained and unified temperature
monitoring is the possibility to optimize the applications and their execution regarding
the temperature spreading on HPC systems. Based on this, we present a highly flexible
and scalable – in terms of cable length and number of sensors – and at the same time
budget-friendly monitoring infrastructure. It is based on low-cost components such as
Raspberry Pi as monitoring client and a setup using the DS18B20 digital thermometer
as temperature sensor. Focus is given on the selection of adequate temperature sensors
and we explain in detail how the sensors are assembled and the quality assurance is done
before these are used in the monitoring setup.
Keywords: temperature monitoring; HPC monitoring; energy efficiency

1

Introduction

It is well-known that computer systems need cooling to prevent hardware damages and to increase the lifetime of the hardware. For modern CPUs there is an
additional relation between achievable performance and temperature. These CPUs
adjust their frequency based on temperature (among other things). The technologies for controlling the processor operating frequency are e.g. Turbo Boost for Intel
CPUs and Turbo CORE for AMD CPUs. For example the Intel Xeon E5-2640v3
(Haswell) CPU has a base frequency of 2.60 GHz but can run up to the maximum turbo frequency of 3.40 GHz which has a clear influence on the achievable
performance. For reasons of reproducibility (e.g. for code optimization or scaling
tests), a homogeneous CPU frequency within all identical HPC servers over time
is necessary. Therefore, the temperature of the HPC system has to be monitored
and controlled.
Nowadays, new energy-efficient cooling technologies are used to reduce the energy consumption for cooling HPC clusters. For example the Knürr® DCD cooling
1
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doors [Ve], as used in the University Computing Center (URZ), are fanless heat exchanger modules in the rear door of server racks. Chilled water is pumped through
that heat exchanger which cools down the hot air which is blown through these
heat exchanger rear doors. This technology promises room-neutral cooling of racks.
A fine-grained and flexible temperature monitoring system makes it possible to analyze such technologies in real conditions which is a first step for improvements.
To gain insight into the spatial and temporal distribution of the heat, temperature
has to be monitored at a fine granularity with an adequate temporal resolution.
Many servers and network components are equipped with temperature sensors providing temperature information on a server-level. However, to gain a deeper understanding of the overall heat development cycle within and around the HPC racks,
additional temperature sensors outside the server hardware are needed. These sensors can be positioned in the near neighborhood of the racks or inside the rack.
From sensors that are located in front and behind a rack, the heating/cooling effect of that specific rack on the room climate can easily be quantified. Sensors at
different positions within a rack can help to optimize the ways of how IT components (servers, network, storage, etc.) should be positioned within a rack for
approximately homogeneous temperature distributions. The development of a new
monitoring system can be motivated by requirements in higher scalability in the
number of sensors, the cost-effectiveness of the monitoring system and its sensors,
more flexible extendibility in the variety of sensors or some specific functionalities
that need to be available.
For monitoring the climate situation of server racks and their environment, several
hardware and software products from different industrial vendors exist. Rittal Corp.
offers the CMC III system which contains a central controller that can build serial
interconnections between monitoring sensors by a Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus, cf. [Ri]. The available sensors are integrated into small enclosures with two
RJ-45 connectors which are used to build up the CAN bus using specific CAN bus
cables. Different versions of the central controller CMC III exist which contain up
to 4 or 32 sensors. Raritan Inc. offers a solution containing the EMX smart rack
controller that serves as central unit of the IP-based monitoring system, cf. [Raa].
Two versions of the controller exist, both with RJ-12 ports, RJ-45 ports, USB ports
and RS-485 ports for connecting a maximum of 16 respectively 128 sensors (using
specific sensor hubs). The controller can be accessed via web interface e.g. to view
the sensor values and configure the thresholds. The associated temperature sensors
DPX-T1 come with the corresponding RJ-12 plug and a resolution of 2 ℃, cf. [Rab].
The manufacturer AKCP also offers a similar solution aimed to monitor HPC
systems. Several components such as temperature-, humidity-, motion-, gas-, soundand powersensors, cameras and Single Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
enabled web-based monitoring devices are offered in order to build a monitoring
system. The monitoring device, called sensorProbe, with either two, four or eight
RJ-45 ports exists in various models. For example the sensorProbe8 comes with
eight RJ-45 ports, runs on a Linux operating system (OS) and includes TCP/IP and
a built-in webserver with SNMP functionality, cf. [AKa]. The offered temperature
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sensors are similar to the ones we use. The semiconductor microprocessor controlled
TMPXX Temperature Sensor for example consists of CAT 5 cables and RJ-45
plugs connected to a sensor probe with a resolution of 0.5 ℃, cf. [AKb]. All three
exemplary solutions, CMC III, EMX smart rack controller and AKCP sensorProbe
support different types of sensors (e.g. temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.) and
allow for reading the measurements via the widely-used SNMP. Hence, flexible
monitoring systems can be set-up with these commercial products and can be
integrated into the infrastructure of existing monitoring tools.
The aforementioned commercial solutions, however, have some limitations as well.
The maximum number of sensors for the presented solutions is 32 or 128, hence
the scalability is limited. For each commercial solution, there exists a list of compatible sensors which cannot easily be extended by the customers which may be
a restriction: In cases of changing requirements on the sensors during a project
(e.g. varying measuring ranges that should be addressed or changing demands in
the quality of the sensors or changing time resolution for the measurements), new
sensors with specific specifications need to be added into the monitoring system.
Additionally, there is a comparably heavy financial burden going along with the
commercial solutions: A monitoring system consisting of only 32 temperature sensors build up using each of the aforementioned products would cost about between
3.000€ and 4.000€. It has to be taken into account that for many projects the
number of needed sensors is far larger. The limited scalability in the number of
sensors, the limited range of compatible sensors and comparatively high costs for
setups with a high number of sensors are motivations to develop an own modular
and flexible monitoring system based on cheap but powerful standard components.
In general, the use of self-developed and open platforms is advantageous over commercial products whenever a product will no more be supported or provided by
the manufacturer, since spare parts or new extensions might not be available any
more. An open solution can be extended easily by individuals, institutions or a
community which is why we published our code. If needed at limited effort new
sensors, demand-oriented custom features and characteristics of the monitoring system can be added and developed. All types of measurements and information of
the HPC cluster itself and its infrastructure (e.g. state of the workload of running
computing jobs, or power consumption as measured by the power distribution unit
(PDU), control of cooling fans) can be included into the monitoring while keeping
time stamps synchronized. The increased level in flexibility of a powerful monitoring with different building blocks and extension possibilities is what is needed in
scientific projects and justifies the additional work building up a custom monitoring
system over buying a ready solution.
Now there are some non-commercial projects of people and institutions developing
or employing their own solutions. However, these activities are not published which
is why we started our project. Since the beginning of our project we were in contact
with two groups developing sensor systems for monitoring HPC systems. The Regional Computing Center at Universität Hamburg (RRZ) operates a temperature
monitoring system for eight HPC racks. The system consists of 30 pre-assembled
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thermal probes based on the digital sensor DS18B20 (same sensor as the one used
in Heidelberg), fitted with 3-min Molex connectors to a bus of two segments connected at the center to form a T-shaped topology. Four-wire telephone cable and
RJ-45 ISDN distributors (after removal of termination resistors) have been repurposed for the modular bus construction. The bus master is a DS2480B-based USB
adapter connected to a standard server. The temperature measurements are read
periodically (via a cron job2 ) from the bus using the 1-Wire File System (owfs3 ).
They are stored locally and also sent via Secure Shell (SSH) to the institution’s
central Nagios4 monitoring server. The second group at the computing center of
Mainz University in the department HPC Systems/System Security developed a
sensor system based on a Raspberry Pi for monitoring the temperature and humidity of the surrounding of an HPC cluster. Each Raspberry Pi is connected via a
serial interface to a self-developed electronics circuit board which connects the sensors. The controller reads the values of the sensors via a bus protocol and forwards
the measurements to the Raspberry Pi. The electronic board and the Raspberry
Pi are assembled together into an enclosure and receive electric power via a Powerover-Ethernet (PoE) module. Each such system monitors one computer rack. The
measurement data is sent to a central Ganglia5 monitoring server where the data
can be stored and visualized using a web interface. The developed solutions differ
among other aspects in the specific sensors that are used, the way the cabeling is
realized, and the way the measurement data is read and processed.
This work proposes a modular and flexible monitoring infrastructure consisting of
temperature sensors, the cabling and a simple way of monitoring the temperature
data using a Raspberry Pi. How to use standard cable connectors and bus boards
to build large bus systems that allow for flexible changes and extension will be
addressed. With focus on the details of the technical construction and a fast way
of reading out the measured data of a high number of sensors, we extend our
preliminary work [BNGar], presented at the bwHPC symposium in Heidelberg,
2016. Additionally, a validation procedure which ensures the expected quality of
the implemented sensors is presented.
Section 2 and 3 describe what kind of sensors are used, how these are assemble
on standard patch cables, how to connect these to a big bus system and how to
read the temperature values. To quantify the quality of the sensor measurements,
the sensors were exposed to a course of changing temperature. The result and the
validation of the sensors with respect to their accuracy are presented in section
4. Hereafter in section 5, our sensor placement strategy for the racks of an HPC
cluster and the related water-based cooling infrastructure used in Heidelberg is
described. The paper is completed with concluding remarks and an outlook of
further developments.

2
3
4
5

https://cron-job.org/en/
http://owfs.org
https://www.nagios.org/
http://ganglia.sourceforge.net/
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2

A scalable and cheap temperature monitoring sensor network

In this section we will present our setup and describe it in detail. We use digital
sensors, since those allow (in contrast to analogue ones) bus wiring, i.e. multiple
sensors can be connected via one single cable and varying topologies are possible.
After evaluating different sensors we choose the the digital temperature sensor
Dallas DS18B20, cf. [Da]. Each single sensor is identified by its unique ID assigned
by the manufacturer. The sensor DS18B20 is a digital thermometer with three pins
(ground, voltage, data), see Fig. 1(a). Its mode of operation ranges from −55 ℃ to
+125 ℃ with an accuracy of ±0.5 ℃ from −10 ℃ to +85 ℃. The digital resolution
can be chosen between 9 and 12 bit leading to a precision from 0.5 ℃ to 0.0625 ℃, for
all later purposes the 12 bit resolution was chosen to exclude avoidable rounding
errors. Due to its low price of about 1€ per sensor, the simplicity of the 1-wire
protocol, as well as the relatively high precision and temperature range the DS18B20
is well suited for building up a temperature monitoring system for HPC clusters.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: (a) Illustration of the sensor DS18B20, (b) the assembled sensor cable with RJ-45
connector without heat-shrinking tubes, (c) assembled cable with heat-shrinking tubes,
(d) label containing information about the sensor and the cable length.

Several vendors offer DS18B20 sensors pre-assembled on cables. However, we assemble the sensors by ourselves for two reasons. The first reason is that we want
to make use of standard network patch cables, because they have good shielding
and many adapters exist for the commonly used RJ-45 connectors. The use of RJ45 standard plugs facilitates the creation of big bus systems of varying topologies
comprising a large number of sensors since standard patch cables and RJ-45 bus
boards can be utilized (the latter are offered by various vendors). The second reason is that we want to be able to use the cabling in future, e.g. for a second sensor
bus or other purposes. Currently, only three of the eight wires of a patch cable
are used for the sensor, five wires remain available for possible future usage. The
assembling process consists of bisecting a patch cable and soldering the three pins
of a sensor to three specified wires of a patch cable, see Fig. 1(b). Heat-shrinking
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tubes of three different diameters are used to avoid any short circuit between the
three sensor pins and hold together the wires for higher resilience, see Fig. 1(c).
Each digital sensor has a unique ID, which is needed to distinguish the sensor
values of the different sensors once these are connected in a large bus system.
To determine the ID, the assembled sensor is connected to a Raspberry Pi and
the sensor’s unique ID can be read by checking the name of the mounted 1-wire
devices (see next section for details). For practical reasons, we equip each cable
of an assembled sensor with a label containing the sensor’s model name, ID, and
cable length. To support automated reading, the label also includes the information
encoded in a QR code, see Fig. 1(d). The QR code includes a JSON object with
the aforementioned information.

3

Reading values from the sensor network

The Raspberry Pi is a popular low cost ARM-based mini-computer, which aims
to introduce coding and computer science to all kinds of learners. It is widelyused for scientific applications including all types of monitoring purposes [SA16,
IEB15]. With its huge community, the Linux based single-board computer is welldocumented. It is not only a flexible and low-cost component, but it is also easy to
be used and therefore perfectly fits our needs.
The DS18B20 sensors can be connected to the general purpose input output
(GPIO) pins of a Raspberry Pi as shown in Fig. 2. More sensors can be added
by connecting these in parallel, i.e. ground to ground, data to data and voltage to
voltage.

Fig. 2: Two temperature sensors are connected in parallel to the GPIO pins of a Raspberry
Pi; a pull-up resistor is needed additionally.

Based on each individual sensor ID, the value of each sensor can be determined.
Using the 1-wire protocol, the Raspberry Pi is capable of reading the temperature
data of all connected sensors. For example, the value of the sensor with ID "28000005da34fa" can be read from the following device file:
/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-000005da34fa/w1_slave
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Operating in the highest resolution (i.e. 12 bit) the temperature conversion time
(i.e. the time the sensor needs to convert the analog into a digital signal) of the
DS18B20 sensor is 750 ms. Reading the sensors sequentially leads to a linear scaling
of the overall reading time with the number of sensors connected, which is no longer
reasonable for the purpose of live monitoring in case of a large number of sensors. To
overcome this issue, we make use of the Python threading library6 , which provides
a high-level threading interface. With this, interlaced accesses to multiple sensor
device files are possible, so the conversation time of each sensor can be hidden.
The resulting time consumption for one loop over all temperature sensors is much
shorter compared to the time needed for sequential reading. Having a setup of
176 sensors takes 16 s instead of 132 s without multithreading. The Python code
for reading out the temperature data using multithreading can be found on our
project repository energy-efficiency-monitoring7 . For people that are using owfs for
reading the sensors values, the sequential reading time can be reduced by activating
the so-called “simultaneous access”.
The extension of the network, i.e. connecting more sensors, requires decreasing the
resistance of the used pull-up resistor. Hence, bigger pull-up resistors (i.e. above
1 kΩ) are recommended for smaller networks. Our investigations have shown that
the implementation of a rather large network with an increasing number of connected sensors as well as increasing total cable length has to be counterbalanced by
decreasing the pull-up resistance. Besides this effect we also found two additional
factors to influence the maximum number of sensors to be read. The Raspberry Pi
model generation as well as the Linux Kernel version appeared to play a critical
role. Our optimized final setup for temperature monitoring in the HPC cluster consists of a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B running the Debian based OS Raspbian (Version
8 jessie) on Linux Kernel version 4.4.38-v7+ connected to 176 Dallas DS18B20
temperature sensors with a total cable length of 616 m and a pull-up resistor having 270 Ω. In various experiments, it turned out that the topology of the sensor
network (star, linear and mixed topology) does not influence the performance of
the system (i.e. response time of all sensors and reliability).

4

Quality of the sensors

Before the sensors are installed in the IT room for production operation, their
functional capabilities and precisions are tested for determining outliers that will
be replaced. To this end, all sensors are fastened side by side to a mobile frame so
that the cables do not shield the sensors from the ambient air temperature. Based
on the measurements, the mean temperature and the difference of each sensor to
the mean are evaluated and analyzed to determine outliers.
The mobile frame with the attached sensors is first located in a room of constant
temperature, after some time it is moved to another room with slightly warmer
6
7

https://docs.python.org/2/library/threading.html
https://github.com/uhd-urz/energy-efficiency-monitoring
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Fig. 3: Mean temperature (upper plot) and the standard deviation (lower plot) of 176
sensors exposed to a course with changing temperatures.

temperature, and finally moved back to the first room. The mean value of the
measured temperature and the standard deviation are shown in Fig. 3. The temperature values converge from above the room temperature in the first room. In the
first phase of converged temperature measurements (between time step #125 and
#140), the mean temperature is approximately constant and the standard deviation has converged to approx. 0.2 ℃. After time step #145 the sensors are moved
(almost instantaneously) into the warmer room. At the beginning the mean temperature increases very fast but decelerates finally. The rate of change of the mean
temperature seems to depend on the difference to the constant temperature in the
room, i.e. the higher the temperature difference the stronger the rate of change of
the measured temperature. After time step #284, the sensors are moved back to
the cold room and the opposite development of the measured values can be seen.
Between time step #410 and #425 is a second phase of converged temperature
measurements, in which the mean temperature is again approximately constant
and the standard deviation is around 0.2 ℃.
For the detection of outliers among the sensors, we investigated the two phases of
converged temperature measurements in the colder room in more detail. Figure 4
illustrates the maximal deviation over time during the two time spans, from step
#125 to #140 and from #410 and #425, as histogram plot. For each sensor j, the
maximal absolute value of the difference between the sensors measurement tj (i) at
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Fig. 4: Histogram of the maximal deviation of the 176 temperature sensors from their
mean for two periods of time where the temperature measurements have converged.

time step i and the mean value of all sensors at that time is taken, i.e.
Ej , a := max tj (i) −
i∈Ia

1
·
176

X

tk (i)

(1)

k=1,...,176

where j ∈ {1, . . . , 176}, a ∈ {1, 2}, I1 = {125, . . . , 140} and I2 = {410, . . . , 425}. In
Fig. 4 it can be seen, that the qualitative behavior of the sensor’s deviation from
the mean is similar in the two time periods. In the two time periods I1 and I2 ,
there is one sensor that has a deviation of more than 0.5 ℃ which is the accuracy
given in the manufacturer specification. It turns out that it is the exact same sensor
having the highest deviation in both periods of time and therefore, this sensor is
considered as outlier and removed from the sensor system. The remaining sensors
meet the expected accuracy and will be used in production.
According to the vendor of the DS18B20 sensor, a systematic error is going along
with all bandgap-based sensors. This sensor type has been calibrated by the vendor
by comparing the measured values TM to a high-quality approximations TR of the
temperature. The error between these two can be described statistically, where
second order polynomials can be taken to approximate the mean error. Figure 1
in [Da] shows the typical error curve of that sensor, where the error is defined as
TError := TM −TR . The general procedure of the validation is described in [Ma]. We
fitted the typical error curve given in [Da] by a second order polynomial function
f as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the measured temperature TM can be compensated by
this polynomial function by:
TC := TM − f (TM ),
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(2)

where TC is then supposed to be a better approximation of the temperature than
the measurement TM itself. We added this compensation as an optional feature to
our implementation available on our aforementioned project repository.
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Fig. 5: The fitting function f approximates the mean error of the typical error curve given
by the vendor of the sensor.

Coming back to Fig. 3 it can be clearly seen that the sensors obtain an effect
of inertia due to the time-depending temperature course. This effect is limiting
the informative value of the measurements. Since the temperature values of the
environment of an HPC cluster can change (depending on the workload and other
parameters) fast, the effect of inertia should not be neglected. It is planned to
address the effect in future work, as outlined in the last section of this work.

5

On-site installation

The cooling technology employed in the IT rooms of the Heidelberg University
Computing Center is based on a passive cooling concept, cf. [e315]. The heat released by the servers and other IT components within a rack will be evacuated by
the fans of the servers through the read door of the rack. The read door serves as
heat exchanger, i.e. heat in the air is cooled down while the cold water running
through the door is heated up, see Fig. 6 (left). The heat development of an HPC
system environment primarily depends on the heat balance of the air flowing into
and leaving the server racks. The out-flowing air temperature again is determined
by the temperature within the server rack and the effect of cooling by passing
through the rear door.
For an overall picture of the spatial temperature distribution, several temperature
values must be known: the air temperature in front, inside and behind each server
rack as well as the water temperature before and after flowing through each server
rear door. In contrast to the warm water - which depends on the energy consumption of the specific rack - the cold water temperature is approximately constant
for every rack. Therefore, it is sufficient to use only one sensor for measuring the
cold water temperature. For the determination of the HPC cluster’s surrounding
temperature climate, three additional sensors are positioned above each rack row.
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Fig. 6: Sketch of the operating principle of the cooling system on a rack basis at the Heidelberg University Computing Center (left) and the sensor positioning in the environment
of a server rack row (right) sensors are indicated by black spheres.

Overall, there are four sensors installed at each rack, plus one additional sensor per
rack row for the cool water temperature, plus three sensors for the air temperature
above the rack row, compare Fig. 6 (right).

Fig. 7: Illustration of the star topology: The Raspberry Pi is connected via its GPIO
connector to the sensor bus which consists of four branches of eleven bus boards serving
as hubs. Each bus board is connected to four sensors indicated by black spheres.

Typically HPC systems are built into several racks standing next to each other
which in turn are arranged in rack rows. In our case, we a considering a machine
room consisting of four rack rows, each consisting of ten racks. This structure of
racks can be reflected by the use of a star topology with four branches (for the four
rack rows), compare Fig. 7. In each branch we install eleven RJ-45 bus boards. Ten
of which correspond to the ten racks in that row and the eleventh bus board for
the sensors of the rack row (i.e for measuring the cold water plus the air above the
rack row). This setup leads to a network of 176 sensors in total.

6

Conclusion and Outlook

With the continuously increasing density of compute elements in HPC systems,
the removal of the released heat is one of the major topics. Utilizing a temperature
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monitoring system, an effective cooling but also an optimized application execution
and higher performance can be achieved regarding the head spreading inside the
HPC system. The effectiveness of this is directly related to the available information
and in more detail to the number of sensors, their placing and the accuracy of the
temperature measurements. In this paper we propose an open fine-grained and
unified monitoring system to break through the limited scalability in the number
of sensors, the limited diversity of available sensors and comparatively high costs
per sensor of commercial monitoring systems. Based on this, we present a highly
flexible and scalable – in terms of cable length, number and diversity of sensors –
and at the same time budget-friendly monitoring infrastructure.
We presented how the digital sensor DS18B20 can be assembled to standard cables,
the development of a labeling system including QR codes and how we operate a
large sensor network. The usage of standard CAT 5 cables and RJ-45 plugs offers the
ability to build large bus networks of varying topology. The totality of the sensors
of such a network can easily be read out in high frequency using a Raspberry Pi.
The Python code for reading the sensor values is published. Hence, all components
needed for building the measurement infrastructure is standard and cheap, leading
to a comparably affordable and flexible sensor system for monitoring HPC systems.
Although the quality of the temperature sensors DS18B20 is high, the measured
values, in case of fast changing temperatures, are limited due to inertia effects.
This might be caused by the sensor’s plastic cover which is given by the design of
the manufacturer. There are several approaches to improve the dynamic response
behavior of the sensors, e.g. on the hardware level (reduce the plastic cover thickness) or on the level of extrapolation based on physical or mathematical models. We
will address different approaches to increase the dynamic response behavior of the
measurements in future works, which we presumably address within a collaboration
with the RRZ of University Hamburg.
In the next phase of the project, we also will include the energy consumption to
the monitoring system on the server level (build-in features of the servers), on the
PDU-level (build-in features of power distribution units) and on the rack-level. For
the rack-level, specific sensors based on inductive current will be investigated and
presumably be built and installed to the supply lines of each rack. With this setup,
we will be able to analyze the connection between energy consumption, released
heat and temperature development on different levels.
For different use cases (many small jobs, few large jobs, jobs that are CPU-bound,
jobs that are IO-bound, etc.) the energy and heat footprint will be determined using
the monitoring system. Based on this information, we will look for hot spots of the
HPC system at which temperature is particularly high (sometimes or frequently).
Such situations can give a hint that hardware damages exist (e.g. limited functionality of fans) or suboptimal air flows (e.g. because of occlusion effects caused by
disadvantageous cable routing). It could also be the case that too many IT components are built into small volume (too high energy density) or an suboptimal
spreading of the IT components within the rack.
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For different representative use cases, we will set the measurements in relation to
the specific application or even the program phases. In general, it seems to be
beneficial to account for the energy and temperature footprint of a compute job
when the starting time of the job and the occupied servers are determined by the
HPC system’s management. However, a challenge is that the footprint of new jobs
that should be run on a cluster is in general not known.
Nevertheless, we see some potential for a productive utilization of such technologies.
Software packages or sub-routines like function calls or kernels that run often with
similar parameters on the same HPC system will most often show similar energy
and temperature properties. This information can be used for the scheduling of
new application runs. Another approach would be to use the monitoring information to determine the temperature environment state of free nodes. New compute
jobs then could be scheduled to run on nodes which are in a preferably relative
cold environment. Additionally, the information of a continual online monitoring
of the heat situation of the HPC cluster might be used to detect local heat spots
and might even actively be used to reduce the load of some servers. This could
be done e.g. by moving running jobs to other nodes (if possible) or by stopping
some jobs and restarting these on other nodes. Such actions would be simplified in
virtualized environments. A pragmatical strategy to get the full performance out
of the hardware (for the jobs that need this) and the possibility of temperature
optimization would be to reserve a certain number of servers per rack for dynamic
load scheduling which will idle if the temperature in the rack is reduced. This could
be facilitated, e.g. by a virtualized operational model of these nodes.
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LAIK: A Library for Fault Tolerant Distribution of Global
Data for Parallel Applications
Josef Weidendorfer1 Dai Yang2 Carsten Trinitis3

Abstract: HPC applications usually are not written in a way that they can cope with dynamic
changes in the execution environment, such as removing or integrating new nodes or node components. However, for higher flexibility with regard to scheduling and fault tolerance strategies, adequate application-integrated reaction would be worthwhile. However, with legacy MPI codes, this
is difficult to achieve. In this paper, we present Lightweight Application-Integrated data distribution
for parallel worKers (LAIK), a lightweight library for distributed index spaces and associated data
containers for parallel programs supporting fault tolerance features. By giving LAIK control over
data and its partitioning, the library can free compute nodes before they fail and do replication for
rollback schemes on demand. Applications become more adaptive to changes of available resources.
We show a simple example which integrates our LAIK library and present first results on a prototype
implementation.
Keywords: High Performance Computing, Parallel Data Containers, Parallel Programming Models,
Data Partitioning

1

Introduction

Modern High Performance Computing (HPC) systems become more and more parallel
nowadays. To achieve the goal of exascale computing, technologies like on-chip parallelism are increasingly used in these supercomputers [SDM10]. This development greatly
challenges programmers, especially on managing the data across all these distributed compute nodes. For future systems, Defense Advance Research Projects Agency (DARPA) expects that existing technology such as Checkpoint & Restart will require extensive amount
of resources, which contradicts to the expected high efficiency of HPC. Therefore, it is
no longer sufficient to handle the evolving requirements on fault tolerance and reliability
[BBea08]. Towards exascale computing, different approaches are possible to increase the
system reliability. For example, attempts4 to add fault tolerant components [FD00] to the
4th version of Message Passing Interface (MPI) exist. Furthermore, mechanisms like process level migration [Wa12] or virtual machines [Na07] are presented to achieve a fault
tolerant environment which is transparent to the application programmer. However, these
solutions often require a significant amount of resources similar to the classical Checkpoint & Restart technique and limit an application’s scalability, providing only limited
applicability to emerging exascale requirements.
1
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In extension of the application-transparent strategies mentioned above, we point out that
there is another possibility to make applications fault tolerant. Instead of speculating on the
programmers’ intention and applications’ execution, one can ask the programmer to write
the program in a manner that includes fault tolerance features. This results not only in reduced resource management overhead by the framework that provides fault tolerance, but
also keeps this framework lightweight, with the application keeping control over any additional overhead required e.g. by redundancy. This way, we can achieve simple, lightweight
and scalable fault tolerance on modern exascale HPC.
However, one cannot expect the programmer to write fault-tolerance features from scratch.
To this end, in this paper we propose a lightweight library to achieve exactly that: LAIK
focuses on providing fault tolerance by taking over control of the partitioning of data
containers. If a node or node component is expected to fail, the library can be instructed
to free the corresponding part of an HPC system from any compute load and application
data. This is done by repartitioning within LAIK. Furthermore, to help with spontaneous
failures, LAIK can be asked to maintain redundant copies of important data structures
by updating copies on nearside nodes (local checkpointing). The update frequency can
be controlled by a predicted probability of failure. If a fault-tolerant MPI implementation
detects a node fault, a local rollback and repartitioning can be done with the help of LAIK.
In this work, we present our requirements for LAIK, an API proposal, and a first prototype
implementation using an MPI communication backend. The latter is available as opensource on Github5 .

2

Related Work

The currently most widely used de-facto parallel programming model for legacy HPC
applications is MPI [Fo12], which allows to do message passing or one-sided communication via mapping of remote address spaces, both at a low level. For higher productivity, the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) model was proposed which provides
global address spaces and allows to program for good locality of accesses by making the
fact whether an address is local or remote explicit. Implementations come either in new
programming languages e.g. Chapel [ZCC07] and X10 [SBea14], or as libraries such as
Global Array Toolkit (GAT) [Ni06], GASPI [ABea13], and DASH [FGea14, IFG16]. The
drawback of Chapel or X10 is that programs have to be rewritten which can be painful for
legacy code. The library GAT allows programmers to do put and get operations from local
memory to data structures in a global address space. Similarly, GASPI provides a global
address space with distributed data and allows access via RDMA (remote direct memory
access) operations provided e.g. by Infiniband, which should result in better asynchronous
communication than MPI. DASH uses C++ templates to provide a selection of standard
data structures for the application programmer. The communication of DASH is built on
top of DART [ZMea15] - a run-time system which provides abstraction of different communication libraries. All of the mentioned approaches provide application programmers a
5
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Figure 1: LAIK and Communication Backend

full interface for all possible communication needs of an application. In contrast to that,
LAIK only provides one specific functionality and can be used in cooperation with existing
communication libraries, by asking a communication backend to perform required actions
for LAIK. The latter can be provided by the application itself to ensure correct embedding
into already existing communication behavior of an application. Other approaches, such as
Legion [TBA13], a region based programming system, handles data partitioning in a similar manner as LAIK. It shows the capability of keeping data coherence with non-disjoint
data partitions by providing a such runtime with corresponding C++ API. However, it is
not lightweight and incremental. An existing application cannot be ported without significant effort. FTC-Charm++ [ZSK04], a protocol for in-memory checkpointing and restart
for MPI applications, provides scalable fault tolerance for applications written in Charm++
[KK93]. It provides very similar concepts which allows application to run with less processors after a crash. However, it relays on the Charm++ runtime. Thus, only a limited
class of applications can benefit from this approach.

3

Features of the LAIK Library

The idea behind LAIK is to provide lightweight management for the distribution of global
data containers for parallel applications using index spaces. By giving LAIK control over
partitioning, it should be able to provide application-integrated fault tolerance features. To
this end, the library is expected to sit in-between the application and the communication
library used by the application, as shown in Figure 1.
First, we state our requirements guiding the design. Similar to MPI, LAIK should support
SPMD-like programming with collective functions. That is, every participant in a parallel application, a LAIK task, executes the same code. Most LAIK functions are collective
operations, this is all LAIK tasks have to call into this same LAIK function to ensure correct behavior. For highest flexibility of using LAIK with existing application codes, LAIK
is expected to work in cooperation with other communication libraries e.g. MPI. Communication backends in LAIK should have a documented API and may be implemented
by the application itself. For convenience, we will provide standard backends for MPI and
multi-threaded shared memory (which mostly reduces communication to synchronization)
which may be customized by applications. Furthermore, we want porting of existing codes
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Figure 2: An example of a partitioning specification for a 1d data structure.

to LAIK to be done in an incremental way, step by step: the programmer can put one data
structure after the other into LAIK’s responsibility. This should not mean that the actual
allocation of memory resources has entirely to be done by LAIK, as the programmer still
may want to use allocator functions of another library. To this end, programmers should
be able to specify an allocator interface (alloc/realloc/free) which LAIK will use to get
real memory resources. Applications may use complex data structures such as compressed
matrices in an application-specific format. It would be difficult to make LAIK aware of
how to handle all kinds of such data structures. To still allow LAIK to take control over
partitioning of such data, the programmer should be able to use LAIK’s core abstraction,
which is about distributed (possibly multi-dimensional) index spaces. Whenever the partitioning of the index space changes, the application can request to get a call-back with
parameters specifying which parts of the index space should migrate among LAIK tasks.
With these requirements in mind, we now list the features we want LAIK to provide. The
goal of LAIK is to provide a fault tolerant, yet efficient way of distributing data across
different nodes. Towards this goal, the following functionalities must be supported:

3.1

Partitioning and Repartitioning of Data

For application data to be globally distributed among different parallel tasks, LAIK should
be able to take control over data partitioning. Here, a data partition for a given task specifies
which data should be available locally to the task using direct memory access. Different
program phases or algorithms may expect different parts of data to be available locally.
This requires the declaration of multiple partitions, between which the application may
want to switch back and forth. For such switches, LAIK is expected to calculate and execute the data transfers required to satisfy the requirements for task-local data accesses
as specified by the partitions. To allow for minimal data exchange, the application should
specify the type of access done during the time a partitioning is active. E.g. switching to a
partitioning where after the switch all data will be overwritten anyway does not need any
communication at all. Access types are read-only, read-write, write-only. A data element
may be required to be locally available by multiple tasks for reading, but usually only by
one task for writing. However, multiple writers can be supported if a conflict resolution
is provided which decides about the resulting value. Reduction operations such as Sum,
Product, or Minimum, are typical conflict resolutions. The operations are automatically
triggered when the program switches to a partitioning with read access to the given data
elements, which decrease programming effort.
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Figure 2 shows an example partitioning of 1d data among nodes N0, N1, and N2 (rows).
For each element, exactly one node is the owner with read and write access. As shown in
the figure, we want LAIK to provide copies for reading of the neighbor elements at the
border of owned regions. This is useful for e.g. stencil codes. This example shows that it
is useful to “switch” to the same partitioning, which ensures consistency of the values of
elements to be accessible at multiple nodes. Thus, instead of a switch, it is better to talk
about enforcing consistency requirements of a given partitioning. In the example, this will
result in copying data as shown by the arrows in the figure. To support communication
asynchronous to computation, a program first has to acquire access to parts of a LAIK
partition with different access permission right after a switch: in the example separately
for the RW and R parts. This may allow to already do computations on the inner parts of
the owned regions while communication for the border elements is still going on, which
probably speeds up the computation.

3.2

Coupling Partitions of Data Structures

Applications often use multiple different data structures at the same time. Thus, if LAIK
decides that only a given portion of a data structure will be available locally to one task, the
application may want simultaneous access to elements in other data structures. To provide
flexible coupling of partitions, the user actually should be able to specify coupling of
(partial) index spaces according to the data pattern of an algorithm. E.g. for matrix vector
multiplication, we want to couple the row dimension of the 2d index space of the matrix
to the 1d space of the vector. Another example are compute kernels which, for writing to
an element in one data structure, may need read access to corresponding data elements in
another structure and its neighbors in the index space (for so-called ghost layers in stencil
codes). Switching between partitions of one data structure thus may result in automatic
switching also for other data structures.

3.3

Communication backend

LAIK shall support different communication libraries to execute data migration demands
due to switches between partitions. Standard backends to be supported are MPI and Shared
Memory. The latter is wanted to allow multi-threaded programs to use LAIK for synchronization. Furthermore, LAIK should work together with any communication library used
by an application. This should be supported by allowing application programmers to implement their own LAIK backend.

3.4

Efficient Fault Tolerance

Application data shall be recoverable upon system failure. The LAIK library shall support
both recovery-based (e.g. Checkpoint & Restart) and proactive (e.g. Fault Prediction) fault
tolerance. We want LAIK to support local recovery, that is on node failure, a near-side node
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Figure 3: Load Balancing (left), Remove work from N1 due to failure prediction (right).

should be able to take over the computation of the failed node by using duplicated data.
This way, LAIK can support a more efficient scheme than classical global Checkpoint &
Restart. For failure prediction, we expect that there is a way to do online monitoring of
hardware health via adequate sensors. However, this is out of scope for LAIK. Any support
to react to outside sources should be implementable as a thin layer on top of LAIK. This
may regularly poll (synchronous to program phases) for incoming messages using IPC
mechanisms or protocols like Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT).

3.5

Load Balancing

A task within a parallel application usually has a work load depending on the size of data it
has access to. As LAIK provides partitions to tasks, this influences the work load distribution. We want LAIK to support automatic workload distribution via regular repartitioning
of data structures. For that, LAIK should be able to make use of task-related profile data
(such as time measurements of program phases). To be able to support different load balancing mechanisms, both static and dynamic, a key-value store may be needed to have
historical data available. This must be persistent to allow static load balancing.

Figure 4: Hierarchical LAIK Instances
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Figure 3 (left) shows an example of data re-distribution for load balancing. First, the data
is distributed unequally across nodes. Upon a load balancing request, recalculation of partition borders from profile data results in a data redistributing with better load balancing.
Figure 3 (right) shows an example of data reacting to failure prediction as part of a proactive fault tolerance scheme. A pre-failure condition for node N1 results in LAIK initiating a repartitioning such that the failing compute node is excluded from execution. Here
we assume that a system health monitor with an integrated fault predictor exists. Related
works such as [LZea06] shows the possibility of predicting system failure.

3.6

Hierarchical Data Partitioning

In order to make the LAIK library even more usable, LAIK shall be able to run in a nested
multi-instance mode. It should be possible to connect different LAIK instances at different
hierarchy levels. Thus, a partition in one LAIK instance should map to a top-level index
space in a lower LAIK instance. To this end, LAIK index spaces must be able to shrink or
expand. Data migration request may be passed between instances. Thus, a repartitioning
happening in a lower LAIK instance is ignored in a higher LAIK instance, but a repartitioning of a higher instance will potentially result in size changes of index spaces in lower
LAIK instances, resulting in forced repartition of the lower instances. The expected use for
this nesting functionality is that large HPC systems may have a hierarchical topology with
different resource capabilities (network, processors, accelerators) at different levels. This
can be represented by adequate LAIK nesting. In the simplest case this would be inter-node
and intra-node. Figure 4 shows a hierarchical configuration using different nested LAIK
instances. Application data is first divided into LAIK data partitions node-wise. These data
partitions then are mapped to top-level spaces if the inner LAIK instances. These divide the
data again to be assigned to different devices (for example CPU cores or multiple GPUs)
within the node.

4

Examples

Figure 5 shows the implementation of a parallel vector sum using LAIK with the MPI
backend. The compiled binary can be run with “mpirun” using the number of LAIK tasks
as requested as number of MPI tasks. First, the vector is initialized on the master node
using a master partitioning, giving all elements write access on the master node only.
To actually write the values, the partitions have to be “mapped” to local memory using
a canonical ordering: the index into the 1d array is equal to the offset in memory (more
data layout options are planned for 2d or 3d data). Afterwards, we switch to a stripe
partitioning with equal size for all tasks, resulting in MPI messages from master to other
nodes. After another mapping request for direct access, partial sums are generated with
the result written to another LAIK array with only one element per task. This shows how
LAIK can be asked to do a sum reduction, which actually happens when this array is
switched to a partitioning, in which only master having access to print out the final result.
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# include " laik - backend - mpi . h "
int main ( int argc , char * argv [])
{
Laik_Instance * inst = laik_init_mpi (& argc , & argv );
Laik_Group * world = laik_world ( inst );
// allocate global 1 d double (8 bytes ) array : 1 mio entries
Laik_Data * a = laik_alloc_1d ( world , 8 , 1000000);
// initialize at master ( others do nothing )
l a i k _ s e t _ n e w _ p a r t i t i o n i n g (a , LAIK_PT_Master , L A I K _ A P _ W r i t e O n l y );
laik_map (a , LAIK_DL_CANONICAL , ( void **) & base , & count );
double * base ; uint64_t count ;
for ( uint64_t i = 0; i < count ; i ++) base [ i ] = ( double ) i ;
// distribute data equally among all tasks , do partial sums
l a i k _ s e t _ n e w _ p a r t i t i o n i n g (a , LAIK_PT_Stripe , L A I K _ A P _ R e a d W r i t e );
laik_map (a , LAIK_DL_CANONICAL , ( void **) & base , & count );
double mysum = 0.0;
for ( uint64_t i = 0; i < count ; i ++) mysum += base [ i ];
// write partial sums as input for sum reduction
Laik_Data * sum = laik_alloc_1d ( world , 8 , 1);
l a i k _ s e t _ n e w _ p a r t i t i o n i n g ( sum , LAIK_PT_All , LAIK_AP_SUM );
laik_map ( sum , LAIK_DL_CANONICAL , ( void **) & base , & count );
* base = mysum ;
// master - only : does sum reduction to be read at master
l a i k _ s e t _ n e w _ p a r t i t i o n i n g ( sum , LAIK_PT_Master , L AI K _ A P _ R e a d O n l y );
if ( laik_myid ( world ) == 0) {
laik_map ( sum , LAIK_DL_CANONICAL , ( void **) & base , & count );
printf ( " Sum : \%.0 f " , * base [0]);
}
laik_finalize ( inst );
}

Figure 5: Example using LAIK for parallel vector initialization and sum.

Figure 6 shows excerpts from an example using LAIK to perform computation on a sparse
matrix distributed in row dimension for partitions containing a similar number of nonzero elements. For this, we use an index space which also is bound to vector “r”, which
has the same number of elements as there are rows in the sparse matrix. To calculate
the requested weighted stripe partitioning, LAIK will call into an application provided
function (getEW) that returns a weight for each element in a 1d index space, equal to the
number of elements in that row. Here the structure type “SpM” encapsulates a matrix stored
in CSR format. Afterwards, each task performs a loop over all matrix rows belonging to
its partition.
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double getEW ( uint64_t i , void * d ) {
SpM * m = ( SpM *) d ;
return ( double ) (m - > row [ i + 1] - m - > row [ i ]); }
main {
...
Laik_Data * r = laik_alloc_1d ( world , 8 , SIZE );
Laik_Space * s = laik_get_spac e ( r );
La ik_ Part iti oni ng * p = l a i k _ n e w _ b a s e _ p a r t i t i o n i n g (s ,
LAIK_PT_Stripe , LA IK_ AP _ R e a d W r i t e );
l a i k _ s e t _ i n d e x _ w e i g h t (p , getEW , matrix );
l a i k _ s e t _ p a r t i t i o n i n g ( resD , p );
laik_my_slice (p , & from , & to );
laik_map (r , LAIK_DL_CANONICAL , ( void **) & res , & count );
for ( int r = from ; r < to ; r ++) { res [r - from ] += ... }
...
}

Figure 6: Using element-wise weighting balancing workload involving a sparse matrix.

0/3 partng -0: 0:[0 -999999] , 1:( empty ) , 2:( empty )
...
0/3 partng -1: 0:[0 -333332] , 1:[333333 -666665] , 2:[666666 -999999]
0/3 partng -0 = > partng -1: locl : [0 -333332]
send : [333333 -666665] = > T1 , [666666 -999999] = > T2
1/3 partng -0 = > partng -1: recv : T0 = > [333333 -666665]
2/3 partng -0 = > partng -1: recv : T0 = > [666666 -999999]

Figure 7: Excerpt of debug output from Example 1 (vsum). This shows the computed migration of
indexes for switching between master and Stripe partitioning.

5

Prototype Implementation and First Results

Our current prototype of the LAIK library6 comes with an MPI backend, support for 1D
data and different types of partitioning. The most important one is a stripe partitioning,
which slices a 1D space into an ordered sequence of consecutive partitions, one for each
task. This partitioning type supports element-wise and task-wise weighting. Element-wise
weighting is shown in Fig. 6; task-wise weighting similarly uses a function called by LAIK
e.g. returning time measurements for load balancing.
The LAIK prototype source code provides examples as shown in the previous section
(vsum and spmv, respectively). As expected, with enough parallel work load, we can
achieve the same scalability as if an example would have used MPI directly. Optionally,
debug output can be printed which includes the calculated partitions of index spaces as
well as the transition actions needed to migrate from one partitioning to another. This is
shown in Fig. 7.
6

Commit 790ea403 at https://github.com/envelope-project/laik
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our design and a prototypical implementation of LAIK, a
lightweight library for the distribution of data containers among tasks of a parallel application. The idea is to separate the decision making of how to best partition application
data from the application code. This allows partitioning strategies which not only take
program-internal information (such as profiling data for load balancing) but also external
sources into account. This enables support for application-integrated fault tolerance features, such as pro-active requests for removing computation from nodes predicted to fail
soon. As future work, we will support real-world applications which need coupling of index spaces of used data structures, as well as support for multi-dimensional data. Further,
we want to show how a local checkpoint/restart functionality involving rollback only for
data recovered with the help of redundant data duplication within LAIK. Furthermore, we
will implement a mechanism to adapt fault predictions from outside. Although adapted applications using MPI in this paper, it is to be expected that legacy MPI application cannot
continue the computation, if one of the ranks suffers from failure. Therefore, we will have
a closer look into potential fault tolerant MPI implementations, which allows to change
the size of MPI communicator and exclude some ranks at runtime.
Acknowledgment This work is a part of collaborative project ENVELOPE, which is
funded by German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under grant title
01IH16010D.
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GESELLSCHAFT FÜR INFORMATIK E.V.
PARALLEL-ALGORITHMEN, -RECHNERSTRUKTUREN
UND -SYSTEMSOFTWARE

PARS

INFORMATIONSTECHNISCHE GESELLSCHAFT IM VDE

1. Aktuelle und zukünftige Aktivitäten (Bericht des Sprechers)
Die 34. Ausgabe der PARS-Mitteilungen enthält die Beiträge des 27. PARS-Workshops, der die
wesentliche Aktivität der Fachgruppe im Jahr 2017 darstellt.
Der 27. PARS-Workshop fand am 4. und 5. Mai 2017 an der FernUniversität in Hagen statt. Der
Workshop war mit 30 Teilnehmern gut besucht. Am Morgen des ersten Tages hielt Prof. Keller ein
Tutorial zum Thema „Organisation von Special Sessions oder Workshops auf Tagungen“. Insgesamt
wurden 12 sehr interessante Vorträge präsentiert, die zusammen ein umfangreiches Themenspektrum
abdeckten. Prof. Theo Ungerer (Universität Augsburg) hielt den eingeladenen Vortrag zum Thema
„Potential Impact of Future Disruptive Technologies on Multicore Computing“. Neben den Sitzungen
mit den vom Programmkomitee ausgewählten Beiträgen fand eine Sitzung mit neuen
Forschungsprojekten statt.
Auch dieses Mal wurde wieder der mit 500 EUR dotierte Nachwuchspreis vergeben. Er ging in diesem
Jahr an Nicolas Berr (RWTH Aachen). Die Übergabe erfolgte im Rahmen des gemeinsamen
Abendessens im Restaurant Altsyburg. Professor Keller (FernUniversität Hagen) und seiner Gruppe sei
herzlich für die reibungslose Organisation gedankt.

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Karl, der Preisträger Nikolas Berr und
Prof. Dr. Jörg Keller bei der Preisverleihung
(von links nach rechts; Foto: Dr. Karl-Dieter Reinartz).
Während des PARS-Workshops fand auch eine Sitzung des PARS-Leitungsgremiums statt. Aus
gesundheitlichen Gründen stand die Wahl für einen neuen Sprecher der Fachgruppe an. Prof. Dr.
Wolfgang Karl wurde als Sprecher gewählt, Prof. Dr. Jörg Keller steht weiterhin als stellvertretender
Sprecher zur Verfügung und wurde ebenfalls in dieses Amt gewählt. Als neue Mitglieder in das
Leitungsgremium wurden Prof. Dr. Ulrich Margull (TH Ingolstadt) und Prof. Dr. Jürgen Mottok (OTH
Regensburg) gewählt.
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Unser nächster Workshop ist der
13. PASA-Workshop vorauss. am 9. und 10. April 2018 in Braunschweig.
Der Workshop wird wie in den vergangenen „geraden“ Jahren gemeinsam mit der Fachgruppe ALGO
im Rahmen der Tagung ARCS 2018 durchgeführt.
Aktuelle Informationen finden Sie auch auf der PARS-Webpage
http://fg-pars.gi.de/
Anregungen und Beiträge für die Mitteilungen können an den Sprecher (wolfgang.karl@kit.edu)
gesendet werden.
Ich wünsche allen ein gutes und erfolgreiches Jahr 2018.
Karlsruhe im Januar 2018
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Karl
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2. Zur Historie von PARS
Bereits am Rande der Tagung CONPAR81 vom 10. bis 12. Juni 1981 in Nürnberg wurde von
Teilnehmern dieser ersten CONPAR-Veranstaltung die Gründung eines Arbeitskreises im Rahmen der
GI: Parallel-Algorithmen und -Rechnerstrukturen angeregt. Daraufhin erfolgte im Heft 2, 1982 der GIMitteilungen ein Aufruf zur Mitarbeit. Dort wurden auch die Themen und Schwerpunkte genannt:
1) Entwurf von Algorithmen für
 verschiedene Strukturen (z. B. für Vektorprozessoren, systolische Arrays oder
Zellprozessoren)
 Verifikation
 Komplexitätsfragen
2) Strukturen und Funktionen
 Klassifikationen
 dynamische/rekonfigurierbare Systeme
 Vektor/Pipeline-Prozessoren und Multiprozessoren
 Assoziative Prozessoren
 Datenflussrechner
 Reduktionsrechner (demand driven)
 Zellulare und systolische Systeme
 Spezialrechner, z. B. Baumrechner und Datenbank-Prozessoren
3) Intra-Kommunikation
 Speicherorganisation
 Verbindungsnetzwerke
4) Wechselwirkung zwischen paralleler Struktur und Systemsoftware
 Betriebssysteme
 Compiler
5) Sprachen
 Erweiterungen (z. B. für Vektor/Pipeline-Prozessoren)
 (automatische) Parallelisierung sequentieller Algorithmen
 originär parallele Sprachen
 Compiler
6) Modellierung, Leistungsanalyse und Bewertung
 theoretische Basis (z. B. Q-Theorie)
 Methodik
 Kriterien (bezüglich Strukturen)
 Analytik
In der Sitzung des Fachbereichs 3 ‚Architektur und Betrieb von Rechensystemen’ der Gesellschaft für
Informatik am 22. Februar 1983 wurde der Arbeitskreis offiziell gegründet. Nachdem die Mitgliederzahl
schnell anwuchs, wurde in der Sitzung des Fachausschusses 3.1 ‚Systemarchitektur’ am 20. September
1985 in Wien der ursprüngliche Arbeitskreis in die Fachgruppe FG 3.1.2 ‚Parallel- Algorithmen und Rechnerstrukturen’ umgewandelt.
Während eines Workshops vom 12. bis 16. Juni 1989 in Rurberg (Aachen) - veranstaltet von den Herren
Ecker (TU Clausthal) und Lange (TU Hamburg-Harburg) - wurde vereinbart, Folgeveranstaltungen
hierzu künftig im Rahmen von PARS durchzuführen.
Beim Workshop in Arnoldshain sprachen sich die PARS-Mitglieder und die ITG-Vertreter dafür aus, die
Zusammenarbeit fortzusetzen und zu verstärken. Am Dienstag, dem 20. März 1990 fand deshalb in

München eine Vorbesprechung zur Gründung einer gemeinsamen Fachgruppe PARS statt.
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Am 6. Mai 1991 wurde in einer weiteren Besprechung eine Vereinbarung zwischen GI und ITG sowie
eine Vereinbarung und eine Ordnung für die gemeinsame Fachgruppe PARS formuliert und den beiden
Gesellschaften zugeleitet. Die GI hat dem bereits 1991 und die ITG am 26. Februar 1992 zugestimmt.

3. Bisherige Aktivitäten
Die PARS-Gruppe hat in den vergangenen Jahren mehr als 20 Workshops durchgeführt mit Berichten
und
Diskussionen
zum
genannten
Themenkreis
aus
den
Hochschulinstituten,
Großforschungseinrichtungen und der einschlägigen Industrie. Die Industrie - sowohl die Anbieter von
Systemen wie auch die Anwender mit speziellen Problemen - in die wissenschaftliche Erörterung
einzubeziehen war von Anfang an ein besonderes Anliegen. Durch die immer schneller wachsende Zahl
von Anbietern paralleler Systeme wird sich die Mitgliederzahl auch aus diesem Kreis weiter vergrößern.
Neben diesen Workshops hat die PARS-Gruppe die örtlichen Tagungsleitungen der CONPARVeranstaltungen:
CONPAR 86 in Aachen,
CONPAR 88 in Manchester,
CONPAR 90 / VAPP IV in Zürich und
CONPAR 92 / VAPP V in Lyon
CONPAR 94/VAPP VI in Linz
wesentlich unterstützt. In einer Sitzung am 15. Juni 1993 in München wurde eine Zusammenlegung der
Parallelrechner-Tagungen von CONPAR/VAPP und PARLE zur neuen Tagungsserie EURO-PAR
vereinbart, die vom 29. bis 31. August 1995 erstmals stattfand:
Euro-Par’95 in Stockholm
Zu diesem Zweck wurde ein „Steering Committee” ernannt, das europaweit in Koordination mit
ähnlichen Aktivitäten anderer Gruppierungen Parallelrechner-Tagungen planen und durchführen wird.
Dem Steering Committee steht ein „Advisory Board” mit Personen zur Seite, die sich in diesem Bereich
besonders engagieren. Die offizielle Homepage von Euro-Par ist http://www.europar.org/.
Weitere bisher durchgeführte Veranstaltungen:
Euro-Par’96 in Lyon
Euro-Par’97 in Passau
Euro-Par’98 in Southampton
Euro-Par’99 in Toulouse
Euro-Par 2000 in München
Euro-Par 2001 in Manchester
Euro-Par 2002 in Paderborn
Euro-Par 2003 in Klagenfurt
Euro-Par 2004 in Pisa
Euro-Par 2005 in Lissabon
Euro-Par 2006 in Dresden
Euro-Par 2007 in Rennes
Euro-Par 2008 in Gran Canaria
Euro-Par 2009 in Delft
Euro-Par 2010 in Ischia
Euro-Par 2011 in Bordeaux
Euro-Par 2012 in Rhodos
Euro-Par 2013 in Aachen
Euro-Par 2014 in Porto
Euro-Par 2015 in Wien
Euro-Par 2016 in Grenoble
Euro-Par 2017 in Santiago de Compstella
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Außerdem war die Fachgruppe bemüht, mit anderen Fachgruppen der Gesellschaft für Informatik
übergreifende Themen gemeinsam zu behandeln: Workshops in Bad Honnef 1988, Dagstuhl 1992 und
Bad Honnef 1996 (je zusammen mit der FG 2.1.4 der GI), in Stuttgart (zusammen mit dem Institut für
Mikroelektronik) und die PASA-Workshop-Reihe 1991 in Paderborn, 1993 in Bonn, 1996 in Jülich,
1999 in Jena, 2002 in Karlsruhe, 2004 in Augsburg, 2006 in Frankfurt a. Main und 2008 in Dresden
(jeweils gemeinsam mit der GI-Fachgruppe 0.1.3 ‚Parallele und verteilte Algorithmen (PARVA)’) sowie
2012 in München, 2014 in Lübeck und 2016 in Nürnberg (gemeinsam mit der GI-Fachgruppe ALGO,
die Nachfolgegruppe von PARVA). Der nächste PASA Workshop wird wieder gemeinsam mit der GI
FG ALGO 2018 in Braunschweig stattfinden.
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PARS-Mitteilungen/Workshops:
Aufruf zur Mitarbeit, April 1983 (Mitteilungen Nr. 1)
Erlangen, 12./13. April 1984 (Mitteilungen Nr. 2)
Braunschweig, 21./22. März 1985 (Mitteilungen Nr. 3)
Jülich, 2./3. April 1987 (Mitteilungen Nr. 4)
Bad Honnef, 16.-18. Mai 1988 (Mitteilungen Nr. 5, gemeinsam mit der GI-Fachgruppe 2.1.4
‘Alternative Konzepte für Sprachen und Rechner’)
München Neu-Perlach, 10.-12. April 1989 (Mitteilungen Nr. 6)
Arnoldshain (Taunus), 25./26. Januar 1990 (Mitteilungen Nr. 7)
Stuttgart, 23./24. September 1991, “Verbindungsnetzwerke für Parallelrechner und BreitbandÜbermittlungssysteme” (Als Mitteilungen Nr. 8 geplant, gem. mit ITG-FA 4.1, 4.4 und GI/ITG FG
Rechnernetze, wg. Kosten nicht erschienen. siehe Tagungsband Inst. für Mikroelektronik Stuttgart.)
Paderborn, 7./8. Oktober 1991, “Parallele Systeme und Algorithmen” (Mitteilungen Nr. 9, 2. PASAWorkshop)
Dagstuhl, 26.-28. Februar 1992, “Parallelrechner und Programmiersprachen” (Mitteilungen Nr. 10,
gemeinsam mit der GI-Fachgruppe 2.1.4 ‘Alternative Konzepte für Sprachen und Rechner’)
Bonn, 1./2. April 1993, “Parallele Systeme und Algorithmen” (Mitteilungen Nr. 11, 3. PASAWorkshop)
Dresden, 6.-8. April 1993, “Feinkörnige und Massive Parallelität” (Mitteilungen Nr. 12, zusammen mit
PARCELLA)
Potsdam, 19./20. September 1994 (Mitteilungen Nr. 13, Parcella fand dort anschließend statt)
Stuttgart, 9.-11. Oktober 1995 (Mitteilungen Nr. 14)
Jülich, 10.-12. April 1996, “Parallel Systems and Algorithms” (4. PASA-Workshop), Tagungsband
erschienen bei World Scientific 1997)
Bad Honnef, 13.-15. Mai 1996, zusammen mit der GI-Fachgruppe 2.1.4 ‘Alternative Konzepte für
Sprachen und Rechner’ (Mitteilungen Nr. 15)
Rostock, (Warnemünde) 11. September 1997 (Mitteilungen Nr. 16, im Rahmen der ARCS’97 vom 8.11. September 1997)
Karlsruhe, 16.-17. September 1998 (Mitteilungen Nr. 17)
Jena, 7. September 1999, “Parallele Systeme und Algorithmen” (5. PASA-Workshop im Rahmen der
ARCS’99)
An Stelle eines Workshop-Bandes wurde den PARS-Mitgliedern im Januar 2000 das Buch ‘SCI:
Scalable Coherent Interface, Architecture and Software for High-Performance Compute Clusters‘,
Hermann Hellwagner und Alexander Reinefeld (Eds.) zur Verfügung gestellt.
München, 8.-9. Oktober 2001 (Mitteilungen Nr. 18)
Karlsruhe, 11. April 2002, (Mitteilungen Nr. 19)
Travemünde, 5./6. Juli 2002, Brainstorming Workshop “Future Trends” (Thesen in Mitteilungen Nr. 19)
Basel, 20./21. März 2003 (Mitteilungen Nr. 20)
Augsburg, 26. März 2004 (Mitteilungen Nr. 21)
Lübeck, 23./24. Juni 2005 (Mitteilungen Nr. 22)
Frankfurt/Main, 16. März 2006 (Mitteilungen Nr. 23)
Hamburg, 31. Mai / 1. Juni 2007 (Mitteilungen Nr. 24)
Dresden, 26. Februar 2008 (Mitteilungen Nr. 25)
Parsberg, 4./5. Juni 2009 (Mitteilungen Nr. 26)
Hannover, 23. Februar 2010 (Mitteilungen Nr. 27)
Rüschlikon, 26./27. Mai 2011 (Mitteilungen Nr. 28)
München, 29. Februar 2012 (Mitteilungen Nr. 29)
Erlangen, 11.+12. April 2013 (Mitteilungen Nr. 30)
Lübeck, 25. Februar 2014 (Mitteilungen Nr. 31)
Potsdam, 7.+8. Mai 2015 (Mitteilungen Nr. 32)
Nürnberg, 4.+5. April 2016 (Mitteilungen Nr. 33)
Hagen, 4.+5. Mai 2017 (Mitteilungen Nr. 34)
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4. Mitteilungen (ISSN 0177-0454)
Bisher sind 34 Mitteilungen zur Veröffentlichung der PARS-Aktivitäten und verschiedener Workshops
erschienen. Darüberhinaus enthalten die Mitteilungen Kurzberichte der Mitglieder und Hinweise von
allgemeinem Interesse, die dem Sprecher zugetragen werden.
Teilen Sie - soweit das nicht schon geschehen ist - Tel., Fax und E-Mail-Adresse der GI-Geschäftsstelle
mitgliederservice@gi-ev.de mit für die zentrale Datenerfassung und die regelmäßige Übernahme in die
PARS-Mitgliederliste. Das verbessert unsere Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten untereinander wesentlich.

5. Vereinbarung
Die Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI) und die Informationstechnische Gesellschaft im VDE (ITG)
vereinbaren die Gründung einer gemeinsamen Fachgruppe
Parallel-Algorithmen, -Rechnerstrukturen und -Systemsoftware,
die den GI-Fachausschüssen bzw. Fachbereichen:
FA 0.1
FA 3.1
FB 4

Theorie der Parallelverarbeitung
Systemarchitektur
Informationstechnik und technische Nutzung der Informatik

und den ITG-Fachausschüssen:
FA 4.1
FA 4.2/3

Rechner- und Systemarchitektur
System- und Anwendungssoftware

zugeordnet ist.
Die Gründung der gemeinsamen Fachgruppe hat das Ziel,
- die Kräfte beider Gesellschaften auf dem genannten Fachgebiet zusammenzulegen,
- interessierte Fachleute möglichst unmittelbar die Arbeit der Gesellschaften auf
diesem Gebiet gestalten zu lassen,
- für die internationale Zusammenarbeit eine deutsche Partnergruppe zu haben.
Die fachliche Zielsetzung der Fachgruppe umfasst alle Formen der Parallelität wie
-

Nebenläufigkeit
Pipelining
Assoziativität
Systolik
Datenfluss
Reduktion
etc.

und wird durch die untenstehenden Aspekte und deren vielschichtige Wechselwirkungen umrissen.
Dabei wird davon ausgegangen, dass in jedem der angegebenen Bereiche die theoretische Fundierung
und Betrachtung der Wechselwirkungen in der Systemarchitektur eingeschlossen ist, so dass ein
gesonderter Punkt „Theorie der Parallelverarbeitung“ entfällt.
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1. Parallelrechner-Algorithmen und -Anwendungen
-

architekturabhängig, architekturunabhängig
numerische und nichtnumerische Algorithmen
Spezifikation
Verifikation
Komplexität
Implementierung

2. Parallelrechner-Software
- Programmiersprachen und ihre Compiler
- Programmierwerkzeuge
- Betriebssysteme
3. Parallelrechner-Architekturen
-

Ausführungsmodelle
Verbindungsstrukturen
Verarbeitungselemente
Speicherstrukturen
Peripheriestrukturen

4. Parallelrechner-Modellierung, -Leistungsanalyse und -Bewertung
5. Parallelrechner-Klassifikation, Taxonomien
Als Gründungsmitglieder werden bestellt:
von der GI: Prof. Dr. A. Bode, Prof. Dr. W. Gentzsch, R. Kober, Prof. Dr. E. Mayr, Dr. K. D.
Reinartz, Prof. Dr. P. P. Spies, Prof. Dr. W. Händler
von der ITG: Prof. Dr. R. Hoffmann, Prof. Dr. P. Müller-Stoy, Dr. T. Schwederski, Prof. Dr.
Swoboda, G. Valdorf
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Ordnung der Fachgruppe
Parallel-Algorithmen, -Rechnerstrukturen und -Systemsoftware
1. Die Fachgruppe wird gemeinsam von den Fachausschüssen 0.1, 3.1 sowie dem Fachbereich 4 der
Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI) und von den Fachausschüssen 4.1 und 4.2/3 der
Informationstechnischen Gesellschaft (ITG) geführt.
2. Der Fachgruppe kann jedes interessierte Mitglied der beteiligten Gesellschaften beitreten. Die
Fachgruppe kann in Ausnahmefällen auch fachlich Interessierte aufnehmen, die nicht Mitglied einer der
beteiligten Gesellschaften sind. Mitglieder der FG 3.1.2 der GI und der ITG-Fachgruppe 6.1.2 werden
automatisch Mitglieder der gemeinsamen Fachgruppe PARS.
3. Die Fachgruppe wird von einem ca. zehnköpfigen Leitungsgremium geleitet, das sich paritätisch aus
Mitgliedern der beteiligten Gesellschaften zusammensetzen soll. Für jede Gesellschaft bestimmt deren
Fachbereich (FB 3 der GI und FB 4 der ITG) drei Mitglieder des Leitungsgremiums: die übrigen werden
durch die Mitglieder der Fachgruppe gewählt. Die Wahl- und die Berufungsvorschläge macht das
Leitungsgremium der Fachgruppe. Die Amtszeit der Mitglieder des Leitungsgremiums beträgt vier
Jahre. Wiederwahl ist zulässig.
4. Das Leitungsgremium wählt aus seiner Mitte einen Sprecher und dessen Stellvertreter für die Dauer
von zwei Jahren; dabei sollen beide Gesellschaften vertreten sein. Wiederwahl ist zulässig. Der Sprecher
führt die Geschäfte der Fachgruppe, wobei er an Beschlüsse des Leitungsgremiums gebunden ist. Der
Sprecher besorgt die erforderlichen Wahlen und amtiert bis zur Wahl eines neuen Sprechers.
5. Die Fachgruppe handelt im gegenseitigen Einvernehmen mit den genannten Fachausschüssen. Die
Fachgruppe informiert die genannten Fachausschüsse rechtzeitig über ihre geplanten Aktivitäten.
Ebenso informieren die Fachausschüsse die Fachgruppe und die anderen beteiligten Fachausschüsse
über Planungen, die das genannte Fachgebiet betreffen. Die Fachausschüsse unterstützen die Fachgruppe
beim Aufbau einer internationalen Zusammenarbeit und stellen ihr in angemessenem Umfang ihre
Publikationsmöglichkeiten zur Verfügung. Die Fachgruppe kann keine die Trägergesellschaften
verpflichtenden Erklärungen abgeben.
6. Veranstaltungen (Tagungen/Workshops usw.) sollten abwechselnd von den Gesellschaften organisiert
werden. Kostengesichtspunkte sind dabei zu berücksichtigen.
7. Veröffentlichungen, die über die Fachgruppenmitteilungen hinausgehen, z. B. Tagungsberichte,
sollten in Abstimmung mit den den Gesellschaften verbundenen Verlagen herausgegeben werden. Bei
den Veröffentlichungen soll ein durchgehend einheitliches Erscheinungsbild angestrebt werden.
8. Die gemeinsame Fachgruppe kann durch einseitige Erklärung einer der beteiligten Gesellschaften
aufgelöst werden. Die Ordnung tritt mit dem Datum der Unterschrift unter die Vereinbarung über die
gemeinsame Fachgruppe in Kraft.
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ARCS 2018
st

31 GI/ITG INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ARCHITECTURE OF COMPUTING SYSTEMS
THIS YEAR’S FOCUS: ARCHITECTURES FOR ROBOTICS, AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES, AND
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
Braunschweig, Germany
April 09 - 12, 2018
http://arcs2018.itec.kit.edu/

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

The ARCS conferences series has over 30 years of tradition reporting leading edge research in
computer architecture and operating systems. The focus of the 2017 conference will be on
“Architectures for robotics, autonomous vehicles, and automation systems”.
ARCS 2018 will be organized by the Chair for Chip Design for Embedded Computing, TU
Braunschweig.

City of Braunschweig
Workshops:
th
VERFE: 14 Workshop on Dependability and Fault Tolerance
th
PASA: 13 Workshop on Parallel Systems and Algorithms
3
rd
FORMUS IC: 3 FORMUS3IC – Workshop
th
SAOS: 6 International Workshop on Self-Optimisation in Autonomic and Organic Computing Systems
CompSpace: 2nd Workshop on Computer Architectures in Space
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CALL FOR PAPERS
13th Workshop on Parallel Systems and Algorithms
PASA 2018
https://www.cs12.tf.fau.de/conf/pasa2018/
in conjunction with
ARCS 2018 – 31st International Conference on Architecture of Computing Systems
Braunschweig, Germany, 9 – 10 April 2018
organized by
GI/ITG-Fachgruppe 'Parallel-Algorithmen, -Rechnerstrukturen und Systemsoftware' (PARS) and
GI-Fachgruppe 'Algorithmen' (ALGO)
The PASA workshop series has the goal to build a bridge between theory and practice
in the area of parallel systems and algorithms. In this context practical problems which
require theoretical investigations as well as the applicability of theoretical approaches
and results to practice shall be discussed. An important aspect is communication and
exchange of experience between various groups working in the area of parallel
computing, e.g. in computer science, electrical engineering, physics or mathematics.
Topics of Interest include, but are not restricted to:
- scheduling and load balancing
- parallel and distributed algorithms
- parallel embedded systems
- models of parallel computation
- ubiquitous and pervasive systems
- parallel architectures & storage systems
- reconfigurable parallel computing
- parallel programming languages
- data stream-oriented computing
- software engineering for parallel systems
- interconnection networks
- parallel design patterns
- network and grid computing
- performance evaluation of parallel systems
- distributed and parallel multimedia systems
PASA 2018 Webpage: https://www.cs12.tf.fau.de/conf/pasa2018/
The workshop will comprise invited talks on current topics by leading experts in the field
as well as submitted papers on original and previously unpublished research. Accepted
papers will be published in the ARCS Workshop Proceedings as well as in the PARS
Newsletter (ISSN 0177-0454). The conference languages are English (preferred) and
German. Papers are required to be in English.
A prize of 500 € will be awarded to the best contribution presented personally
based on a student's or Ph.D. thesis or project. Co-authors are allowed, the PhD
degree should not have been awarded at the time of submission. Candidates
apply for the prize by e-mail to the organizers when submitting the contribution.
We expect that candidates are or become members of one of the groups ALGO or
PARS.
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Important Dates
12th January 2018: Deadline for submission of full papers under:
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=pasa2018
6 pages in English, formatted according to IEEE CIS template in "conference mode"
(see
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.html).
More details depend on the requirements given by the ARCS organizers and will be
provided here as soon as possible
31st January 2018: Notification of authors
7th February 2016: Final version for workshop proceedings

Program Committee
M. Dietzfelbinger (Ilmenau), A. Doering (Zurich), N. Eicker (Jülich), T. Fahringer
(Innsbruck), D. Fey (Erlangen), V. Heuveline (Heidelberg), R. Hoffmann (Darmstadt), K.
Jansen (Kiel), B. Juurlink (Berlin), W. Karl (Karlsruhe), J. Keller (Hagen), Ch. Lengauer
(Passau), E. Maehle (Lübeck), U. Margull (Ingolstadt), E. W. Mayr (Munich), U. Meyer
(Frankfurt), F. Meyer auf der Heide (Paderborn), J. Mottok (Regensburg), W. Nagel
(Dresden), M. Philippsen (Erlangen), K. D. Reinartz (Höchstadt), Ch. Scheideler
(Paderborn), B. Schnor (Potsdam), U. Schwiegelshohn (Dortmund), P. Sobe (Dresden),
C. Trinitis, (München) T. Ungerer (Augsburg), R. Wanka (Erlangen)

Organisation
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Karl, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Institute of Computer
Engineering (ITEC), 76129 Karlsruhe, Phone/Fax +49-721-608-43771, E-Mail
wolfgang.karl@kit.edu
Prof. Dr. Rolf Wanka, Univ. Erlangen-Nuremberg, Dept. of Computer Science, 91058
Erlangen, Germany, Phone/Fax +49-9131-8525-152/149, E-Mail rolf.wanka@fau.de
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PARS-Beiträge
Studenten
GI-Mitglieder
studentische Nichtmitglieder
Nichtmitglieder
Nichtmitglieder mit DoppelMitgliedschaften
(Beitrag wie GI-Mitglieder)

5,00 €
7,50 €
5,00 €
15,00 €

--,-- €

Leitungsgremium von GI/ITG-PARS
Dr. Andreas Döring, IBM Zürich
Prof. Dr. Norbert Eicker, FZ Jülich
Prof. Dr. Thomas Fahringer, Univ. Innsbruck
Prof. Dr. Dietmar Fey, Univ. Erlangen
Prof. Dr. Vincent Heuveline, Univ. Heidelberg
Prof. Dr. Ben Juurlink, TU Berlin
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Karl, Sprecher, KIT
Prof. Dr. Jörg Keller, stellv. Sprecher, FernUniversität in Hagen
Prof. Dr. Christian Lengauer, Univ. Passau
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Erik Maehle, Universität zu Lübeck
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Margull, TH Ingolstadt
Prof. Dr. Ernst W. Mayr, TU München
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Mottok, OTH Regensburg
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang E. Nagel, TU Dresden
Dr. Karl Dieter Reinartz, Ehrenvorsitzender, Univ. Erlangen-Nürnberg
Prof. Dr. Bettina Schnor, Univ. Potsdam
Prof. Dr. Peter Sobe, HTW Dresden
Prof. Dr. Theo Ungerer, Univ. Augsburg
Prof. Dr. Rolf Wanka, Univ. Erlangen-Nürnberg

Sprecher
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Karl
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie
Institut für Technische Informatik
Lehrstuhl Rechnerarchitektur und Parallelverarbeitung
Haid-und-Neu-Straße 7
76131 Karlsruhe
Tel.: + 49 721 608-43771
Fax: + 49 721 608-43962
E-Mail: wolfgang.karl@kit.edu
URL: http://fg-pars.gi.de/

